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OPERATIONAL MANUAL FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
TRANSONIC CODE TSFOIL 
By Stephen S. Stahara 
Nielsen Engineering & Research, Inc. 
1. SUMMARY 
A detailed operating manual is presented for the computer code TSFOIL 
recently developed by Murman, Bailey, and Johnson at NASA/Ames Research 
Center. This code solves the two-dimensional, transonic, small-distur- 
bance equations for flow past lifting airfoils in both free air and vari- 
ous wind-tunnel environments by using a variant of the finite-difference 
method initially proposed by Murman and Cole. A description of the theo- 
retical and numerical basis of the code is provided, together with com- 
plete operating instructions and sample cases for the general user. In 
addition, a programmer's manual is also presented to assist the user 
interested in modifying the code. Included in the programmer's manual 
are a dictionary of subroutine variables in common and a detailed des- 
cription of each subroutine. 
Is - - 
2. INTRODUCTION 
During the past several years, the rapid growth and development of 
numerical techniques capable of treating the nonlinear equations of tran- 
sonic flow past aerodynamic configurations has generally resulted in a 
wealth of research computer programs but a lack of adequately documented 
user-ori.ented codes. In light of this, the present work was undertaken 
with the dual objectives of: 
(1) providing a computer code which is capable of solving a general 
class of two-dimensional, transonic, small-disturbance flows, and which 
incorporates as many of the recent advances in the theory as possible and 
(2) providing a systematically organized, user-oriented code with 
complete documentation to allow easy extension and modification for new 
applications and improvements. 
A summary of the features and capabilities of the computer program was 
given in reference 1. This document provides an operational manual of 
the code, and includes a full description of the method of solution. 
Although the basic solution technique used in the program is based 
on the original work of Krupp and Murman (refs. 2 and 3) various improve- 
ments and extensions have been incorporated in the version presented here. 
These include a simplified procedure for converging to the proper circula- 
tion for lifting airfoils (refs. 4 and 5), the appropriate difference 
operator to be used at shock waves (ref. 6), the evaluation of inviscid 
drag using momentum contour methods (ref. 7), wind-tunnel wall simulations 
(ref. 8), calculation of M, > 1 transonic flows (ref. 9), the acceler- 
ated spread of circulation throughout the flow field for Mm < 1 free air 
flows (ref. lo), an analytic mesh (ref. 11) as well as a mesh cutting 
option to speed convergence, a successive line overrelaxation procedure 
based on the correction potential (ref. 12), and a pseudo-time term (ref. 
12) to aid stability. 
The operating manual presented here has been subdivided into two 
general categories. The first category is presented in section 4 and is 
a General User's Manual. In that section, a description of the problem 
solved by the code is given, including a discussion of the differential 
equation, geometry, boundary conditions, and numerical formulation of the 
problem, together with a description of the general operating procedure 
of the code, overall program flow chart, input/output description, error 
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messages, and sample calculations. All the information necessary to run 
the code are provided in that section. In section 5, a Programmer's Manual 
is presented to assist the user who wishes to modify the code to incorpo- 
rate .additional features or to extend the code beyond its present capa- 
bilities. Included in that section is a dictionary of all subroutine 
variables which appear in common blocks and a detailed description of the 
individual subroutines. In order to provide a user-code that will readily 
accommodate modifications, the program has been modularized in the sense 
that numerous (53) special-purpose subroutines have been used, rather than 
one large main program. Consequently, should the user not require some of 
the special calculations or output provided by the code, deletions can be 
made simply and directly. 
In reference 1, it was noted that a number of computational problems, 
which are repeated here for convenience, existed in the version of the 
code then available. Some of those problems have since been alleviated 
by improvements to that initial version. In particular, the computation 
of lifting airfoils in supersonic free streams, which had proved trouble- 
some, has been improved by the addition of a pseudo-time term as discussed 
in detail in section 4.1.5, and also by the introduction of an analytical 
mesh suggested in reference 11. A characteristic difficulty with M, > 1 
flows is that the maximum iteration error may initially decrease mono- 
tonically to a certain level', and then oscillate about that level, or in 
more severe cases, diverge. The maximum error almost always occurs at 
points near the airfoil and close to the bow or trailing edge shocks, or 
the locations where those shocks cross the mesh outer boundary. Addition 
of the pseudo-time term has served to stabilize this feature of the calcu- 
lation, particularly when mesh cutting has been employed and the switch 
is made to the next finer mesh. Use of the analytic mesh frequently has 
served to preserve the monotonic convergence behavior of the solution, 
presumably both by the clustering of points near the leading and trailing 
edges and the expansion of points near the mesh boundaries. 
Addition of these two features has also served to enhance the con- 
vergence of M, < 1 flows. For example, converged solutions were achieved 
for a number of transonic flows past the 6411410 airfoil which could not 
previously be obtained with the earlier version. Also, supercritical 
flows for which the shock wave on the airfoil upper surface reached the 
trailing edge had proven difficult to calculate. For these cases, use of 
the analytic mesh appears to aid convergence considerably. 
b- 
However, the occurrence of irregularities in the solution near the 
leading edge, as noted in reference 1, remains in the present version. 
Although these also appear in Krupp's results (ref. 2), in the current 
program they are predicted to be somewhat stronger. These dissimilarities 
may be due to the slight differences in numerical procedures used. Of 
course, one of the inherent deficiencies in any first-order, small-distur- 
bance theory is the inaccurate treatment of the leading edge. A more 
accurate treatment, such as those suggested in references 13 and 14, has 
not been incorporated in the program, although a Reigel's rule option has 
been added. 
The program has been written in FORTRAN IV source language and devel- 
oped for use on a CDC 7600 computer using the OPT=2 compiler. The memory 
requirements are (57K)8 and (30K)* words for small core and large core, 
respectively. 
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coefficient matrix, equation (36) 
airfoil chord 
column vector cant 'ning values of the correction potential 
.Cj,i along the iw; column of the finite-difference mesh, 
equation (47) 
drag coefficient, equation (34) 
correction potential, equation (42) 
pitching-moment coefficient, equation (33) 
pressure coefficient, equation (28) 
pressure coefficient associated with the airfoil upper surface 
pressure coefficient associated with the airfoil lower surface 
column vector associated with the ith column of the finite- 
difference grid, equation (46) 
nondimensional wind-tunnel slot parameter, equation (20) 
dimensionless affine function describing, respectively, the 
ordinates of the upper and lower airfoil surface, equation (7) 
ratio of wind-tunnel half height to airfoil chord 
transonically scaled tunnel half height to airfoil chord ratio, 
equation (22) 
indices identifying the grid point at the ith column and jth 
row 
exponent of Mach number in similarity definition of the small- 
disturbance equation, equations (2) and (6) 
transonic similarity parameter, equation (5) 
nondimensional spacing of slot centerlines, normalized by c; 
equation (20) 
exponent of Mach number in similarity definition of transoni- 
tally scaled y coordinate, equation (4) 
local Mach number, equation (30) 
free-stream Mach number 
exponent of Mach number in similarity definition of velocity 
potential, equation (1) 
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P pressure 
P nondimensional experimentally determined wind-tunnel porosity 
parameter equal to 2~y(x,~H)/Apwall(x,+H)/~, equation (19) 
F transonically scaled wind-tunnel porosity parameter, equation 
(23) 
pO 
shock-wave total pressure loss 
Pea free-stream pressure 
s, free-stream dynamic pressure 
Rj,i residual matrix, equation (45) 
S nondimensional slot width, normalized by c; equation (20) 
x3 free-stream velocity 
(X,Y) nondimensional Cartesian coordinate system with x axis 
directed rearward and aligned with the free stream; 
coordinates normalized by c 
(X',Y') equal to (cx,cy) 
7 transonically scaled y coordinate, equation (4) 
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angle of attack 
circulation, equation (12) 
far-field circulation, equation (13) 
ratio of specific heats 
airfoil thickness ratio 
parameter multiplying pseudo-time term AtQxt/Ax in small- 
disturbance partial differential equation, equation (48) 
local flow angle, equation (29) 
switching parameter, equation (37) 
disturbance velocity potential, equation (1) 
total velocity potential, equation (1) 
dimensionless perturbation velocity potential, equation (1) 







jump in'perturbation velocity potential along trailing vortex 
wake, equations (14) and (16) 
jump in perturbation velocity potential at the trailing edge, 
equation (12) 
relaxation parameter, equation (44) 
relaxation parameter for elliptic points, equation (44) 
relaxation parameter for circulation, equation (13) 
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4. GENERAL USER'S MANUAL 
4.1 Description of Program 
This section provides an overall description of the program, a brief 
discussion of the theoretical and numerical formulation of the problem 
solved by the code, including a description of the differential equation, 
airfoil geometry, boundary conditions, and finite-difference method. Also, 
the general operating procedure of the code is reviewed and an overall 
program flow chart is provided. 
4.1.1 Differential equations and transonic scalinq.- The partial 
differential equation solved by TSFOIL is the transonic small-disturbance 
equation for the perturbation velocity potential cast in terms of transonic 
similarity variables. Because of the nonuniqueness of the scaling, various 
forms have been adopted by different authors. If (a,$) are, respectively, 
the physically and transonically scaled perturbation potentials, the 
various forms can be combined in the following general manner: 
Z(x',y') = CUJX + O(x,y) + . ..I = @(x,3 + -0. 
3 
(1) 
where c is the airfoil chord, U, and M,, respectively, are the free- 
stream velocity and Mach number, 6 is the airfoil thickness ratio, (x,y) 
are the physical Cartesian coordinates (x',y') normalized by airfoil chord, 
and F the transonically scaled y coordinate given below. Now, (a,@) 
satisfy 
(1 - Mz,ox - wMt@:]x + kyly = ' (2) 
(3) 
where 







and the exponents (k,m,n) are related by 
k= 2m + n (6) 
The different forms of the transonic similarity variables depend essen- 
tially on the particular choice of the exponents (k,m,n), and Table I 
provides a summary of the particular values proposed by Cole, Spreiter, 
or Krupp which have been incorporated into the program. The partial 
differential equation actually solved by TSFOIL is then equation (3). 
4.1.2 Geometry.- The coordinate system used in the program is the 
Cartesian system shown in figure 4-1, with the airfoil located along the 
x-axis between 0 and 1, at angle of attack, a, and with a shape given by 
Y,,,(X) = 6Fu ,(x) 
, 
O<xc_l 
where (~,a) denotes the upper and lower surfaces, and Fu,abd is a 
function of order one describing the ordinates of a family of affinely 
related airfoils. Default profiles incorporated into the program are 
the parabolic-arc 




the NACA four-digit series 
F u,a(x) = +(1.4845fi - 0.63 x - 1.758x2+ 1.415x3- 0.5075x4) (9) 
and the Korn airfoil described in reference 15. Provision has been made 
in the program for the user to input a profile of his choice by either a 
formula or a table of ordinates. 
4.1.3 Boundary conditions.- The boundary conditions applied to this 
problem consist of the flow tangency condition at the airfoil surface, a 
condition for lifting airfoils assuring the value of circulation be unique, 
and some far-field conditions to be satisfied on the outer boundaries of 
the computational mesh. Within the framework of small-disturbance theory, 
the tangency condition at the airfoil can be linearized and applied along 
the slit F = O,O(_x<l as 
dF, (4 




@ytx,O-) = dx - f (11) 
For lifting airfoils, two options have been incorporated in the 
program to insure that the circulation is unique. The first is the usual 
Kutta condition which is satisfied by requiring that Gx (pressure) be 
continuous along the line F = 0, x 2 1, 
continuous across y = 0, x > 1. 
and that op. (flow angle) be 
The disturbance potential $I remains 
single-valued by introduction of a cut along the F = 0 axis downstream 
of the airfoil along which Q is discontinuous, jumping by the value 
of the circulation r defined by 
r= - d@ = AQte 
where the contour is taken around the airfoil surface, and the resultant 
integral is equal to the jump in potential at the trailing edge. The 
circulation rff used in the asymptotic far-field solutions to update 
the outer boundaries is determined from the relation 
n+i 
rff = Cf - "r ( Cf - '@Fe> (13) 
where 
97 
is the relaxation factor for circulation and n is the itera- 
tion count. The updated jump in potential A@(x) along the slit F = 0, 
x>l is calculated by the program according to the formula 
A@(x) = A$Fe + x --'l (r;;r - r:f 
X max 
(14) 
From the results of reference 4, a value of circulation relaxation factor 
97 
= 1.0 (default value) is recommended. This implies that the updated 
far-field circulation be set equal to the new jump in potential at the 
trailing edge, 
(15) 
and that the jump in potential along the trailing vortex wake be held 
constant and equal to 
A@(x) = AGEe (16) 
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Numerical experimentation has shown that the simpler representation of 
equations (15) and (16) gives the same results and convergence rate as 
both the method of Krupp (ref. 2) and the closely related procedure of 
equations (13) and (14). 
The second option available to insure uniqueness of circulation is 
to specify the lift. In this case, the Kutta condition is not satisfied, 
and the pressure becomes double-valued at the trailing edge. The jump in 
potential at the trailing edge, as well as the far-field circulation, and 
the potential jump along the trailing vortex wake are given by 
AGte = rff = A@(x) = ('L)SET 2 (17) 
where (CL) SET is the specified lift coefficient. 
For conditions at the outer boundaries, provision is made in the 
program to represent free air flows and various wind-tunnel wall simula- 
tions for both M, < 1 and M, > 1. For subsonic free air flows, the 
program incorporates the asymptotic far-field solution off given by a 
compressible vortex and doublet, while for supersonic free air flows the 
appropriate far-field conditions incorporated are that the perturbation 
velocities ox,++ vanish at the upstream boundary and that the outgoing 
wave condition 
(18) 
be enforced at the top and bottom boundaries in order to prevent reflected 
waves. Strictly speaking, for M, > 1, no condition is required at the 
downstream boundary if as we assume it is sufficiently far removed down- 
stream so that the outflow is entirely supersonic.' However, for actual 
numerical application, some condition is needed (ref. 8) to treat subsonic 
outflow which may develop during the course of the relaxation solution 
process prior to convergence. By numerical experimentation, the condition 
ox = 0 was found to be satisfactory. Figure 4-2 summarizes these condi- 
tions for free air calculations. 
For wind-tunnel simulations, the classical homogeneous tunnel wall 
boundary condition 
ox(x,LH) + FHOxy(x,+H) t p y I @ (x,&H) = 8 (19) 
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is applied at the tunnel walls y = + H. Here, H is the ratio of tunnel 
half height to airfoil chord, F is the tunnel slot parameter, and P is 
the porosity parameter which accounts for viscous effects in the slot and 
must be determined experimentally. A simplified analysis has been made 
by Baldwin, et al. (ref. 16) for the slot parameter F, which he gives as 
F = & dn csc 
1I w (20) 
where L is the spacing between slot centerlines and S is the slot 
width, both normalized by airfoil chord. The program uses equation (19) 
in the similarity form 
where (g,g) are the transonically scaled tunnel half height and porosity 
given by 
(22) 
F = P/(6i'%E) (23) 
The following subcases of equation (19) have been incorporated into the 
program as separate options 
~y(x,tij) = 0 Solid Wall (24) 




@,(x&z) + Ffi$~$x,$) = 0 Ideal Slotted Wall (27) 
while the general case has not yet been included. For tunnel flows, the 
upstream and downstream conditions used are the following. For M,<l, 
the asymptotic far-field solution Gff which satisfies equation (19) and 
the linearized version of the differential equation (3) is used. The case 
of choked flow, as treated in reference 17, has not been included in the 
program. For Mm>l, the conditions Qx,$ = 0 are enforced at the 
12 
upstream boundary, while the flow is required to be supersonic at the down- 
stream boundary and the condition Qx = 0 is employed, as in the supersonic 
free air calculation. These conditions are summarized in figure 4-3. 
4.1.4 Aerodynamic variables.- The aerodynamic quantities of interest 
output by the program are given below in terms of the small-disturbance 
similarity potential @(x,G). These include pressure coefficient, Cp, 
flow angle, 8, local Mach number, M, shock wave total pressure loss, 
r PO1 /pm, and coefficients of lift, CL, pitching moment, Cm, and drag, CD. 
C 
P= 
6 2/3M-n m (-Wx) (28) 
M= (?, + l)ox]62'3M~m]1'2 
[PO1 - = 
PC3 
1 + ?J2 y(y + l) [@,I z 12 
1 
CL = - 
/ 








(x - Xm) (CPU - c PR)dx (positive nose-up) (33) 
0 
CD = 6 .5/sM-n 00 C 
K@z - $5 - $ (~+l)Q~]d?--@x&.ydx- * [@,I; dF (34) 
SX I 
where [@,I s is the jump in the streamwise perturbation velocity across a 
shock. 
4.1.5 Numerical formulation.- The numerical formulation of the 
problem together with the techniques employed to solve it are presented in 
this section. The numerical solution of the problem is initiated by re- 
placing equation (3) by the following finite-difference form given by 
Bailey and Ballhaus in reference 18. 
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-i 
(l-Pj i) Aj i[(@x) j,i+1/2 - (‘xl j,i-l/2 
, , 1 
+ 'j,i-2 A j,i-1 II (Gx)j,i-l/2 - (@x)j,i--3/2 I) ' (x' 1+1/z -xi-1/2 1 
+ c (@y) j-+1/2, i - (@y) j-l/2, i] / (Yj+l/2 - Yj-1/2) = O (35) 
where 
A. j,i = 1 - M; - (Y + 1)M~(Ox)j,i 
0 for A ji>O 
, 
cLj,i = 
1 for A ji<O 
, 
@. 3,i+l -~'i 






yj+l - yj 
' , etc. 
and (@,I j,i in equation (36) is approximated by 






This form of the difference equation with the switching parameter cLj,i 
encompasses the four operators of Murman 's fully conservative relaxation 
(FCR) method (ref. 15); that is, elliptic (IL~,~-~ = 0, pj,i = 0), hyper- 
bolic (pj i-1 = 1, pj,i = l), parabolic (pj,i-l = 0, kj,i = l), and shock 
point (ILj'i_1 = 1, CL. 3,i 
= 01, and for evenly spaced meshes is identical to 
that methhd. For unequally spaced meshes, the first term differs from 
Murman's (ref. 19) by a factor of (xi - x~-~,)/(x~+~ - xiD1) in hyperbolic 





i)Aj i(CxxLi~j,i_l - Cm'i@j,i + CmRi@j,i+l) 
, 
+ CYYDjQjml i - CYYCjoj i + CYYUj@j+l i = 0 
, , , 
(41) 
where the coefficients (CXXLi, CXXCi, etc.) depend on mesh geometry only 
and can be deduced from equation (35). Although equation (41) forms the 
basis of the numerical analysis, the solution technique actually employed 
in the program is similar to that.recently suggested by Jameson (ref. 12) 





@. 3,i = , 
cq i + cj i 
, 
(42) 
where n represents the current iteration cycle. 
The governing equation for C. 
3,i 
is determined in the following 
fashion. First, we consider the difference equation (41) in which the 
values $I. 
3,i 
of the potential along the current column are replaced by 




j,i-1' j,i) A? 
while the values (@j,i-l, j,i--2' @; i+l' 
are used to evaluate the remaining terms. Similarly, &e 
define a residual Rj,i by considering the same equation but with the 
result @n 
J,i 
used for @. 
7,i' 
By subtracting those two equations and 
then eliminating 5. 
7,i 
by use of the overrelaxation formula 
where 
me, l<coe< 2 for locally subsonic flow (A j 
, 
i > O) 
CD= 
1 for locally supersonic flow (A j , i < O) 








i-lCXXRi-l} Cj i 
, 




We note that in the derivation of equation (45), new values on+': rather 
than provisional values 7. 
I¶1 
3,i 
are used to evaluate 
@YY 
at both subsonic 
and supersonic points. As pointed out in reference 12, this avoids a 
15 
discontinuity in Qyy at a sonic line. 
The solution of equation (45) then proceeds by using an iterative 
successive line over-relaxation (SLOR) algorithm as follows. The system 
of equations for each vertical line is written as 
ACi = fi (46) 
where 5 i' is the J dimensional column vector 
C 1,i 
ci= : ( ) . C. l,i (47) 
A is a J X J dimensional, diagonally dominant, tridiagonal matrix, and 
f i is a J dimensional column 'vector. The solution process consists of 
making an initial guess for o, and then successively sweeping the grid 
from the upstream to downstream boundary, solving for new values of c. 
J,i 
from equation (46) by direct elimination using the method of triangular 
decomposition, and then determining new values of @ from equation (42). 
The initial guess for @ may be selected from a uniform flow (@ = 0) 
or a previous case stored in core or on a peripheral unit. With regard 
to the over-relaxation parameter me, acceptable values on a fine mesh 
for cue are 1.8 < toe < 1.95, although optimum values for particular 
applications must be determined by numerical experimentation. 
A mesh refinement option has been incorporated into the program to 
enhance the rate of convergence. Under this option, the user may elect 
to initiate the calculation either on a mesh (medium mesh) obtained by 
deleting every other mesh point of the input mesh (fine mesh), or on an 
even coarser mesh (coarse mesh) obtained by again deleting every other 
point on the medium mesh. In the latter case, the iterative solution is 
started on the coarse mesh, and after appropriate convergence is reached, 
continued on the medium mesh, and then completed on the input mesh. Also, 
in order to improve stability and aid convergence, an option has been 
provided in the program to add the pseudo-time term in the form 
At 





g Gxt = 
( 1, $* i - Q’f i) - (f$n+;-l - f&3” i-l) 3 3 3 
c. i - c. i-l 




x. - x. 1 1-l ) 
(x. - x. 1 l-1 ) 
to the left-hand side of equation (45) as suggested in references 12 and 
18. The parameter E is an input parameter with a value in the range 
O<E<l. Considerable improvement in stability and convergence has 
been obtained in a number of both subsonic and supersonic free-stream 
calculations when this term is added. However, this result is not true 
for all cases and extensive numerical experimentation to determine optimum 
values for E has not yet been carried out. Consequently, the user must, 
of necessity, determine suitable values for his particular application. 
An appropriate first guess would be E = 0.2 which is the default value. 
Finally, we note that the numerical methods used in this program are 
of the shock-capturing, rather than shock-fitting type. This means that 
shock waves are spread over several mesh intervals and do not appear as 
sharp discontinuities. Calculations have shown (ref. 19) that for sub- 
sonic flow downstream of shock waves, four mesh points are sufficient to 
capture the shock jump; whereas for supersonic downstream flow, six to 
ten points are required. The latter is due to dissipation effects which 
dominate the first-order accurate hyperbolic operator in equation (35), 
and smooth out shocks to that extent. This is a weakness in the method if 
sharp supersonic oblique shocks are required, and necessitates special 
indentations of the momentum contours used to calculate the inviscid drag 
for all cases where Mm > 1, and also for cases where M, < 1 when tail 
plus wake shocks occur. See subroutine CDCOLE in section 5.2 for a 
description of the momentum contours incorporated in the program. 
4.1.6 Operating procedure.- The general operating procedure of the 
program is straightforward and is described in this section. First, the 
main program prints all of the input cards (ECHINP), then reads the input 
for the first case, checks it for errors, assigns default values to those 
parameters not specified, and then prints all of the input parameters 
(PEADIN). Next, if the input was in physical rather than transonic form, 
the appropriate scaling is applied to render all the necessary variables 
into transonic similarity form (SCALE). The unit-strength boundary 
data on the far-field mesh boundaries are then computed (FABFLD). Next, 
the geometrical characteristics of the airfoil that are required in 
the finite-difference calculations are determined (BODY). The medium and 
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coarse meshes are then established if the user has opted to use the mesh 
refinement option (CUTOUT). Next, the @ array is initialized (GUESSP), 
and then the various difference coefficients that depend on mesh size are 
calculated for the current mesh (DIFCOE). The I and J indices for 
solving the difference equations are set, and the airfoil slope boundary 
condition is multiplied by mesh spacing constants for use in the finite- 
difference calculation (SETBC). The relaxation solution of the difference 
equations is then carried out in an iterative fashion by sweeping the flow 
field from upstream to downstream boundaries with convergence information 
being output after a specified number of sweeps (SOLVE). If the calcula- 
tions have been carried out on an intermediate mesh, flow field information 
on the dividing streamline, including the airfoil, are printed (PRINTl), 
and then mesh points are added to obtain the next finer mesh (REFINE). 
The sequence of relaxation calculations are then repeated (DIFCOE, SETBC, 
SOLVE, PRINTl) until the final mesh is reached. At this point, the final 
flow information is output (PRINT), the solution stored for later use 
(SAVEP), and the calculation for the next case begun. If the solution 
should diverge during the course of the finite-difference calculation 
(SOLVE), the computation is then aborted,.with portions of the final 
printout (PRINT) provided to assist the user in determining the cause 
of the difficulty. 
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4.1.7 overall proqram flow chart.- An overall program flow chart 
is provided below to illustrate the logical flow of the code. 























4.2 Program Input 
The input required by the program is described in this section. A 
dictionary of input variables is provided first, followed by a description 
of the various input control options available to the user. All of the 
default values of the input variables are given next, followed by a de- 
scription of the input data format including preparation of a sample run. 
4.2.1 Dictionary of input variables.- All variables that are input 




transonic similarity parameter; equal to 1-M2M2mb2/3 
where m is defined in Table 4-I according to The type 
of transonic scaling used; input required only if tran- 
sonic scaling used in input/output; that is, PHYS = .F. 
ALPHA angle of attack, a, in degrees for PHYS = .T. 
AMESH (logical) control option for specification of analytical default 
mesh; equal to .T. or .F. 













equal to 1, 2, 3, or 4 
control option for type of flow environment; equal to 1, 
2, 3, 4, or 5 
specified lift coefficient; input only if Kutta condition 
not enforced; that is, KUTTA = .F. 
convergence criterion for maximum iteration error in $I 
airfoil thickness ratio 6 
divergence criterion for maximum iteration error in @ 
free-stream Mach number, M ; because of the particular 
far-field formulation use8 in this program, M, can 
be close but not exactly equal to 1 
coefficient of pseudo-time term AW,,/Ax in differ- 
ential equation 
slot parameter for ideal slotted wind tunnel 
control option for specification of type of differencing 
to be used at shock waves; equal to .T. or .F. 
ratio of specific heats Y 
ratio of tunnel half height/airfoil chord 
control option for mesh cutting and refinement; equal 




number of x-mesh points in input mesh; IMAXI < 100 
value of I index designating the x-mesh point where 




control option for print frequency of intermediate output 
number of y-mesh points in input mesh; JMAXI (_ 100 
value of J index designating the y-mesh point where 
the finite-difference calculation is to start 
KUTTA (logical) control for Kutta condit'ion specification; equal to .T. 
or .F. 
MAXIT maximum allowed number of iteration sweeps through the 
flow field 
NL number of ordinate points used to describe airfoil lower 
surface; NL 5 100 
NU number of ordinate points used to describe airfoil upper 
surface; N-u (_ 100 
PHYS (logical) control for specification of the type of scaling (physical 
or transonic) used in input/output; equal to .T. or .F. 
POR porosity factor for ideal porous/perforated wind-tunnel 
wall 
PRTFLO control for printout of final flow field; equal to 1, 2, 
or 3 
PSAVE (logical) control for saving restart block of values on unit 3; 
equal to .T. or .F. 
PSTART (integer) control for initialization of @ array; equal to 1, 2, 
or 3 
SIMDEF (integer) control for definition of transonic similarity scaling; 
equal to 1, 2, 3, or 4 
WCIRC 
WE (1) 
relaxation factor for circulation 
vector array of length 3 representing values of the 
relaxation factor for elliptic points on the coarse, 
medium, and fine meshes, respectively; if specified, 
all three values must be given 
XGRDIN control for input of user-designated x-grid; equal to 
.T. or .F. 
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DESCRIPTION 
vector array of length IMAXI of user-supplied x-mesh 
points; normalized by airfoil chord; maximum of 100 
vector array of length NL of x-ordinates of the airfoil 








vector array of length NU of x-ordinates of the airfoil 
upper surface; normalized by airfoil chord; maximum of 
100 
control for input of user-designated y-grid; equal to 
.T. or .F. 
vector array of length JMAXI of user-supplied y-mesh 
points, normalized by airfoil chord for PHYS = .T.; 
maximum of 100 
5% (1) vector array of length NL of y-ordinates of the airfoil 
lower surface; normalized by airfoil chord times thick- 
ness ratio; maximum of 100 
YU(I) vector array of length NU of y-ordinates of the airfoil 
upper surface; normalized by airfoil chord times thick- 
ness ratio; maximum of 100 
4.2.2 Control options.- Those input variables which allow the user 
to select the various options incorporated in this program are detailed. 
in this section together with the options they control. 
Airfoil qeometry option: Four choices are available to the user for 
the specification of the airfoil geometry. Selection is made according 
to the value specified (1, 2, 3, or 4) for the integer index BCFOIL. For 
BCFOIL = 1, the program uses the symmetric NACA four-digit (00xX) series 
geometry; for BCFOIL = 2, a parabolic-arc profile is used; for BCFOIL = 3, 
user-supplied values of upper and lower airfoil ordinates (YU(I), YL(L)) 
versus abcissas (XU(I), XL(I)) are required by the program, which then 
calculates internally the ordinates and slopes at the input mesh points 
by cubic spline interpolation--under this geometry option, a default air- 
foil (Korn) is provided; for BCFOIL = 4, the user provides his own speci- 
fication (i.e., ordinates and slopes at the input mesh points) of the 
airfoil geometry. We note that the last option (BCFOIL = 4) is, of course, 
open (inactive) and requires user-supplied information in subroutine BODY. 
If a formula is available for the airfoil profile desired, this option 
should be used. Implementation is straightforward and an illustrative 
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example is given below. Consider the symmetric profile formed by the 
sinusoidal curve given by: 
y, ,(x) = + $ sin(m) 
, 
so that 
F u,e(~) = + 3 sin(77-4 
dFu ,(x) . 
dx = +; cos(m) 
Thus, the following FORTRAN statement changes would be entered into sub- 
routine BODY. Immediately a'fter statement number 400 (see the listing of 
subroutine BODY in the Appendix), the abnormal stop message and STOP card 
would be removed and the following statements inserted: 
PI = 3.1415927 
IC = 0 
DO 425 I = ILE, ITE 
IC = IC + 1 
Z = XIN(1) 
Zl = PI * z 
XFOIL(IC) = Z 
FU(IC) = SIN(Z1)/2. 
FL(IC) = - FU(IC) 
FXU(IC) = PI * COS(Z1)/2. 




We note that it is necessary.that subroutine BODY define the arrays 
XFOIL(I), FU(I), FL(I), FXU(IC), and FXL(1) which are; respectively, the 
x-ordinates of the input x-mesh XIN(I) which fall on the airfoil, the y- 
ordinates of the airfoil upper and lower surface divided by the thickness 
ratio, and the slopes of the airfoil upper and lower surface divided by 
the thickness ratio, all calculated at the XFOIL(1) points. 
Flow environment option: To specify the type of flow environment; 
that is, free air or tunnel simulation conditions, the integer index 
BCTYPE must be set. Six different choices have been incorporated in the 
program according to the following schedule: 
BCTYPE Flow Condition 
1 Free air 
2 Solid wall tunnel 
‘3 Free jet 
4 Ideal slotted wall tunnel 
5 Ideal porous/perforated wall tunnel 
6 General tunnel wall 
The program default value is BCTYPE = 1. 
Conservative differencinq option: An option has been provided for 
the user to specify whether conservative or nonconservative differencing 
be used at shock waves. This choice is made according to the logical 
index FCR: 
FCR Shock Difference Type 
.T. Fully conservative 
.F. Nonconservative 
Program default value is FCR = .T. 
Mesh refinement option: A convergence acceleration feature has been 
incorporated in the program which provides the user the option to initiate 
the iterative solution on a mesh that is coarser than the input mesh (fine 
mesh) on which the solution is ultimately desired. Provision has been 
made for two automatic grid reductions (medium and coarse) by the program. 
Since the grid change is accomplished by the deletion of every other mesh 
point, the following simple rules should be followed in specifying the 
input (fine) grid to take full advantage (i.e., two cuts) of this feature. 
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These rules consist of making the following grid point differences a 
multiple of four, 
IMAXI - ITE 
ITE - IMIN 
JMAXI - JUP + 1 
JLOW - JMIN + 1 
which insure that each of the above four grid intervals can be halved 
twice. See Section 5.1 under COM 1 for a description of these indices. 
The control for mesh refinement is made by specification of the 
integer index ICUT according to: 
ICUT Comment 
0 Input mesh used to convergence 
1 Input mesh may be cut once 
2 Input mesh may be cut twice 
We note that for the cases ICUT = 1 or 2, if the grid criteria given 
above are not met, the program will try to adjust if possible the grid by 
adding (never deleting) points. However, since the stated conditions are 
so mild, it is recommended that they be followed directly if the grid 
refinement option is desired. Program default value is ICUT = 2. 
Intermediate printout option: If the user wished to obtain inter- 
mediate information concerning the convergence of the solution, an option 
is provided which will cause a limited printout to occur each time a 
specified number of iteration sweeps through the flow field are completed. 
Output includes iteration count, lift and moment coefficients, iteration 
error in circulation, and absolute values and locations of the maximum 
iteration error in o, the residual Rj i, and the upper and lower surface 
pressure coefficients. Control is thro&gh specification of the integer 
index IPRTER which causes output print every IPRTER th iteration sweep 
through the field. Program default value is IPRTER = 0. 
KUtta condition enforcement option: If, in lieu of enforcing the 
Kutta condition, the user wishes to specify instead the lift coefficient, 
an option has been provided in the program to accommodate this. Control 






Kutta condition enforced 
Lift coefficient specified; trailing-edge 
pressure discontinuous 
Program default value is KUTTA = .T. 
Physical or transonic UO scalinq option: A user choice for the type 
of scaling used in the input/output is available through the logical index 
PJziYS. The I/O can be in either the usual physical scaled form 
(PHYS = .T.); that is, lengths normalized by airfoil chord, c, velocities 
by free-stream velocity, U,, p ressure by free-stream dynamic pressure, G, 
etc., or in the appropriate transonically scaled form (PAYS = .F.). If 
transonic scaling is used, we note the following requirements: the lateral 
coordinate of the input grid must be scaled according to 
the angle of attack by 
z = cz/(6-180°/~) 
the half-tunnel height by 
the lift coefficient CLSET by 
(CLEET) = CLSET/?j2'3M;n 
the porosity by 
the velocity potential by 
and instead of specifying the Mach number, Mm, the similarity parameter 
K must be given, where 
1 - ME 
K= 
Mzrn b 2/= 
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and where the exponents (m,n) depend upon the choice of scaling and are 
defined in Table 4-I. Program default value is PHYS = .T. 
Flow field printout option: In the final printout of a completed 
calculation, the user has the choice of obtaining flow field information 
[i.e., pressure coefficient, flow angle, and either local Mach number 
(PHYS = .T.) or local similarity parameter (PHYS = .F.)], either throughout 
or in a limited region of the flow field. This is controlled through the 
integer index PRTFLO according to 
PRTFLO Flow Field Printout 
1 None 
2 All 
3 Three J lines about Ion+": - @n .) 
I¶1 I,1 max 
line 
Program default value is PRTFLO = 1. 
Result storage option: If at the completion of a calculation the 
user wishes, in addition to obtaining the printed output, to store the 
results on tape for future use, an option has been provided whereby the 
program will write the following information on tape 3: 
(1) run title 
(2) grid dimensions; IMAXI, JMAXI, IMIN, JMIN 
(3) CL, Mm, 01, 6, airfoil volume, far field doublet strength 
(4) X and Y grid arrays 
t5) @j i , 
Control is through the logical index PSAVE according to 
PSAVE Storage 
.T. Results stored on tape 3 
.F. No storage 
Program default value is PSAVE = .F. 
Initialization of $ option: Three choices are available for 
initializing the @ array to start the calculation. Selection is made 
according to the integer index PSTART where 
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PSTART Initialization of @ 
1 Set to zero 
2 Read from tape 7 
3 Used from previous case 
Program default value is PSTART = 1. 
Transonic similarity definition option: Four choices are available 
to the user for the specification of the particular transonic similarity 
form of the small-disturbance equation to be solved. The first three of 
these choices (SIMDEF = 1, 2, or 3) have been incorporated into the 
program and are detailed below. The fourth (SIMDEF = 4) is an open 
(inactive) option, requiring user-supplied definitions of the various 
scaling parameters calculated in subroutine SCALE. 
The three active options reflect the different scaling rules of 
Cole, Spreiter, or Krupp and depend essentially upon the choice of values 
for the exponents (k,m,n) in the following representations of the small- 
disturbance perturbation velocity potential equation, stretched-lateral 
coordinate, and transonic similarity parameter; that is, 
(1 -M;)@ -+Mk@;x+@ = 0 
X 00 3 YY 
or 
KGx - Yp ($2 x x + % = O I 
where 







The values of the exponents (k,m,n) for each of the three cases are given 
in Table 4-I. Selection of the particular scaling rule according to the 






4 User defined 
Program default value is SIMDEF = 3. 
Default grid option: Two different sets of default grids have been 
incorporated in the program. These are the Krupp mesh defined in reference 
2 and an analytical mesh based on a modified version of the grid discussed 
in reference 11. The program default x-mesh is the Krupp x-mesh XKRUPP(I), 
given in reference 2, while two default y-meshes are incorporated; that is, 
the Krupp y-mesh for free air calculations YFREE(1) and a modified y-mesh 
YTUN(1) for tunnel simulations. To use the analytical mesh, control is 
through the logical variable AMESH according to 
AMESH Grid Specification 
.T. Analytical mesh used 
.F. Either Krupp or user-specified mesh used 
Program default value is AMESH = .F. 
Input grid option: If the user wishes not to employ the default 
grids incorporated in the program, an option has been provided whereby 
an arbitrary mesh can be conveniently supplied to the program. Control 
is through the logical variables XGRDIN and YGRDIN according to 
XGRDIN Grid Specification 
.T. x-mesh provided by user in input data 
.F. Default x-mesh used 
YGRDIN Grid Specification 
.T. y-mesh provided by user in input data 
.F. Default y-mesh used 
When the grids are user supplied, each element of the grid is de- 
fined in the input data, as illustrated in section 4.2.4. We note that 
the program default x-mesh is the Krupp x-mesh XKRUPP(1) defined in 
reference 2, while two default y-meshes are incorporated; that is, the 
~rupp y-mesh for free air calculations YFREE(1) and a modified y-mesh 
ym(I) for tunnel simulations. Program default values are XGRDIN = .F. 
and YGRDIN = .F. 
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4.2.3 Default values.- Each input variable has been assigned a 
default value that is stored in the BLOCK DATA subroutine. Consequently, 
unless the user wishes to change a variable from its default value, it 
is not necessary to enter it in the input data block. For convenience, 


























































75 (Korn airfoil) 




























YFREE(1) or YTUN(1) 
(Korn airfoil) 
(Korn airfoil) 
It is important to realize that the above variables assume their 
default values only before the first case is run. Input variables, once 
user specified, are not changed internally by the program; thus, it is 
unnecessary to respecify them in subsequent cases if their values are to 
remain constant. 
4.2.4 Input data format.- With the exception of a run title card, 
which is the first card of each case and on which the user can provide any 
alphanumeric information desired in columns 1 to 80, all of the input data 
for the program are read in under a NAMELIST format called INP. Conse- 
quently, the input format is most easily demonstrated by an example. 
Consider two cases of simulating the flow of air (Y = 1.4, default) past 
an NACA 0010 airfoil in an ideal slotted wall wind tunnel where the slot 
parameter is 0.07, and the tunnel half-height-to-chord ratio is 6.5. For 
the first case, the free-stream Mach number is 0.70, the angle of attack 
is 1.5O, and it is decided to match the measured tunnel lift coefficient 
of 0.187. The fully conservative equations (default) will be solved on 
the YTUN (tunnel default) y-grid and the basic Krupp XKRUPP (default) 
x-grid, employing the mesh refinement option with two grid halvings 
(default). The maximum number of iteration sweeps allowed will be 250, 
with intermediate printout desired after every fifth sweep, a convergence 
criterion on $ of 1x1o-4, a divergence criterion of 10. (default), with 
final flow field printout confined to three rows centered about the maxi- 
mum iteration error in o, and with the final results stored on tape 3. 
The transonic equation will be used in the similarity form as given by 
Spreiter, with the input/output in physical scaling terms (default), with 
the initial guess of o equal to zero (default), and with the circulation 
relaxation factor equal to 0.9, the three elliptic relaxation factors 
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equal to 1.3, 1.6, and 1.9 for the coarse, medium, and fine grids re- 
spectively. The pseudo-time term will be omitted from the differential 
equation (E: = 0.). 
For the second case, all of the input parameters will be identical 
to the first except that the Mach number will be equal to 0.72 and the 
measured lift coefficient equal to 0.195. 
Thus, the input data cards would read (note that with a NAMELIST 
format, input variable sequencing is arbitrary): 
CARD NO. 1 
COLUMN NO. 
CARD NO. 2 
COLUMN NO. 
CARD NO. 3 
COLUMN NO. 12 
CARD NO. 4 
COLUMN NO. 
- RUN TITLE CARD 
1 
SAMPLE CALCULATION NO. 1 
80 






CARD NO. 5 
COLUMN NO. 
IWE(3)=1.9,EPS=O., 
CARD NO. 6 
COLUMN NO. 801 
SEND I 
CARD NO. 7 - RUN TITLE CARD 
COLUMN NO. 1 -80) 
SAMPLE CALCULATION NO. 2 
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CARD NO. 8 
COLUMN NO. E. -6 80 
I $INP EMACH=.72,CLSET=.195, , 
CARD NO. 9 
COLTJMN NO. 2 80 
SEND 
CARD NO. 10 
COLUMN NO. 11 801 
FINISHED I 
We comment that the last card in the input data, following the final 
data card for the last case, must contain the word FINISHED in the first 
eight columns. This signals the program that there are no further cases 
to calculate and that the program is to stop. 
If for the above cases the user wished to supply his own x- and y- 
grids, this would have been done by setting the grid input controls 
XGRDIN and YGRDIN equal to TRUE, specifying in the input the integers 
IMAXI and JMAXI, subject to the restriction IMAXI, JMAXI 5 100, and then 
identifying all of the IMAXI values of XIN(1) and JMAXI values of YIN(I) 
in the input data. For example, say that the user has an 81x60 (x,y) 
grid. Then, the card data to be included in the input for the first case 














A similar procedure would apply if the user wished to supply his own 
description of the airfoil surface; that is, arrays XL(I), YL(I), XU(I), 
and YU(1). 
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4.3 Error and Information Messages 
The error and information messages printed by the program are listed 
in this section together with a brief explanation of why they occur and 
what to do when they are encountered. The first group of messages (1 to 
12) is concerned with input quantities while the second group (13 to 21) 
occur during the execution of the program and involve certain limitations 
inherent in the methods used in this program. 
(1) IMAX OR J-MAX IS GREATER THAN 100, NOT ALLOWED 
This message indicates that the input mesh size limitation IMAX, 
JMAX < 100 has been violated. 
(2) X MESH POINTS NOT MONOTONIC INCREASING 
This message indicates an error in the input x-mesh that violates 
the condition Xi > Xi-i. 
(3) Y MESH POINTS NOT MONOTONIC INCREASING 
This message indicates an error in the input y-mesh that violates 
the condition Yj > Yj-i. 
(4) MACH NUMBER NOT IN PERMITTED RANGE (O-5,2.0) 
This message indicates that the input free-stream Mach number M, is 
outside the nominally accepted transonic regime. A scheme solving the 
linear small-disturbance equation, rather than the nonlinear transonic 
equation solved in this program, should be employed. 
(5) ALPHA NOT IN PERMITTED RANGE (-g.0,g.o) 
This message indicates that the input angle of attack is beyond the 
range in which small-disturbance theory is considered valid; that is, 
-90 < a < 90. 
(6) DELTA NOT IN PERMITTED RANGE (0.0,l.o) 
This message indicates that the restriction on thickness ratio, 
0. < 6 < l., has been violated. 
(7) AK = 0. VALUE OF AK MUST BE INPUT SINCE PHYS = .F. 
This message indicates that the transonic similarity parameter 
K= (1 - M:)/Ma 6 
2m 2/3 has not been input as is required when transonic 
rather than physical scaling; that is, PHYS = .F., is used in the input/ 
output. 
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(8) MACH NUMBER TOO CLOSE TO l., NOT ALLOWED 
This message indicates that the input free-stream Mach number M is 03 
too close to one; that is, IMm - 1.1 < 0.001. This is unallowed since the 
program incorporates a representation of the far field solution containing 
the factor l/m- l/IMz - 111'2. To correct this a special sonic free- 
stream far field solution would be required. 
(9) ABNORMAL STOP IN SUBROUTINE BCEND 
BCTYPE = 6 IS NOT USABLE 
This message indicates to the user that the general tunnel wall bound- 
ary condition BCTYPE = 6 is an inactive option for which conditions have 
not yet been worked out. 
(10) ABNORMAL STOP IN SUBROUTINE BODY 
BCFOIL = 4 IS NOT USABLE 
This message indicates to the user that the airfoil geometry specifi- 
cation BCFOIL = 4 is an inactive option requiring user definition. For 
details on necessary user input, see section 4.2.2. 
(11) ABNORMAL STOP IN SUBROUTINE FARFLD 
BCTYPE = 6 IS NOT USABLE 
See message (9). 
(12) ABNORMAL STOP IN SUBROUTINE SCALE 
SIMDFF = 4 IS NOT USABLE 
This message indicates to the user that the transonic similarity 
specification SIMDEF = 4 is an inactive option requiring user definition. 
For details on necessary user input, see section 4.2.2. 
(13) NOTE - ONE OR MORE SHOCKS EXTEND OUTSIDE OF CONTOUR 
CDWAVE DOES NOT EQUAL TOTAL WAVE DRAG 
This message indicates that some of the shock waves present for the 
case at hand extend beyond the appropriate drag contour incorporated in 
the program, so that the wave drag calculated by the program does not 
equal the total wave drag. For details on the drag contours available, 
see the description of subroutine CDCOLE in section 5.2. 
(14) SHOCK WAVE ATTACHED TO BODY. MOMENTUM INTEGRAL CANNOT 
BE DONE. DRAG OBTAINED FROM SURFACE PRESSURE INTEGRAL. 
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This message indicates that, for reasons explained in section 5.2 
under subroutine CDCOLE, the momentum integral method for calculating 
drag cannot be used. The drag is then calculated by integrating the 
surface pressures on the airfoil. 
(15) ***** CAUTION ****Jr 
SOLUTION MAY BE INVALID 
DETACHED SHOCK WAVE IS TOO CLOSE TO UPSTREAM BOUNDARY. 
MOMENTUM INTEGRAL CANNOT BE DONE. DRAG OBTAINED FROM 
SURFACE PRESSURE INTEGRAL. 
This message indicates that the bow shock is too close (within three 
mesh points) of the upstream boundary for the momentum integral along the 
bow shock to be performed, and that the drag is obtained by integrating 
the surface pressures on the airfoil. Also, because the bow shock is so 
close to the upstream boundary, the solution may be inaccurate and it is 
recommended that the upstream boundary be displaced further from the air- 
foil and the calculation repeated. 
(16) THE INPUT MESH CANNOT BE ADJUSTED FOR CUTOUT, BECAUSE 
IMAX OR JMAX IS TOO CLOSE TO THE LIMIT OF 100. 
This message is written by subroutine CKMESH and indicates that, 
because the input mesh requirements for grid cutting described in section 
4.2.2 under Mesh Refinement Option were not met, subroutine CKMESH has 
attempted to correct this by adding points. However, either the input 
X or Y grid is too close to the limit of 100 to allow this, with the 
result that no points are added, the mesh refinement option is bypassed, 
and the input mesh is used to convergence. 
(17) ABNORMAL STOP IN SUBROUTINE DROOTS. (0) 
NONCONVERGENCE OF ITERATION FOR ALPHA(l) 
(2) 
This message identifies one of the constants ALPHAO, ALPHAl, or 
ALPHA2 required in the subsonic far-field doublet solution in an ideal 
slotted wind tunnel, and indicates that the iterative solution for that 
constant has failed to converge. This error message should not normally 
occur. If it does, the input values for the tunnel slot parameter F 
and wall porosity factor P should be checked. See subroutine DROOTS 
in section 5.2 for details. 
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(18) * * * * * CAUTION ***** 
SONIC LINE HAS REACHED A BOUNDARY 
THIS VIOLATES ASSUMPTIONS USED TO DERIVE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. 
SOLUTION IS PROBABLY INVALID 
This message indicates that the sonic line has extended out to the 
top and/or bottom grid boundaries, and that the solution is probably 
invalid since the assumptions under which the boundary conditions were 
derived have been violated. For free-stream flows, the difficulty can 
be remedied by moving the lateral boundaries out further, while for tunnel 
simulation calculations, this condition indicates that the flow has become 
choked. For the latter case, the details have not yet been worked out. 
(19) ***** CAUTION ***** 
NUMBER OF SONIC POINTS EXCEEDED 200. ARRAY DIMENSION 
EXCEEDED. EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE MILINE TERMINATED 
This message indicated that the number of sonic points has exceeded 
200 and subroutine MILINE, which determines the locations of the sonic 
lines, has terminated calculation. For the maximum grid size (100x100) 
allowed in this program, this error message should not occur., If it does, 
the remainder of the output should be checked for unusual behavior. 
(20) ***** CAUTION ***** 
MAXIMUM MACH NUMBER EXCEEDS 1.3 
SHOCK JUMPS IN ERROR IF UPSTREAM NORMAL MACH NUMBER GREATER 
THAN 1.3 
This message is written by subroutine PRINT1 and indicates that the 
maximum Mach number along the dividing streamline, which includes the air- 
foil upper and lower surface, has exceeded 1.3. Consequently, if the 
normal Mach number just upstream of the shock wave is greater than 1.3 
(this can be checked from the output of PRINTl) the shock jumps, as 
calculated by the program using isentropic small-disturbance theory, will 
be in error with the true Rankine-Hugoniot value since the usually accepted 
upper bound for validity of the isentropic assumption has been exceeded. 
(21) ABNORMAL STOP IN SUBROUTINE VROOTS 
(0) 
NONCONVERGENCE OF ITERATION FOR BETA(l) 
(2) 
This message identifies one of the constants BETAO, BETAl, or BETA2 
required in the subsonic far-field vortex solution in an ideal slotted 
wind tunnel, and indicates that the iterative solution for that constant 
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has failed to converge. This error message should not normally occur. 
If it does, the input values for the tunnel slot parameter F and wall 
porosity factor P should be checked. See subroutine VROOTS in section 
5.2 for details. 
4.4 Program Output 
The output generated by the program is described in this section. A 
general description of the format is provided in the first subsection, 
followed by a subsection containing several sample cases for user refer- 
ence. 
4.4.1 General description of the output.- The output format of the 
program is as follows. On the first page a header is printed giving the 
program name, some general information concerning the problem solved and 
method used, and identification of the program's authors. On the next 
page, all of the input cards for the entire run sequence are printed. On 
the first line of the third page, the information input by the user on the 
first run title card is printed. Next, all of the input variables de-' 
scribed in section 4.2.1 are printed. This includes, of course, variables 
not specified in the input data and which then assume their default values. 
On the fourth page the airfoil geometry information required by the program 
is printed. First, a header is printed to inform the user whether the 
printout is in physical variables (PAYS = .T.), in which case all of the 
airfoil geometric characteristics are normalized by the chord; or if the 
printout is in transonic similarity variables (PBYS = .F.), for which the 
geometric characteristics are normalized by chord length times thickness 
ratio. Next, the maximum thickness, airfoil volume (per unit span), and 
maximum camber are output. Finally, the ordinates and slopes of the upper 
and lower surface, together with the thickness and camber distributions 
are provided in tabular form at the input x-mesh points. On the fifth 
page, intermediate output information for the coarse mesh (if a coarse 
grid is used) is provided. This includes the elliptic relaxation factor, 
the value of E (EPS) used, and the maximum number of iterations for this 
mesh. This is followed by a heading which contains, from left to right, 
the iteration count (ITERATION), lift coefficient (CL), moment coefficient 
(CM) , I and J locations (IERR,JERR) where the maximum iteration error in 
$ occurs, the absolute magnitude of the maximum iteration error in @ 
(ERROR) , the I and J locations (IRL,JRL) of the maximum residual, the 
absolute magnitude of the maximum residual (BIGRL), the absolute magnitude 
of the iteration error in circulation (ERCIRC), the I location (ICPU) of 
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the point on the airfoil where the maximum iteration error in upper 
surface pressure coefficient occurs, the absolute magnitude of the maximum 
iteration error in upper surface pressure coefficient (CPERRU), and the 
corresponding results (ICPL,CPERRL) for the maximum iteration error in 
surface pressure coefficient. A printout of these quantities is provided 
th at every IPRTER iteration until the solution either converges or 
diverges, or the iteration limit is reached; at this point, a message 
is printed indicating which of these three alternatives occurred. On the 
sixth page, the final output for the coarse mesh is given. This consists 
of the final coarse-mesh values of the lift and moment coefficients and 
tabulated values of the pressure coefficient and local Mach number (or 
local similarity parameter if PHYS = .F.) along the entire length of the 
dividing (y = 0) streamline, including both the upper and lower surface 
of the airfoil. In addition, the x- and y-coarse-mesh ordinates are also 
provided. The format is as follows. First, the lift and moment coeffi- 
cients are given, together with the value of the critical pressure coeffi- 
cient. Next, a header is printed which contains, from left to right, the 
I index of the current x-mesh point (I), the x value of the mesh point 
00 , the pressure coefficient (CP), and local Mach number (Ml) just below 
the dividing streamline with the additional title (FE- J¶ and then the 
pressure coefficient (CP) and local Mach number (Ml) just above the 
dividing streamline with the additional title (opted+,. Tabulated values 
of these quantities follow and are provided for each x-mesh point of the 
coarse grid. Locations of the airfoil leading and trailing edges are 
indicated in the output. Alongside the table of values, a concomitant 
printer plot of the tabulated pressure coefficients is given. Finally, 
all the y-values of the coarse grid y mesh are printed. On the seventh 
and eighth pages, the intermediate and final output, respectively, for 
the medium grid (if a medium grid is used) are provided in the same format 
as described above for the coarse grid. On the eight page, the inter- 
mediate output for the fine mesh is given. On the following page, the 
final print output begins for the fine mesh. On this page, information 
is provided informing the user whether the printout is in physical or 
transonic variables, and if it is in physical variables which particular 
definition of similarity parameters was used. Also indicated is the type 
of boundary condition specified (free air or type of wind tunnel), whether 
the difference equations were in conservative form or not, and whether 
the Kutta condition was enforced or the lift coefficient specified. Next, 
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some limited airfoil geometry and flow field information is given (i.e., 
free-stream Mach number and airfoil thickness ratio if physical scaling 
is used, (PHYS = .T.), plus angle of attack and transonic similarity param- 
eter in all cases, and far-field doublet strength and airfoil volume per 
unit span when M, < 1. Finally, if PHYS = .T., the transonic scaling 
parameters used by the program to scale the pressure, lift, drag, and 
moment coefficient, the y-ordinate, and the flow angle are printed. On 
the next page, the fine grid lift and moment coefficients, pressure coeffi- 
cients and local Mach number on the dividing streamline together with the 
x- and y-fine mesh ordinates, and a printer plot of the pressure coeffi- 
cients is given in the format previously described for the coarse grid. 
On the next page, a flow character map is provided. Each point in the 
mesh is characterized according to whether it is a parabolic point (P), 
hyperbolic point (H), shock point (S), or an elliptic point (-). The 
following page provides a Mach number map of the flow field. Each grid 
point receives either a number or letter letter designation according to 
the symbol table provided in the plot. On the next page, a laterally 
expanded printer plot of the pressure coefficients on the dividing stream- 
line and airfoil surface is provided. For wind-tunnel wall simulation 
calculation (i.e., 'BCTYPE # 1 or 3), tabulated values of the pressure 
coefficient and flow angle along the entire length of the wind-tunnel walls 
(y = Ht) are given next. The format is similar to that provided for output 
of the pressure distributing along the dividing streamline discussed pre- 
viously. This consists of tabulated values of the pressure coefficient (CP) 
and the flow angle (THETA) along the bottom ( Joseph and top ,""EEFH) 
surfaces of the wind tunnel at each of the fine mesh x-grid (X) locations. 
A printer plot of the pressure coefficients is also provided alongside the 
tabulated values. On the next two pages, output describing the sonic lines 
is provided. The first page gives tabulated values of the sonic line coor- 
dinates, while the second page provides a printer plot of the sonic lines 
throughout the flow field. On the following page, flow field output, if 
requested by the user, is printed. This consists of tabulated values of 
the pressure coefficient, flow angle, and local Mach number (or local 
similarity parameter if PHYS = .F.) along the entire length of y = constant 
lines on the fine mesh. The format is as follows. First, a header is 
printed which contains, in the first two columns, the I index of the 
current x-mesh point (I) and the x value of the x-mesh point (X) The next 
nine columns contain three sets of pressure coefficients (CP), flow angles 
(THETA), and local Mach numbers (Ml) along three different y= constant 
rows, with an additional title above each of the sets indicating both the 
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J index and associated y-value of the row. Tabulated values of these 
quantities follow for each x-mesh point of the fine grid. If the flow 
field print option PRTFLO = 3 was chosen, the flow field output is con- 
fined to three J lines about the location of maximum iteration error 
in G, and all the flow field output is contained across one page. How- 
ever, if the entire flow field is to be printed (PRTFLO = 2), then the 
above format is repeated for three successive rows at a time until the 
entire field is covered. Following this, the shock wave drag profiles 
and total pressure loss profiles are given. For each shock wave within 
the momentum contour, the total wave drag is given together with tabulated 
values of the shock wave drag (CD(y)) and the total pressure (PO/POINF) as 
functions of the lateral coordinate (y). On the next page, information 
regarding the drag coefficient is given. If the drag was calculated by 
the momentum integral method, the locations of the contour boundaries are 
given together with the individual contributions to the drag from the 
integrations of the drag integral along each of these boundaries. In 
addition, information regarding the number of shock waves inside the con- 
tour and the total wave drag are printed. Should any of the shocks extend 
beyond the momentum contour, a message is printed indicating this and the 
fact that the wave drag calculated does not equal the total wave drag. 
Finally, the total of all the separate drag contributions is given. If 
the momentum integral method could not be used to calculate the drag-- 
either because the bow shock was attached or too close to the nose or 
because the bow shock was too close to the upstream boundary--a message 
to that effect is printed and the drag is then calculated by an integra- 
tion of surface pressures. The time to run the case in seconds is provided 
on the next page. This would conclude the output for an individual case. 
The above format is repeated until all cases are run. Following this, a 
final page of output is printed which consists simply of the word FINISHED, 
indicating a normal exit from the program. 
4.4.2 Sample cases.- In order to provide reference checks on the 
programs, six sample test cases have been run exercising a representative 
sample of the various options available. The results are provided in 
figures 4-4 through 4-9. In each case the input data are provided together 
with the corresponding output. Because of the large amount of output 
information, full program output is provided only for the first two cases 
(figs. 4-4,4-5); however, the abbreviated output given for the remaining 




4.5 Comparisons with Data and Other Methods 
A variety of comparisons of the results predicted by the methods 
employed in this program have been presented in the literature (refs. 1, 
2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 20). For convenience, several of those comparisons 
are briefly repeated here in order to provide the user both with a general 
assessment of the accuracy of the methods used and some idea of the typical 
solution behavior that can be expected. For further information, the user 
is referred to the excellent review article by Bailey (ref. 21). 
Basically, the comparisons presented here fall into three categories; 
that is, (1) comparisons with exact (hodograph) inviscid solutions, 
(2) comparisons with more accurate (full inviscid, full potential) numeri- 
cal solutions, and (3) comparisons with data. The first two categories 
serve to assess the accuracy of the numerical technique and the small- 
disturbance potential approximation, while the third serves to demonstrate 
the influence of tunnel interference and viscous effects. 
In figure 4-10 a comparison is made of the small-disturbance relaxa- 
tion solutions calculated by the Krupp-Murman techniques (ref. 3) employed 
in this program with the exact hodograph solutions (ref. 22) for a NLR 
quasi-elliptical airfoil at a = l-32', M co = 0.7557. A similar result is 
shown in figure 4-11 for a Garabedian-Korn airfoil at a = O-12', M m = 0.76. 
Also provided in those two figures are relaxation solutions (refs. 23 and 
24) for the full potential equation. We note that in both of those cases, 
the small-disturbance relaxation solutions and the full potential relaxa- 
tion solutions show a weak shock as compared to the exact hodograph 
solution, which is for the shock-free design condition. For the Garabedian- 
Korn airfoil, the small-disturbance solution also predicts a somewhat 
smaller expansion beyond the nose. The overall agreement, however, between 
the small-disturbance solutions and the exact and full potential solutions 
is quite good, particularly in light of the fact that flows past such 
shock-free airfoils are extremely sensitive to small changes in geometry 
and flow conditions, and therefore provide an exacting test of the accuracy 
of any transonic predictive method. Figure 4-12 shows a further comparison 
of the small-disturbance results predicted by the Krupp-Murman method and 
a relaxation solution of the full inviscid equations for a subcritical 
flow (ref. 25). Again, the agreement is very good, even at this low 
(Mm = 0.63) a Mach number. 
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The results presented in the preceding three figures are for shock 
free flows. For flows containing shock waves, the relaxation methods used 
above for the full equations do not employ conservative difference oper- 
ators and-consequently do not satisfy the proper shock jump conditions. 
Some idea of the error involved in solving the exact isentropic equation 
in nonconservative form (ref. 26) and the calculation of the isentropic 
solution using a conservative time-dependent procedure (ref. 27) is given 
in figure 4-13. Also provided is the small-disturbance result predicted 
by the present program when using the fully conservative (FCR) option. 
We note that the shock location predicted by the two conservative calcu- 
lations is essentially in agreement, while the nonconservative result 
predicts a weaker shock displaced forward of the conservative location. 
We note that the differences in shock jump values observed above between 
the two conservative calculations is not due to an accuracy problem in the 
above computations but is attributable to the difference in pressure jump 
between the isentropic approximation to the Rankine-Hugoniot relations, 
which is the jump condition satisfied in the fully conservative time- 
dependent calculation, and the small-disturbance approximation to the R-H 
conditions, which is the corresponding shock jump condition satisfied when 
using the conservative (FCR) option in this program. 
Comparisons between the fully conservative (FCR) and not fully con- 
servative (NCR) small-disturbance solutions predicted by the present 
finite-difference scheme are of interest in order to assess the differences 
between such calculations. Such results have been discussed previously in 
reference 19, and figures 4-14 and 4-15 summarize the essential conclusions 
of that study and provide a further comparison with a more exact result. 
Figure 4-14 compares the FCR and NCR solutions for the similarity surface 
pressure distributions for a subsonic free-stream supercritical flow as 
the finite-difference grid is refined. We note that while the FCR solution 
approaches the theoretical, small-disturbance shock jump, the NCR solution 
does not. Figure 4-15 shows the corresponding result for a supersonic free 
stream and a detached bow wave, and also includes the result of a conser- 
vative time-dependent calculation for the exact isentro_pic equations 
(ref. 28). While the FCR and the time-dependent method produce essentially 
the same result, the NCR method yields too great a detachment distance. 
Furthermore, it was found (ref. 19) that the NCR method predicts shock 
jumps which are considerably in error for strong oblique shocks, although 
the results for normal and weak oblique shocks remain reasonable. We note, 
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as pointed out previously (refs. 1 and 21), in many cases of M, < 1 
transonic flows, the NCR predicted surface pressure distributions are 
usually in better agreement with experimental data than the FCR results, 
due to boundary-layer weakening of the shock wave. Unfortunately, this 
agreement is clearly fortuitous, and because the NCR method does not 
yield a unique solution nor account for viscous effects in any rational 
manner, it is not recommended for general use. 
In the absence of shock wave-boundary layer separation, it has been 
suggested (refs. 19 and 29) that the principal viscous effect to account 
for is the reduction in circulation from the inviscid value determined 
by the KUtta condition. This effect is illustrated in figure 4-16 where 
the data from reference 15 is compared with the two FCR small-disturbance 
solutions found by: (a) specifying the Kutta condition and (b) fixing 
the circulation at the value determined by the experimental lift. 
Considerably better agreement with data results in the latter case except, 
of course, for points near the trailing edge. 
Finally, some indication of the effects of wind-tunnel interference at 
transonic speeds is given in figures 4-17 and 4-18. Figure 4-17 shows the 
FCR solutions for an NACA 0012 airfoil at Cl,= 00 in free air and for an 
ideal slotted wall compared to the data taken in the RAE slotted wind 
tunnel (ref. 30). A forward movement of the shock due to tunnel inter- 
ference is indicated. This effect is again shown by the results presented 
in figure 4-18, where data taken from the NASA/Ames Research Center 2- by 
a-Foot Wind Tunnel (ref. 1) is compared with the FCR solutions for free 
air, an ideal slotted tunnel, and an ideal slotted tunnel with the lift 
fixed at the experimental value. In this example, the effects of wind- 
tunnel interference on lift and shock position are of the same magnitude 
as the viscous effects as evident by their respective changes from the free 
air to the slotted tunnel Kutta condition result (interference effect), 
and from the slotted tunnel Kutta condition result to the slotted tunnel 
fixed CL result (viscous effect). 
4.6 Program Run Times 
The development of the structure of the present code as well as the 
actual debugging process have been carried out on a Control Data Corporation 
7600 computer. Therefore, the majority of run time information and experi- 
ence is for that machine. However, the most crucial time information 
required by the general user is simply the CPU time required for one 
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iteration sweep of the flow field on a typical fine grid, since this will 
provide'directly an estimate of the maximum run time required for a 
particular case. The,resolution of, the default free air grid (77~56) and 
default tunnel grid (77x48) used in the program is generally sufficient 
for most engineering applications, so that the time per iteration sweep 
on these grids should provide a fairly general and useful result. We 
have determined that the sweep time per iteration on these grids using 
the FTN, OPT = 2 compiler on the CDC 7600 is approximately 0.04 set/sweep. 
Since the medium and coarse meshes contain approximately one-fourth and 
one-sixteenth as many points, the approximate maximum CPU execution time 
per case when employing the grid refinement option is 
Maximum CPU Execution Time f MIT-(1 + l/4 + l/16)-(0.04)sec 
(CDC 7600; FTN, OPT = 2) 
G 0.0525.MAXIT set 
The analogous result for the CDC 6600 is 
Maximum CPU Execution Time 2 0.310 MAXIT set 
(CDC 6600; FTN, OPT = 2) 
We note that on the analytical mesh (81x64), the corresponding CDC 7600 
time is approximately 0.055 set/sweep. 
with regard to improving run times, numerical experimentation has 
shown that by using the mesh refinement option execution times can be 
reduced by 30 percent to 60 percent in most cases, in comparison to the 
same calculation started and carried to completion on the fine grid 
alone. In addition, it was found that a number of cases which diverged 
whenstarted on the fine mesh, converged smoothly on the final mesh when 
the mesh refinement option was used. Consequently, the additional 
programming required for this option appears well worthwhile in terms of 
enhanced stability and computational time. Finally, we note that a 
number of proven convergence acceleration techniques, such as the extra- 
polation methods used by Hafez and Cheng (ref. 31) have not yet been 
incorporated into the present version of the code. Future use of these 
improvements, as well as others currently under development--such as 
direct or semidirect solvers (refs. 32 and 33) and shock fitting (ref. 
34) --can undoubtedly augment the methods used in the current program. 
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4.7 Machine Compatability 
The present code has been written in FORTRAN and primarily tested 
out on a Control Data Corporation 7600 using the FTN, OPT = 2 compiler. 
Care has been taken in the programming to insure that the code can be 
easily adapted for use on other machines. All header output statements 
are written in the universal Hollerith format. Double precision arithme- 
tic is not used. Storage requirements have been reduced as much as 
possible by the liberal use of common blocks to pass information internal- 
ly- The code has been successfully check tested on a CDC 6600 and re- 
quired no changes. 
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(b) Supersonic free stream (Mm > 1). 
Figure 4-2.- Summary of boundary conditions 
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Figure 4-3.- Summary of boundary conditions 
for wind-tunnel simulations. 
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SAIIPLE CASE 1 - PIOGI(AR OEFULT OPTIOH - KORH AIRFOIL 
INPUT PARAHETERS 
l *************** 
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.,2>49,: 1 ..,OCddZd‘ 
.,274,412 .:' '4,416 
.3292PD26 .LOlIJ"30 
.J3175bd2 . .“:3JPI; 
.03‘b6322 .JrlL>PbB 
.03,22b31 ..,oldr‘dt 




,0‘962792 . >"Z.‘t,L, 
J5rPhilc aI .2LG221 
. r5‘813.58' . ,' LLJC31 
.:5571131 ..l*liL;n> 





. ,56277r 5 . ..,lb‘S II', 
*,:5CI219 . .9Lwv1; 
.'353359*, ."lOY39.Oc. 



















































































.ATE OUlPUT Ftil ‘COKiE "El 




































































+**..t ITERATION LIMIT REACHED 1.11.. 
FINAL GUTPUT FOR COARSE MESH 
FORCE COEFFICIENTS, PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, AN0 RICH N”“GER 






















































































Y-GRID VALUES YIJI J. 1 TO 1‘ 
-5.200000 -2.400000 -1.150000 -.550000 -. 3OOOOG 
.180000 .300000 .550000 l.ll500DO 2~400000 
irl 
8 . GLFORE OR bEdIN AIRFOIL 
u . “PPBR AIRFOlL SUIFACC 
L - LOYER AIRFOIL S"2FACL 







































































INTERREOIATE OWPUT FOR “EOI”” ,,ES,, 
. .2000 MAXIT FOR THIS “ES” . 250 























































FORCE COEFFICIENTS, PKkSSURk CGZFFICIENT, .&NJ MC,, ,,““aER 




























CL - .603729 
C" - -.I52415 






















































































































































































































“-GRID YALUES “,J, ,- i TO 28 
-5.200000 -3.6JGOD, -2.4933.15 -1.6‘OC,GJ -1.15c:.7, -.BrJ6”3 -1550303 -.39’Ji, 
-.300000 -.2‘3000 -.ld"JLO -.125000 -.075050 -.030OCO .D303"J .,75**, 
.125000 .18003.J .Z‘,EG, .30(i:jc .39"J1J .55ric!a, .BL."OOJ i.l:JooJ 
1.t3000c- 2.4CCCJJ 3.653CC>- :,v"*,5; 
piguse 4-4.- Continued. 
53 
INTERMEDIATE OUTPUl FOR FINE NESH 
YE - 1.9506 EPS . .2000 

















































































































































































































































l .l**. SOLUTION CUM”ERGED ***I** 
l *********.******* 
l l 
l FINAL DUTPUT l 
l l 
l ***************** 
PRINTOUT IN PHlS1C.L VAR~AELES. 
DEFINITION OF SIMILARIT” P,.RA”ETERS BY KRUPP 
BOVNOARY CONDITION FOR FREE AIR 
DIFFERENCE EOUAT,ONS ARE FULLY CONSERVATIVL. 
KUTTA CD”DITIOk IS CNFORCtD. 
MC” . .75COOOO 
DELTA . .115C1CC 
ALPHA - .l2OOOOO 
K . 2.4667108 
DOUBLET STRENGTH . .07C56”2 
AIRFOIL VOLUME . .C755tG2 
PIRARETERS USED TO TRINSFORM VIIRIaBLES 
TO TR,,,SOhIC SCILIHG 
CPFACT . .2934287 
CDFICT l .0357,43 
CllFACT . .2934287 
CLFICT . .293+287 
VFACT l 2.3744886 






























Figure 4-4.- COIVAIIU~. 
FIMAL OUTPUT FOR FINE “ES” 
FORCE COEFFICIENTS, PRESSVRE COEFFICIENT, AN0 MACH NUllGEl 




cc+ . -.603170 
B . 8tFORE IIR Birl‘ND AIRFOIL 
U . UPPER AIRFOIL SURFICE 
L . LOYER A,YFUIL SURFACI 

































































































































































































































.79,71, 0.000000 a 
.918801 O.OOOLiC3 a 
1,0,1777 ,.LiJ>OOD a 



















































































































































































































































































Pique 4-4.- Contimmd. 
a 
I 
Y-GRID VALUES. YiJ) J- 1 TO 56 
-5.200000 -4.400000 -3.630000 -3.000000 -2.4onou -1.95COJJ -l.faOl')J -i.35Liar> 
-1.150000 -.PIfdOS -.800000 -.65CODD -.550000 -.4500CO -.390300 -.343JiJ 
-.300000 -.270000 -.240001 -.ZlDDOQ -.1803oY -.150000 -.125000 -.1000~0 
-.075000 -.050000 -.030000 -.OlDOJO .510G00 .0300GI .6503JJ .L@75lJ*r 
.1oocoo .I25030 .l50000 .1.30000 .210000 .27000? .3",300 
.340000 .390000 .450000 .550353 .650003 
:;:iXZ 
.95oow l.i53;lV, 
1.350000 1.600000 1.950000 2.+00030 3.000000 3.600003 C.kW30~ 5.2s,Ji2 
FLO, C.,ARACTER "AP 
l ***************** 
P - PIRIBOLIC 
H . HIPER8OLIC 
s . SHOCr. 





















37 ---- ------------------P"N"~~~"NS-------------------------------- 





















13 ---- _________________-__---------------------------_---_-- 
12 ________________----------------------------------------------------- 









Figure 4-4.- pntinusd. 
w 


























































‘U . CP(UPPER) 
L . CP,LOYERI 
a - CPtUPPERl - CP(LOdER1 
--- = CRITICAL CP 
U U 
- - _ --__------- --- ---- _--- --- -“-- -I--_--- -.- - - - - - _ _ 
U 
L L ” 
L ” 
L L U 
“L J 
L L ” 
L U 











SONIC LINE OUTPUT 
***.************* 



































0 a a d 
Figure 4-4.- Continued. 
58 
SONIC LINE OUTPUT 
l ******.*.***.*** 
SONIC LINE PLO7 Y YS x l . SONIC POINT 
4 + + + + + + + + , l 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~........................~................................... 










1.0 + . . + 













. l l . 
. l . l * . 
. 1. I,, l . 
. l l * l . 
. l l . 
. l l * . 



















.l.O + : 
. 
. + 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
+ + + t + 
-.75 -.50 -.25 0.d .23 .5D .7; ,.2; 1.9: 1.7; ( 28 PTS, 
INVISCIO VAKE ?ROFILES FOR INOIVIDUAL SHOCK YAVES “IT”19 “0”ENTU” CONTOVR 
SHOCK 1 
YAW iI.3 FOR THIS SHDCK. .ooo149 
CD(YI POlPOlNF 
0.00000000 .00141537 .999D7aoc 
.01000000 .00138326 .999095bb 
.G3000000 .00133509 .99913025 
.05000000 .00123760 .999193ac 
.0750C000 .0010769(r .99929343 
.~ODDOODO .00089976 .99951387 
.1250000C .DU033395 .999782‘t 
.15000000 .,DOOBEC7i .99900412 
.18000000 .000037bl .99997550 
?igun I-4.- continuti. 
OR)16 COEFFICIEWT OUTCUT 
r~~rr+*rrr+r+~rrrs+**** 
CALCULATIOM OF DIM COEFFICIENT BY “U”E”TU” IKTEGIAL “ETHUD 
IOUNDUIES OF COIITOUK USED CONTRI0UlIUY TO CD 
UPSTREAK X . -.175000 COUP - -.00309n 
DOVIISTIEAR X - 1.22500c CDDOVN - .000679 
TOP ‘I- 2.50OOCC CDTOP . .000lJz+ 
IOTTOM I. -4.4DOooO CDSOT - -.00ooon 
TOTAL CONTRIBUTIOUS AROUND CONTOUR - -.003203 
THERE ME 1 SHOCKS INSIDE CONTOUR. TOTAL CDVAVE . .005149 
“OTE - .LL SHUKS CONTAINED VITHIH CONTOUR 
CDYAVE EPUALS TOTAL VAVE DRAG 
OKA6 CALCULATED FRO” MOKENTUK INTEGRAL CD - -.00005+ 
TI”E TO KU” CASE VAS 16.45 SECJHDS. 
rb) Output. 
Pigun 4-d.- Concl”dcld 
SAWLE CLSE 2. - SUBSONIC - MACAD AIRFOIL - SOLID TUWEL “ALL SI”ULlTlDH 
INPUT PALIIIETERS 
l *+******.*.**** 
EIIACH - #79000 FOR . 0.00000 IllIN . 1 SCTTPE - Z A”ESd . F 
DELTA . .EbOCO CLSET - O.OOOD’1 IMXI . 77 BCFOIL - 1 F-HIS - T 
ALrHA . 2.000co EPS - .20000 JNIH . 1 PSTlRT . 1 PSAYL . F 
AK . c.coooo RICF . U.Douao Jfl.l.1 . 48 PRTFLU . 1 KUTT. . T 
Cl” - 1.40000 YClRC . 1.00000 “&KIT . 500 IPRTER . 10 FCR . T 
F . 0.00000 C”ER6E . .00011 nu - 100 SI"'DEF . 3 
H . 2.000bO DVERGE - 10.0 HL . 75 ICUT - 2 
YE . 1.30,3.90,*.95 
X11( 
-1.075000 -.95OGO, -.3251.30 
-.175000 -.12500, -.075000 
-.0025OC .0025PJ .007500 
A37500 .0,5000 .055000 
.140625 .171375 .203125 
.390625 .,21375 .453125 
.6,0625 .671075 .703125 
.835008 .900001 .915000 
I .000000 1.010000 1.025000 
1.400P00 1.500003 1.625000 
“IN 
-2.000000 -1.8000@0 -l.bJWUO 
-.550000 -.,50000 -.390000 
-.180000 -.150003 -.l25ilOb 
.010000 .031000 .05ODOO 
.210000 .2,0000 .270OOO 
.65000C .80030J l.DDO3DU 








































































































-1.300C0c -.8”03130 -.65CJL'O 
-.270000 -.P,G,iC -.Z*..A 
-.050000 -.03;Jco -.dlDGw 
.125CGlr .1>C~.h , I8JlLi" 
“,I THICKNESS . .Cb,31529 

















.02622,99 0. w”Dlooo 
.52772009 G.~O~uJirJ" 
wnlr~ 4-s.- sq1m tamt El.. 2 - l sxonic, .c.lid -1, 
rind-tunn*1 dmu1ation (iu 1 output): 
























































































































-.D3000765 -.00067163 .03000765 
-.02992166 .')0692902 .72992166 
-.02963913 .01193168 .a2963913 
-.32918287 .a1716743 .02918287 
-.02857204 .02133858 .02457204 
-.02782297 .02602777 .02782297 
-.0269‘961 .@2980377 .026949bl 
-.a2596392 .J3322534 .02596392 
-.,2687611 .3363C333 .0248,618 
-.a2369511 ."392,5;4 .02369511 
-.0224281l .04185046 razz42811 
-.02108131 .04431829 .32108131 
-.01965969 .94664469 .01965969 
-.01316713 .GkBBb135 .31316713 
-.OlbbJbbb .ir51001d7 .Olbb”bbb 
-.*)1,9eo05 .C53I19603 .,1498Ocl5 
-.a1328833 .05517327 .01328833 
-.0135316a .0572b132 .Jll53165 
-.0097JPOb .a5933931 .,097CPCb 
-.00815435 .Oblldl32 .30816435 
-.LO723859 .L'b225749 .a0723859 
-.00629651 .06335b22 .OOb29651 
-.a3533777 .Obkk~Jtl8 .a0533777 
-.0043619+ .06563C3L. 130436395 
-.00336858 .Obb81931 .00336858 
-.01235719 .56333671 .10235719 
-.00132724 .06929527 .'JO132724 
-.')0363013 ..7Z155JE .000b3000 






































































































































.I.... ITERITlOk Ll"IT REICHED .**I** 
Figure 4.5.- C6ntinued 
FINAL OUTPUT FOR COARSE llESN 
FORCE COEFFICIENTS, PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, AND II&C” NUMER 
(0” SI”ILI”I7I CARMETER, ON BOW IN0 OIVIOIWG STREAM LINE. 
B - BEFOIE OR BthI1D AIIFO‘L 
CL - .406213 U . UPPER AlPFOIL SUZFACE 
CM - -. 003640 L . LO”Ell .IPFOIL SUi(FACi 
cc. . -. 603170 l . CRITICAL PRESSURL 
LOWER UP,El 
I-o- 1-o+ 

































































































































7-GRID VALUES "(JI J. 1 TO 12 
-2.000000 -1.20JC00 -.550ou5 -.300ODO -.lBOOJD -.075900 ,075OO” .,La”Jo~ 
.300000 .550000 1.200003 2.0D0030 




























YE - 1.9000 EPS - .zoon 






































































































































































.40866 .OOlCP 9 
.46958 .COGB5 lb 
.41075 .OOOBB lb 
.411(10 .OOCPl 16 
.,I275 .O0093 16 
.41357 .OCL93 lb 
.a433 .OO095 15 
.klSOC .“tPb 17 
.41558 .OCC97 17 
.klblO .OC098 17 
.41655 .0‘098 17 
.41695 .C0099 17 
.41729 .00099 17 
.41759 .LClOC 17 
.41785 .0010L 17 
.41808 .C"lCO 17 
.41828 .00100 17 
,41845 .00101 17 
.41860 .OOlOl kia73 DClCl :: 
.41,ess .OOlOl 17 
.41895 .‘LlOJ 17 
.a904 .OClOl 17 
.41911 .00101 17 
.,I917 .00101 I7 
‘****** ITERATIJN LI”IT REACHED ****** 
~igura 4.5.- Continu=d 
FINAL OUTPUT FOR IIEOIUII MiSH 
FORCE COEFFICIEITS, FRESSUE COEFFICIENT, 4ND “4CH MJMOER 
IM SIIIILARIYY FARAIIETERI Oy BODY AND OIVIDIWC STREAII LINE. 






































































AIRFOI‘ LEADING EDGE 
.910258 3.000000 
.bb7224 .280249 

















































































V-61110 VALUES YIJI J- 1TO 24 
-2.000000 -1.600000 -1.251000. -.8000D0 -.550000 
-. 180000 -.125000 -.075000 -.030000 .030000 
.1240000 .300000 .390000 .550000 .80000l 
YE l 1,950o EPS - .LODO 




































































B - BEFORE OR BEHIND iIRFOIL 
U n UPFER AIRFOIL SURFACE 
L - LOVER AIRFOIL SURFACE 










































-.390000 -.300000 -.Zk,OOJ 
.075000 .125000 .180003 
1.2P0000 l.bOOOOO 2.000001 
I”TER”EOI4TE OUTPUT FOR FINE “ESH 




















































































































































































































.00345 :: .7bObE-Ok 
.00345 
.oo3*5 :: : 
.7052E-3. 
.6571E-04 



























.00357 1 . LLILE-OI 
.@0347 .LISlE-OI 




: . ZOZZE-O+ 
1 .iaakE-04 
.0035a .17bLE-OI 
.003,a :: : .lbTaE-Ok 











.00343 :: 1 .1052E-01 
.0034a la 1 .Qli?4E-05 













































































: F1II.L OUTPUT : 
l l .*********+*****: 
PRINTOUT IN ?HYSlCAL YARlABLES. 
OEFlI(lTIOII OF SlIILARlTV PARMEYERS 3” KRUCP 
3OUNOARY COI(OITIOII FOB SOLID “ILL 
OIFFEREUCE EWAYlOnS .RE FULLY CONSERV4TIVE. 
UUTTA CONDITION IS ENFORCED. 
H&C” - .7300000 
DELTA . .ObOOOOO 
*.Lcm - 2.000@000 
I( . 3.3061213 
OW3LET STRENGTH - .0516115 
AlRFOll VOLUIIE . .0110399 
CIRAIIEYERS USED 10 YRlllSFOl” VIRIIILES 
TO 7"ALWSO"lC scAl.IIs 
CCFACT - .1901*a3 
COFACT . .031u01 
ClFACY . .19oua3 
CLFACT . dwi683 
YFACT - 2.94952bk 






























































































































FIWAL OUTPUT FOR FI”E MESH 
FORCE COEFFICIENTS, PRESSYRE COEFFICIENT, AM0 MACH IUII3ER 





cc. I -.603170 
3 - BEFORE OR BERING AIRFOIL 
U . UCPER AIRFOIL SURFACE 
L . LOYES AIRFOIL SURFACE 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































L ” : 
I. ” 
L u : 
L ” l 
L u 
L u : 
LU l 
L u * 
L u l 
L ” 1 
LU 




















































V-C310 VALUES Y’(JI ,- 1 TO 
-2.000000 -1.at0030 ~1.600000 
-. 550300 -.450000 -.391000 
-.aaoooc -.150000 -.I25000 
.010000 .030000 .050000 
.2~0000 .270000 
.a00000 1.00003D 
-:f,OoOoo -1.200003 -1.000000 -.aDOoOa -.b50013 
-.350000 -. 300000 -.270000 -.24000U -.ElJDO0 
-.10a000 -.075OJO. -.050000 -.@30Y03 -.010000 
.075030 .100000 .,25000 .a5u!Ioa .103CD5 
.300000 .3+0005 .390000 .+50000 .55i)l,, 
1.2OSO30 1.~D0000 1.600000 1.800000 2.0003GJ 
FLOY CHlRlCTER RAP 
******+*********** 
P . PAMaoLIc 
H - HYPEI3OLIC 
s . SHOCK 











---- ----_--------- pHHHH”“S------------------------------------- 
-----------------------PHHHHH4HS---------------------------- I --- -- - - 
-------------------P”~“““~““s--------------------------------------- 
-------_---------- p”HHI.IHHH”“HS------------------------------------- 
--------- p”“H”H”““HHdS------------------------------------- -------------p”“HH”H”H”rlrl”H~s--------------------------------------- ------pHH”““Y”““HH~“HHHs------------------------------------ 
--__-___________________________________-----------------------   _ - - - _-_____-_____--_-_______________________--------------------------------- _-_---______________-------------------------------------- ---------- -_------________-___----------------------------------------------------- 
I(ACH WRBER RAP 
****+.+.*+****+ 
S”“3OL RANGE S”‘n0OL RlNGE 
0 “.LE.O.05 * D.95.LT.“.LE.1.05 
I 0.05.LT.M.LE.O.15 3 1.05.LT.II.LE.l.IS 
2 0.15.LT.b.LE.O.25 C 1.15.LT.“.L’.1.25 
3 0.25.LT.I.LE.O.35 0 1.25.LT.8.LE.l.35 
, 1.35.LTi”.LE.O.S5 2 I.35.LT.R.LE.l.45 
5 0.55.LT.I!.LE.0.55 F 1.45.LT.R.LE.I.55 
6 0.53.LT.R.LE.O.65 G 1.55.LT.N.LE.l.bS 
7 0.65.LT.R.LE.0.75 H I.L5.LT.il.L2.~.75 
3 0.75.LT.I.LE.O.a5 I 1.75.LT.“.LE.l.35 





















ligux. 4.5.- continu9d 
67 
Figure 1.5.- Continued 
I’ - 
” . CP,“PPERI 
L - CPlLOYERl 
A . CPIUCCER, - CP~LOYERI 


















L LLL LLLL LLLL L U 
LL LL LLL “U 
L LLL U” dBB 0 tl B 
” 
LL 
LLL ” d a 
LB 8 
B L LB B 
B L “B 
L LB 
A A 
SOiID UAiL IWYDARY CONDI’IIUI(. 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Pigum 4.5.- continued 
n 






































*0*1c LINE OUTPUT 
l **+************* 
SONIC LI”E PLOT Y “S x * . S3NIC POIl4T 
+ + + + + + + + + + l 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1.5 . . . + . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . 
1.0 + . . + . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.I +. . + 
. 
0.0 + . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1 




l * : 
,--------.-----~QQ” SLIT-------------- 
. . + . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.I . 
. . 
-.I .* . . + . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. 
-1.0 + . 
. . + 
. . . . . . . . .._........................................................................................... 
. + + + + + + 
-.75 -.50 -.25 D.Di .2: .53 .75 1.0: 1.2: 1.23 1.75 , 24 PTS, 
rigurr 4.5.- continud 
n 
SHOCK YAVE DKAC AND TOTAL PItSSURE PROFILE DUTPUT 
*+***+***++***+.+**~**.*~*****************.***~*. 
INVISCID MAKE PROFILES FOK IllDIVIDUAL SHOCK “IVES UITHil KDKENTUK CDNTOUK 
SHOCK 1 
LIVE ORAS FOK THIS smcK= .001053 
Y CD(Y) POIPOINF 
0.0004)0wc .00790009 .99*3537D 
.ol,DoQooo .00769135 .99498512 
.03w0000 .0073C523 .9952+12D 
.0500000D .00677634 .99158573 
.075DOOOO .DO597953 .99610486 
.lOWCOOD .00509296 .996611233 
.12500000 .DD+17618 .997279% 
.15000000 .00323669 .99705897 
.18000000 .0023263+ .998k0~57 
.21000000 .DD102329 .9993334D 
.2A000000 .a0066724 .99956535 
.27000000 .000k0805 .99973+19 
.3000P000 .00000195 .99999517 
0llA.b COEFFlCIENT OUTPUT 
l ***~**~*1**1*~***++*** 























THERE AKE 1 SHOCKS INSIDE COMTDUF!. TOTAL CD”A”E . . ODlD53 
MOTE - ALL SHOCKS CONTAINED YITHIN CONTOUR 
CDYAYE EDUALS TOTAL YAVE DRAG 
DKAG CALCULATED FRO” RDRENTU~ INTEGRAL CD . .001391 
TIM TO RUN CASE YAS 21.m SECONDS. 
(b) output. 
Figure 4.5.- CcmCl”d~ 
SIMPLY CMY 3 - Ymcm3c-wcmoD6 AIrlmIL-- 
I-P 
nmw WALL 8ImmATIOY 
YcxY3&4, ?-o.ow, YP9-0.9. n-3.0, ALPEm-3.0, ETa-J.06, puQI-o.75. 
YCUXL-1. 
wm 
SAHPLE CASE 3 - SUBSONIC - llACADODb AIAFOIL - SLOTTED YUHWEL “ALL SIIIULATIUN 
IMPUT PARA”ETEIIS 
l ********.****** 
E”ACH . .75UDD POR . D.DDDDO IllI" = 1 BCTlPE . 4 
DELTA . . ObOCO CLSET . O.UOOOD IMAXI . 77 ACFOIL . 1 
ALP”A - P.DODDD EPS . .900DD J"IH . 1 PSTART - 1 
AX . 0.00000 RIQF - O.DDDDO ,")."I . 48 PRTFLO - 1 
El” - 1.40000 YEIRC . 1.0D000 "AXIT . 500 IPAYER . 1G 
F - .CbbDO CYERGE - .00001 nu - 100 SIIIDEF . 3 
n . 2. DOOCC DVELDE - 10.0 NL . 75 ICUT . 2 










































































































IMTEIIEDIATE OUTPUT FOR COARSE “ESH 
YE - 1.8000 EPS 
ITERATION CL CN 
I .PDOO "AXIT FOR THIS “ES” . 125 
IEIR ,ERI EA101 IRL JRL BIGRL ERCIPC 
18 : .3662E-01 : 1 .3173E+D3 .297,E-31 
13 .13391-X 6 .23llE+D3 .1551E-31 
5 3 ,1299E-D1 6 .23lDE+O3 .9457E-32 
: 3 .772DE-02 ,,blE-02 2 6 .1355E+03 ,757E.02 .57156-32 3,, E-D2 
, 3 .27,BE-DL : b .,782E+O2 .2D35E-12 
4 3 .lbblE-02 6 .2892E+02 .12631-02 
4 3 .lDlbE-02 : 6 .1763E+02 .76926-03 
4 : .617DE-33 b 6 .1072E+O2 .CbB6E-33 
: 137351-03 E 6 .6490E+Dl .2843E-33 
3 .2292E-03 b .3935E+OI .17,lE-03 
‘, 3 .1335E-03 6 6 .2409E*Dl .lG57E-03 
ICY” CPERRU lCPL 
1c .s,blE+J, 17 




: .5,PlE-Dl 16 
.313:E->l 
8” .2,5JE-,1 :: 
.I? la<-Dl lb 
B .Bi83E->Z :6 
d .SJ*le-ZL 1 
B .3077E-~2 ;: 


























LATIOW LlRIT REACHED l .*1** 
IHTEAIIEDIATE OUTPUT FOR “EDT”” REW 




















;a ‘J .113lElf3 
10 12 .4597E+D2 
10 I.? .ZbD3E+D2 
10 12 .2636E+02 
lo :: .1359E+oz 
10 .i175E+02 
10 i2 .*7*51+*1 
10 12 .5746E+O: 
io 12 .,240E+C1 
13 12 .3643E+C’l 
10 12 ,3127E+Ol 
13 i2 .25791+01 
1D I2 .2D56E+CI 
:: :: .1614E+Ol 
.,263E+ll 
10 12 .9984ElW 
1D 12 .783CE*OD 








































































10 10 .lBlBE->L 
20 13 .353bE-33 
12 -6 . ,D63E-03 
12 13 .3335E-33 
:: 13  .23,4E-03 
.Z.,LE-03 
12 13 .lb3lE-D3 
2: 1: .77371-O, 
.6338E-04 
25 12 .4716t-04 
8 5 .3355E-04 
8 5 .313,E-54 
8 6 .243lE-$4 
8 6 .19,5E-0, 
3 6 .1537E-0, 
8 6 .IZlDE-0, 















l * l *** so, LUTIDIl CONVESGED *I**** 



















.3509D .CO 895 
.35lD, .t0896 
.35116 .C'J696 c_-_- -_ .-- 



























:: 2, 4 
17 2, 
17 2* .- _. 
.3997F+o3 .1223t-03 
.23,ZE+03 .Bb%E-0, 
.1839EIU3 .673iE-C, 33 
.,338E+C3 .3625E-34 33 
.99,3E+D2 .6524E-C, 34 
.7891E+‘l2 .76C,E->, 34 
.bb97E+02 .6631E-3, 34 
.537,E+D2 .6375E-0, 34 
.522(‘E+D2 .62,1E-24 34 
.4351E+D2 .5445i-34 34 
.3639E+D2 .462CE-2, 3* 
.3018E+O2 .440PE-2, 34 
.2,.39E+02 .3939t-54 3fi 
.2066E+CZ .34xc-J, 3) 























































Figus= 4.6.- Continued 
74 

















































PIIIITOUT I” PWSICAL YA(IlA.BLES. 
0EF’I”ITIO” OF SIIIILAIITV PARMETERS 3” KR”PP 
,OU”OAI” COWDITIO” FOR SLOTTED “ALL 
0lFFEllE”CE EWATIOIIS ARE FULLY COISERVITIYE. 
KUTTA CO”DlTlD” IS EIIFOICLD. 
R&C4 - .7500000 
DELTA . .UbC'OOOO 
.LPHI - .?.000D0i)0 
I( - d.3OblZ13 
DOUBLET STRENGTH - .CSb2335 
AIRFOIL VOLUME - .C,l0399 
PAI,“ETEIS “SE0 TO TIAHSFOII” VARIABLES 
TO TRAYSOHlC SCALILG 
CPFICT . .1901b83 
COFACT . .Gll,lOl 
CIFACT - .1901683 
CLFACT - .19G1683 
VFACT . 2.9,952C, 
VFICT - 3.4377567 
3. .IbLIDE-“Z 24 .lbSPL-03 
3, .12323-02 2, .8295E-9, 
34 .lSBPE-02 24 .5,6Ck-u, 
3, .PdO5E-03 2, .,003t-0, 
34 .37t.3.-53 2, .,295E-$k 
3c .7359E-(13 2, .Z23,b-,r 
3c .7002E-03 24 .4176F.-ok 
3, .632dk-u3 2, .3Y95L-Y* 
3, .5b13E-03 2, .3,03L-5, 
3, .,991E-03 2, .2911k-0, 
3, .,,,7bE-La3 2, .257tC-C, 
32 .39OlE-53 rk .2339t-J, 
Figur* 4.6.- C0ntinu.d 
15 
FI’(AL .OUlPUT FOR FIN “ESH 
FORCE COEFFICIENTS, CRESSURE COEFFICIENT, AND MACH NUllBEll 





























































cl. - .35,195 
cfl - .1001935 

























































































































































































































































































































8 . BEFORE OR BEHIND ,IRFUIL 
U - UPPER ,IkFOIL SURF,CE 
L = LOYE* AI,F3IL SURFACE 


































1 * i l 








L CJ : 







L ” l 
L ” . 
L J 
L u : 
L J 
L u : 
L ” . 
L ” l 
Lil .I 



































Pigum 4.6.- Continued 
-1.1200000 -1.0G0000 -.8oOoOI -.65513J -.300000 -.270000 -.240000 -.21355) 
-.0750~3 -.050000 -.03OD.30 -.010103 
.10030J. .125OOD .18.7003 
.245004 800 0 1.00000D .27 0 I. .300000 20003D 1.400000 .340000 l.bOOOOO .390000 
.553035 
1.300009 2.000000 
SONIC LINE COLROIWTES 
I X-SONIC 
.10000 .11073 .13374 
.1500E .03704 .I5473 
.12500 .07323 .I6311 
.10000 .05973 .lbPOV 
.07500 .04625 .I7333 
.05000 .a3394 .17735 
.03000 .02234 .18058 
.01000 .01204 .a0304 
BOD” LOC*T*O” 
SONIC LINE OUTPUT 
**+*1**********.* 
IHVISCIO UAKE PROFILES FOR INOIVIOUAL SHOCK VAVES 117~1~ “D”E,,TU” CONTOUR 
SHOCI 1 




















3WIIOARIES OF CONTOUR USE0 
UISTREI,, X . -. 175000 
C~yJTIOH T, CD 
. -.001610 
;;C’NSTREAI X . 1.225000 CGDOYH . 
I. 1.000000 COTOP - :ZZ, 
3OlTOll . I . -1.89P”OO CO807 - .000030 
TOTAL COITRIBUTIOnS kRoUn0 CONTmJR - .U3S315 
WERE ARE 1 SHOCKS I”SiOE CONTOUR. TOTAL COIIAVE . .t00342 
MOTE - r\LL SHOCKS COHTAlhEO YITHIH ConToUR 
COYAVE EOUALS TOTAL YIVE OR.4 
014E CALCULATED FRO” ,,onENTUR lnrEER3~ CO . .000357 
TIME 70 RUN C&SE *AS 13.41 SECOLDS. 
(b) Output. 
Figure 4.6.- C0nclud.d 
77 
.SA”PLE CISE 4 - SUPE.?SONIC - HACA)>,L AIRFOIL - FREE AIR SI”“LLTIOd 
EM&Cl4 = 1.10000 POR = G.03000 IllIN = I 8CT”PE . 1 
DELTA = . otooo CLSET . 0.00030 I"&II = 81 BCFOIL = i 
ALP”. = 2.OCCOU EPS = .LOO?D JI(IN = 1 PSTART . 1 
IN = 0. Lcooo RIGF . G.OGDOO J'IkXl = bk PRTFLO = 1 
C.” = l.kCCOL vc*Fcc = l.I;OC~O “4XIT = 5>> IPRTEL . 10 
F l 0.C0000 CVEltE . .OOOJl NO = 13” SI”DEF . 3 
H . 0.00000 OVtltE = 10.0 ML = 75 ICUT . 2 






















-1.4721bl -1.170661 -.Y729bb -.a19857 -.653409 -.*79tlc+ -.29’;;9i 
-.**47n2 -.075551 -.050190 -.032930 -.92051b -.G-rLlo3 -.b.J346, 
.000803 .Ul4240 .:13568 .a25061 .03OVbl .037214 .J48413 
.067013 .I382363 .1Gl517 .124201 .1kC3,2 .1,:3,6 .2”25d3 
'.255353 .201029 .306213 .330950 .355299 -379323 .*J3.,81 
.450015 .473280 .49646; .519582 .542biV .C62,*,I .>b3’107 
.b34971 .058”B* .531229 .704417 .72,6b8 .75v9Bd .774l‘416 
.821742 .1145736 .4,0339 .894,36 .VlC931 .945,47 .972377 
1.02a099 1.nsv441 1.192135 1.127723 l.l(r7351 1.212946 r.LbYlk> 
1.45b833 1.671514 L.876313 2.042561 2.209055 2.4:(.774 2.7*‘2991 
-2.594100 -1.722837 -,.285224 -1.321360 -.BkScali -.7157,1 -.bla7*1 
-.480484 -.k*vkJkG -,385439 -.34,855 -.31498, -.28>,09 -.25Y,b7 
-.214639 -*194799 -.I76391 -.i5919: -.143Ci3 -.1271Lz -.Ar3.2, 
-.D85732 -.072733 -.06,393 -.J47742 -.33!dlb -.923.53 -. :*A,:, 
.U23653 .G35615 .54774,? .060093 .3,2733 .Od5732 .i991o, 
.I27702 .i43213 .159191 .I76391 .194799 .21+>39 .23e18R 
.285169 .314984 .347855 1385439 .42904(3 .48V48C .5*24a2 
.7157t+,1 .84361X A.32;363 L.ZB5224 1.722837 ?.594,00 >.?.OOJOO 
,nisrl . T 
PHYS = T 
PSt.YC ‘. F 
h”TTA = T 
FCR = T 
I,,TBl”EOllTE OUTIU, FOR COlRSE MEW 
YE . 1.8000 EPS . .2000 “KXI, FOR THIS MESH = 
‘I71RLTION CL CR IERR JERR ERROR IRL JRL 
.'I10 .20042 -.03457 21 8 .t2493E+OO 5 
:: :::::: -.04272 315 21 (I 
B” 
40 :::%i -.04329 :: 8” 
.4895E+W 59 3 oJ 19 B 
.7282E+OO 19 B 
50 -.04337 21 
:; .24623 tkb51 -.t4343 04340 :: : 
.7485E+OL) 8 
.7597E+OO 659 oo :: 19 8 
00 .24675 -.t4344 21 : .7bVkE+OO 19 8 
1:; :::tii ::,“:::: :: 8 .77lkE+JO 
8 .772bE+oO :‘p .i 
110 2:::: -.0434b 2 8 .77331+90 :z a 
120 -.04347 8 .7737E+OO 8 
125 
lIClL EICIR: ICPU :PSLRU ICPL CPERIIL 
.1462E+03 .158bE+00 Lb .6523t+G: 5 .9323t+J31 
.2842E+03 .329bE+JO 17 .liObE+03 17 .2731~+>5 
.32bVE+03 .378bz+PO 7 .lbbbE-01 17 .MbVE-01, 
.345CE+03 .3993E+CJ 7 .9145E-‘,L A7 .1759L-Jl. 
.35kbE+03 .,lLZE+OO 7 .53676-02 17 .VfJPCE-J2 
.3599E103 .4263E+>u 7 .3:9*E-42 17 .55d2k-,2 
.3b29E+03 .,197E+OO oiS:kE-“2 17 .3323t-J2 
.3bkbE+O3 .4217E+OU : .1>77t-22 17 .2Oblt-;2 
.365bEIO3 .422Yt+~o 7 
-bb3qE-u3 :: 
.13kst-J2 
.3662Et03 .,2366+X, 7 .4274+0a .Wi7E-.I3 
.3bbbE+03 .42koi+Ju 7 .2917L-03 17 ‘,7025E-03 
.3bb9E+O3 .,243t+33 7 .ZLkZE-,3 L7 .575tiL-03 
INTtP”EOI.TE OUTPb, FJY “EDI”” “ES, 
YE . 1.9000 EPS . .2000 “4x.1, FOR THIS “ES” . 250 

















































































































































































Figurm 4.7.- Continued 
INTERMEDIITE OUTPUT FOR FINE MESH 
NE - 1.9100 EPS 

























































































































































































































































































17 17 17 









































































































































































































































































































* FINAL JUTPUT l 
l l 
l .************.*** 
PRINTOUT IN PHYSICAL VARIABLES. 
DEFINITION OF SI#ILALItY PARAMETERS 01 KRUPP 
RCUNOARY CONOIYIOW FOR FREE AIR 
DIFFERENCE EWATIONS ).RE FULLY CONSERVATIVE. 
KUTT, CONDITION IS ENFORCFO. 
“AC” . 1.1C00000 
DELTA - .LbOCOEP 
,LPHA . 2.0000000 
I( . -1.2456397 
P,RA”EtERS USED TO TRAHSFOR” VARIABLES 
TO TRANSOLIC SCALING 
CPFACT . .142680? 
CDFACY - .0035613 
CRFACT - .1426887 
CLFACY . .142bBB? 
YFACT = 2.4334913 
VFACT . 3.k377567 
Figure 4.7.- Continued 
I - 
-FINAL ouiiur FOR FI”E MESH’ 
FORCE COEFFICIEHtS, PRESSURE CDEFFlCIENt, AH0 MC” NUllGEl 



































































CL - .211kk3 
- -.041132 




























































































































































































































































































































































































GEFOaE OR BEHIND AIRFOIL 
UPPER AIRFOIL SURFACE 
LOrER AIRFOIL SURFACE 
CRITICAL P~ESSUYE 
B * 





L * IJ 
L l ” 






l L U 
* L U 
l L u 























































: L J 









































































































































































-1.021060 -.843611 -.715?Oi 
-.347a55 -.3x49114 -.205869 
-. 159191 -.143013 -.127?02 
-.04?742 -.035615 -.023653 
.060093 .0?2?33 .085732 
.176391 .194?99 .214639 
.385439 .429040 .480404 
1.285224 1.722837 2~594100 










liq-"rs 4.?.- Continued 







































































































































SHOCK “AYE EXTEWS OU,S,OE CONTOUR 
PRIHTOU, OF SHOCK LOSSES ARE NO, AVAILABL’ FOR REST OF SMOCK 
DRAG COEFFICIENT OUTPUT 
l 1*******~************+ 
CALCULATION OF DRAG COEFFICIENT G, MJREHTUH INTEGRAL M,HOD 
GOUIIOARIES 0: CONTOUR USED CONTRIBUTION ,J CJ 
UPSTREA” -1.17Cbbl COUP - O.OOOCOO 
OOVNSTREA~ X - .?2?663 CDOOdN . .aiIoLB 
TOP Y . 2.594100 CDTOP . .BJkZCZ 
BOTTOR I- -2.594100 COBO, - .0,5JG3 
BODY AFT OF X - .?27663 CDBOD” . .DO7620 
TOTAL CDn,RIGUlIOHS ARO”W iDH,OUR . .O.??Pb3 
THERE ARE 1 SHOCKS INSIDE COMTOUR. TOTAL CO,AVE . .&0?130 
NOTE - ONE OR “ORE SHOCXS EXTEND OUTSIDE OF :O,,,I)UR 
CDYAVE DOES NO, EGUAL TOTAL YAVE DRAG 
DRAG CiLCULATED FRO” RO)IE,,,U” INTEGRAL CD . .035093 
,I”E TO “UN CASE YAS 32.44 SECONDS. (b) Output. 
rigurm 4.7.- concl"*ul 
83 
II -. 
s2nPI.E cam 5 - soPsRsosIc-lmcRooo6 Anwo*L-nus JsTSIlmEATIOH 
$ImP' 




E",C" = I. 10000 POl7 - 0.300'30 
DELTA . .CbOOC CLSET . O.ilJJJO 
.LPHA . 2.COOOC EPS . .20000 
AK . 0.00000 RIGF - 0.000Y0 
GA” . 1.4CcoU “CIRC - l.OC013 
F . O.‘CFEO CVERGE = .OG031 
H . 2. C‘CGC O”ERG.5 . 10.: 








































ININ - 1 BCTYPE - 3 
lR.Xl - 31 BCFOIL - 1 
.JMlN = 1 PSTART . 1 
J”,XI . 64 PRTFLO . : 
“AXIT . 5N IPRTER - I< 
H” = 133 SIIIOEF = 3 























































l!lfERIIEOIATE OUTPUT FJR COARSE “Efd 
























































,,**** ITERATION LI”IT REACHED ++I.++ 
If4TERMEDIATE O”TP”T FJR HEOIUP “ESI1 
YE . 1.9000 EPS . . LOO0 “AXIT FOR TdIS MESH . 












































-.03404 37 16 
-.03392 1J 17 





-.03344 10 17 
-.03334 1" 
-.03327 10 :: 
-.C3322 10 17 
-.t3313 II I7 
-.03316 10 17 
-.13314 10 17 
-.C3312 L9 17 
-.C3311 10 I7 
-.C3?11 10 17 
-.F331G 1J 17 
-.03310 :: 17 
-.C3309 c3309 10 :: 
-.G3399 10 17 
























































































































INTERREOIATi OUTPUT FOR--E “ksW 
YE n 1.9500 EPS . .2000 
CTERATCON CL CI1 IERR ,ERR 
10 .17816 -.c3330 
LO .17814 -.C3325 
30 .17021 -.03319 












































































































































































l ****. SOLUTIO’I CONYERGEO l **+++ 
l *****t*********** 
I l 
+ FINAL OLJTP”, l 
L l 
+*+*+,***,****,+*+ 
PRINTOUT IN PHYSICAL “PIRIltl~fs. 
DEFINITION OF SIRILARITY PARIMETEllS BY KIUPP 
BOUNDARY CONDITION FOR FREE JE, 
OIFFERENCE EOUATIONS ARC FULLY CONSERVATIVE. 
KUTTA CONOITION IS ENFORCED. 
MACH . 1.1ro[lc1u 
DELTA . .CbUClCJD 
ALP”* . 2.0C0000C 
I( . -I .2456397 
PARMETERS USE0 TO TRANSFORR VlR‘lBLES 
























































































CPFACT . .I426387 
COFACT - .C085613 
C”FACT - .1426887 
CLFlCT - .1426807 
YFICT . 2.4354913 
“F?CT . 3 ‘4377467 
Figure 4-S.- Continued 
FIN&L h,TPUT FOR FINE .ESH 
FORCE C~EFFICIEWTS, PRESSURE COEFFICIENT. *NO rrrcn NuI~ER 
(OR SIRILARITY PARMETER, ON 100” AN0 OIVlOING STREI" LINE. 








































































































































































































































































































































































































Figus. 4-s.- continumd 
I) . 3lFORE OR BEllND AIRFOIL 
" . UPPER .,lRFOIL SURFACE 
L . LOYSR ,IRFOIL S"dFIc.5 
l - CRITICAL PllESSURE 
ti 
‘**+** CAlJiIfJN l **** 
:NAXINW RICH WNBER EXCEEDS 1.3 
;SNOCK JUMPS IN ERROR IF UPSTREAN WDXNAL NACH NUWER WEATEA THAN 1.3 
T-SRID VALUES “‘1~1 A. 1 T” 
-2.000000 -1.s12909~‘-~1;,,,9~,'- 
-.392925 -.BD1993 -.71~?.d5 
-.343X46 -.L9759S 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
-..256050 
-.0?9132 -.060216 -.04,007 
.001205 .OD4827 .010882 
.lOOASZ .125,(17 .153167 
.392976 .,,7391 .506738 
.992019 1.100091 1.218072 












































































-.a0199 -.39017 .2,7(13 
-.a9293 -.3685, .23650 
-.99202 -.3,294 .21289 
-1.10009 -.3111, .17CZB 
-1.21807 -.2693, .10,99 
-1.35703 -.22295 .C2188 
































































SHbCK i,AVE 01.6 AND TOTAL CRESSURE PAOFILI: 0”TP”T 
*++***~**1**************.*******~******~********* 
INVISCID MAKE FIOFlLES FOR INDIVIDUAL SHOCK YlVES YITHI’I “OIIENT”” C”NTOtJR 
SHDCK 1 
YAVE !,A, FD” T”IS SHOCK- .003682 
COIYI CWPDINF 
-1.41017799 .OOOD2216 .99998411 
-1.34702736 .00023112 .99983431 
-1.21AO7223 .0002703C .99980623 
-1.10009107 .00065(135 .99952334 
-.99201912. .00082368 .99940952 



















































































































































1.~8817799 .OOOC275 5 .999981’25 
SHOCK YAVE EXTENDS OUTSIDE CDNTD”R 
PRINTOUT OF SHOCK LOSSES ARE NOT AVAILIBLI FOR REST 3F SHOCI( 
3R.G COEFFICIENT ““TPUT 
l ,.***~..**~~*.*****.** 
CALCULiTIDN OF 01A6 EDEFFICIENT 3” MDRENT”” INTEGIIAL f4ETHOO 
)O”NDARIES OF CDWTOUR USED CDHTRIBUT‘DN TJ CO 
UPSTREAM I . -3.17C661 COUP . 0. JO’3000 
DDYNS,lEAb X . .727663 CDODYH . .:,17504 
TOP I. 1.488178 CDTDP . .002420 
3OTTON ‘I. -1.468178 COBJT . .OZ,fl98 
BODV AFT OF X - .727663 CDBOD” . 
TOTAL CDNTPIBVTIONS AR’DUND CONTOUR = 
.DlWZZ 
.K.3C245 
THERE ARE 1 SHOCKS I”SIDE CONTOUR. TOTAL CDVAVE = .003862 
NOTE - OWE OR “OAE SHOCLS EXTEND DYTSIOE OF CDNMUI 
CDYAVE ODES NOT EQVAL TOTAL YAVE DR.6 
DRAG CALCULATED FfloM MOMENTUM INTEGRAL CD . .038127 
TIRE TO RDN CASE VIZ 20.11 SECONDS. 
@) Output. 
PiW=e 4-E.- Concludad 
;A$LB CA61 6 - SUPERSWIC-lm2AOOD6 AIRFOIL-PORODS RnrseL waI& SImIATION 
'BcfYFR-5, Pm-0.25. IUXIT-1000, AWKE-.muE., ALPm-2.0. m&c!B-1.1. 




EMCH - l.:UOGO POR * .25D33, IMIN . , BCTIPi . 5 AMEjti - T 
DELTA - .‘LGO‘ CLSET . ir.,:G,J I"AXI . 31 SCFOIL * 1 PHI, . T 
ALPHA . 2.C1DDO EPS . .20000 J"IN . 1 PSTART . 1 PSI"5 = F 
AK - D.00000 RIGF . 0.00050 JK.,xI . 64 PllTFLD . 1 K"Tr* - 7 
GAN . l.kDOOO dCIIC . '.JC",D MAXIT . iX3 IPRTER - iC FCla . r 
F = 0.40tlr0 CVER6E . .OCO?l nlu . 13: SIMGEF - 3 
" . 2.CCC('C OVLRGE . I0.C NL - 7s IC"T - 2 



























































































-..906455 -.8.?1465 -.744589 -*073514 -a609036 -.15.,ib -.kY6 .A\ 
-.kOQ997 -.359253 -1323914 -.?15,32 -.253369 -,ZZPtJ% -.l,oi,rl 
-.I48797 -.I26025 -.109135 -.OP2C1? -.376584 -.i,BL74% -.,j,,*Lb 
-.c3o:ue -**~ZZ>ib -.f?5?12 -.,09701 -.00:441 -.JJZ*La -.i,,J,>, 
.002413 .0.54+1 ..,j57,1 e>j5?12 .,22014 ,l ,:.i.ie .“193‘b 
.0627+4 .07,5B4 .,92319 .139135 .128C2:, .i48777 si7.273 
.223696 .253369 .2857J2 .3LG914 .359253 .4..997 .44wlo3 

























































- 1.1, H - 2. 
SO 
r 



























































































































































































































































YE . 1.9500 EPS . .%OOO nrrIT FOR TrlIi "ESH - lUO0 
ITERATION CL CR It91 .lElr( EllR"R IRL .JRL L?lG"L EPCIRC 
1" .Zlkbk -.,*a5 9 33 .37Cr)E-92 I7 12 .,463E+03 .1334t-03 
20 .%1513 -A4427 ‘7 17 .PJ78!-:2 17 3% .4921E+J3 .lZ>‘E-03 
30 .21533 -.04431 19 12 .:*43E-*2 I7 32 .4537C+b3 .4,4LE-J* 
40 .21544 -.C4429 la 37 .1715c42 17 32 .4461E+J3 13481.44 
50 .21551 -.C4426 
:"7 
35 .ib51E-',Z i7 32 .iZ')aE+ i'. .ZL,.E-rk 
60 .21556 -.04523 35 .L574E-D2 17 32. .409BE1119 .1301L-:4 
70 .21560 -.c4421 17 :: .14?7E-02 17 32 .389BE+')3 .154‘E->k 
8D .21564 -.14*19 18 .lkkbF-3% 17 32 .3752E+,3 .12*zt-L4 
90 .21567 -.C4417 18 3* .1332E-02 17 32 .3632E*"3 .adlCt-lrf, 
100 .21569 -sCkki5 i8 36 .:3+7E->2 17 3% .35lbE103 .762DE-25 
110 ..21571 -.04414 la 35 .;3*7c-j2 17 32 .,413E+13 .bbC;t-i 5 
120 .21573 -.04413 18 35 .IZIOE-02 17 32 .33?6E+'L3 .4733t-15 






































Figure e-9.- Continued 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































* FINAL OUTPUT l 
l l 
l ***************** 
PRINTOUT II PHISICAL YARIABLES. 
OEFIUITION OF 3I”ILARIT” PARAIIETERS 67 KIUPP 
3O”“O.K” Co”OITIOn FOR Pm!O”S “ILL 
DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS IRE FULL” CONSERYAT‘YE. 
KUTTA COMOITIOI IS EIIFOICEO. 
RICH . l.~C00000 
DELTA . .0b00000 
NPH)I . 2 .o*GoOOo 
I( . -1.2456397 
CPFICT . .1426667 
CDPlCT - .0085613 
C”FACT . i1426687 
CLFACT = .lk26687 
YFICT . 2.5354913 
“FACT . 3.4377467 
?igura 4-g.- ContinulJd 
FINAL OUTPUT FJR FINE "ESH 
FORCE COEFFICIENTS, PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, AN0 MC" NU'IBER 
1011 SI"ILARI,I PARAIETER, ON BODY MO DIVIDING STIElM LIME. 
B . BEFORE 05 SLHINO AlRFUIL 
CL - .215695 U = UPPER AIRFOLL SUI(F4Cc 

































































































































































. COcOOO 1.100000 
.000000 1.100000 























































































I.164509 -.29452? is275765 * L” 





































































































-.022915 1.114670 -.022915 
-.019723 1.112636 -.r)19723 
-.016427 1.110536 -.hlb427 
-.01317C 1.11'8455 -.11317: 
-.OlOtJC5 1.1069G2 -.OlO835 
-.WB974 1.lJ5768 -.CJ9974 
-.t07730 1.134975 -.0:773, 
-.009657 l.lO6206 -.009657 
-.Cl7748 1.111379 -.3177'rB 
-.03+402 1.121952 -.0344D2 
-.043931 1.127956 -.043931 






























L l ;I 
L l ” 
L *” 
L * ” 
L.r ” 
L1 ” 
.L* -u + u 
.L ” 
l L u 
*L J 
l L ” 
-L ” 
l L ” 
l L ” 
*L r) 
figure 4-g.- Continued 
“-GZIO YiLUES Y’(J) J- 
‘*- -2.000000 -1.312909 -l.bk29:JTo -1.+33173 -1.347027 -1.216072 -1.100091 -.992019 
-.092925 -.a01993 -.718505 -.6+1829 -. 571+0+ -.5C6738 -.++7391 -.392976 
-.3+314b -.297595 -.ZSb05, -.216269 -.16+038 -.I53167 -.125+87 -.I00652 
-.079132 -.0602lb -.044007 -.030+25 -.UlP+EI -.'rloe.B2 -.tiu+827 -.kli)l265 
. . .001205 .00+627 .010802 .019+01 .030+25 .0++007 .CbC2Lb .r79132 
:::",::: .125+07 ++7391 .153167 53673a .184038 571+9+ .a16269 1641629 .256050 71 505 .297595 8519 3 .3+31+5 89292  
.992019 ~4.100091 1.218072 1.347927 1.468178 1.642930 1.812909 Z.CUJDJ, 
SONIC LINE COOROIWATES 










































































































































Fi9ura 4-g.- Continued 
SHOCK-“AYE .ORiC -ANO COTAL PRESSUkE PROFILE-OUTPUT 
~**L+***+l***ee*+******k*++*****+*************** 
IYVISCIO YAKE PROFILES FOR INDIVIDUAL SHOCK YAVES YITHIW “0”E”TU” CO,,TOUR 
-SHOCK 1 
.YAYE 0146 FOR THIS SHDCK. .006437 
Y COlYl POIPOIHF 
-1.31290940 .0007++77 .99946609 
-1.bk293033 .0007764+ .999++339 
-1.43317799 .D010+243 .99925270 
-1.3t70273b .0012019+ .99913836 
-1.21307223 .001342+1 .99903715 
-1.10009107 .001+709+ .9939+551 
-.99201912 .001593+0 .99835773 
-.a9292531 .00171+16 .99877115 
-.301993++ .00163630 .99363360 
-.715505+2 .00196176 .99159365 
-.6+13286+ .00209155 .99050061 





-.39297572 .0026452( .99810371 
-.3+31+575 .00273373 .99.500++0 
-.29759+66 .00291686 .99790895 
-.2560+967 .0030+137 .99761970 
-.21321935 .00315408 .99773891 
-.13+03842 .00325233 .997668+7 
-,15316703 .00333429 .99760971 
-,125+67+3 .00339920 .99756319 
-.I0085215 .003447+6 .99752856 
-.07913226 .003+8062 .99755+82 
-.06021592 .00350102 .997+9019 
-.0+400713 .003511+9 .99746265 
-.030+2464 .00351+95 .99746L'ZC 
-.019+0111 .00351+07 .99748063 
-.01088238 .00351110 .997+8297 
-.00+52669 .00350777 .997+0535 
-.00120527 .00350529 .99746713 
.00320527 .0@350345 .99748845 
.00+62689 .00350058 .99749065 
.01058236 .003+9++7 .99749488 
.0194c111 .00348451 .99750202 
.030+2+6+ .00346867 .99751324 
.0++00713 .003++55+ .99752997 
.06021592 .003+1232 .99755377 
.0791322b .00336708 .99758621 
.10035215 .00330802 .99762855 
.12548743 .00323+02 .99766160 
.I5316703 .00314487 .99774551 
.13403842 .00.304139 .99781969 
.21321935 .00292531 .9979C290 
.2560+987 .00279911 .99799338 
.29759+66 .00266567 .99808903 
.3+31+575 .00252602 .99316772 
.39297572 .00238897 .99328739 
.+4739136 .00225099 ,99836631 
.50673795 .00211595 .998+8312 
.57140+31 .00198513 .99657690 
.6+13286+ .30185909 .99866726 
.7165C542 .00173771 .99675+27 
.60199344 .00162012 .99863857 
.89292530 .00150465 .99392135 
.99201912 .00136675 .99900++3 
1.10009107 .00126890 .99909035 
1.21607223 .0@114057 .99918235 
1.34702736 .00099855 .99928+16 
1.43817799 .00074008 .999+69+5 
l.bk293038 .00072937 l 999+7735 
1.8129‘940 .00067902 .99951322 
ISHOCK WAVE EXTEHOS OVTSIOE COllTOUR 
,PRIWTOUT OF SHOCK LOSSES ARE NOT AVAILABLE FOR REST OF S.,OCK 
DRAG COEFFlCIENT OUTPUT 
*,*.**.***.****+*1*.*** 
CRLCULITIO” OF DRAG COEFFIClEHT BY “OflENTUK INTEGRAL METHOD 
3OUHOARIES OF CONTOUR USE0 CONTPIBUTION TO co 
UPSTREAM X . -1.17Cbbl COUP - 0.00,030 
OOWSTREA” X .- .727663 C000"N - .,039066 
TOP Y - 1.612909 COTOP - .005569 
BOTTOM I. -1.3129C9 COBOT - .007056 
‘BODY AFT OF X . .727669 COBOOY . .007356 
TOTAL C0WTR13UTI0NS AROUND CONTOUR - .O29048 
THERE ARE 1 SHOCKS INSIDE CONTOUR. TOTAL COIIAVE = .DO6437 
NOTE - OHE OR “ORE SHOCKS EXTEHO OUTSLOE OF CONTJUR 
COYAVE DOES NOT EQUAL TOTAL YAVE DRAG 
OR.5 iILCULATE0 FRO” “O”EHTU” INTEGR.L. CO . .035485 
TI”E TO RUN CASE YAS 62.07 SECONDS. 
(b) Output. 




o Hodograph theory ,(22) 
Exact-shock free 
Relaxation solutions 
--Full potential (23.) 
-TTransonic small 
disturbance (3) 
Figure 4-10.- Comparison of hodograph and relaxation solutions for 
the surface pressure distribution on a NLR quasi-elliptical 





-Hodograph theory (24) 
Exact-shock free 
Relaxation solutions 




Figure 4-11.- Comparison of hodograph and relaxation solutions for the 
surface pressure distribution on a Korn airfoil with 
a = 0.12O, and M 
6 = 0.115, 
= 0.75. m 
97 
o Full inviscid (25) 
-Transonic small 
disturbance (3) 
Figure 4-12.- Comparison of relaxation solutions for 
the surface pressure distribution of a NACA 0012 




Exact isentropic (27) 
conservative) 
Eelaxat'on solutions 
Exact &entropic (26) 




1.01 I I I I I 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
x/c 
Figure 4-13.- Comparison of conservative time-dependent and nonconservative 
relaxation solutions of exact isentropic equation and the 
small-disturbance conservative solution for the surface 
pressure distribution on an NACA 64A410 airfoil 

















(FCR) AX = 0.001 
. ..-.-...-..Not fully conservative 
(NCR) AX = 0.02 
-----Not fully conservative 
(NCR) AX = 0.005 
Figure 4-14.- Comparison of FCR and NCR solutions for the 
similarity surface pressure distribution on a parabolic 
arc airfoil with d = 0.06 and Mm = 0.872, (l'9) 
Relaxat&n 
-Small disturbance FCR 
Y 
---Small disturbance NCR 
Time deoendent 
1.0 -_-- Exact isentropic (22) 
Figure 4-15.- Comparison of various solutions for the detached 
bow shock wave location for a parabolic arc airfoil with 

















c* I P I I 
0 0.5 1.0 
X 
Experiment. (15) 
CL = 0.68 CM = -0.14 
Small disturbance 
(A)--- Kutta condition 
CL = 1.25 CM = -0.34 
(B)- Circulation set 
C L = 0.68 CM = -0.124 
Figure 4-16.- Comparison of small disturbance FCR solutions 
with data for the surface pressure distribution on a 
Garabedian-Korn airfoil at a = 1.38', 







o Experiment (30) 
Relaxation solutions 
-Free air 
---Ideal slotted wall 
Figure 4-17.- Comparison of small disturbance FCR solutions with data 
for the surface pressure on a NACA 0012 at cx = 0' and 
M = 0.8. (19) 
00 NASA-Ames 2X2 Tunriel (1) 
cL = 0.281 CM = -0.0024 
---Free air theory 
C L = 0.713 G = 0.0287 
C M= -0.100 
-Ideal slotted tunnel theory 
C L = 0.530 CD = 0.0138 
CM = -0.033 
---Ideal slotted tunnel theory 
CL = 0.281 (Fixed) 
CD = 0.0048 s = 0.026 
Figure 4-18.- Comparison of free-air and wind-tunnel small disturbance 
FCR solutions for the surface pressure distribution on a 
NACA 64AOlO airfoil at a = 2.0' and M m = 0.802. 
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5. PROGRAMMER'S MANUAL 
This section of the operational manual provides detailed information 
concerning the programming structure of the code, and is intended primarily 
to assist those users interested in modifying or extending the program. 
Included in this section are a dictionary of all subroutine variables that 
appear in common blocks in the program and a detailed description of the 
individual subroutines. These should provide all the information necessary 
to alter the code in a rapid and error-free fashion. 
5.1 Dictionary of Subroutine variables in Common 
This section provides a dictionary of all subroutine variables which 
appear in common blocks in the program. The dictionary is arranged 
serially according to the named common block number rather than alphabeti- 
cally in order to provide a more rapid access to the information. 
VARIABLE COMMON BLOCK DESCRIPTION AND COMMBNTS 
COMMON 
P(100,101) array containing the small-disturbance velocity 
potential $I used in current calculation 
X(100) array containing the x-location of mesh points 
used in current calculation 
Y(100) array containing the y-location of mesh points 




downstream limit of I index for solution of 
difference equations; equal to IMAx- for 
subsonic free streams, and IMAX otherwise 
value of I index associated with the mesh 
point at the leading edge (x = a.) or mesh 
point on the body closest to leading edge 
IMAK 
IMIN 
number of x-mesh points in current calculation 
value of I index designating the x-mesh 
point where the calculation is to start; 














COM 1 (cont'd) 
DESCRIPTION AND COMMENTS 
value of I index associated with the mesh 
point at the trailing edge (x = 1.) or mesh 
point on body closest to trailing edge 
upstream limit of I index for solution of 
difference equations; equal to IMIN + 1 for 
subsonic free streams and IMIN + 2 otherwise 
lower limit of J index for solution of finite- 
difference equations; equal to JMIN + 1 for 
free-air subsonic calculations, free-jet cal- 
culations, and porous tunnel wall calculations 
where the scaled porosity is greater than 1.5; 
equal to JMIN otherwise 
value of J index associated with the row of 
mesh points immediately below the body 
number of y-mesh points in current calculation 
value of J index designating the y-mesh point 
where the calculation is to start; user-option 
input, default value equal to 1 
upper limit of J index for solution of finite- 
difference equations; equal to JMAX - 1 for 
free-air subsonic calculations, free-jet cal- 
culations, and porous tunnel wall calculations 
where the scaled porosity is greater than 1.5; 
equal to JMAX otherwise 
value of J index associated with the row of 
mesh points immediately above the body 
COM 2 
transonic similarity parameter; equal to 
(1 - ~~~~~~~~~~~ where m is equal to zero 
for CoYe sFaling, 2/3 for Spreiter scaling, 
and l/2 for Krupp scaling 
angle of attack; user-option input, default 
value equal to 0.12O 
strength of doublet characterizing far-field 
behavior; set equal to airfoil volume for 
nonlifting free-air flows; equal to volume 
+ (y+1)/4_rS@g dx dy otherwise 
equal to y + 1 CAM1 



















DESCRIPTION AND COMMENTS COMMON BLOCK 
COM 3 
program control for terminating calculation if 
solution diverges 
control for mesh cut and refinement; equal to 
0, input mesh used to convergence; equal to 1, 
input mesh may be cut once; equal to 2, input 
mesh may be cut twice; user-option input, 
default value equal to 2 
internal program control for mesh cutting 
internal program control for index increment for 
mesh cutting 
COM 4 
array of x-ordinates of user-supplied x-grid; 
set equal to XKRUPP if default x-grid chosen 
array of y-ordinates of user-supplied 
set equal to YFREE or YTUN if defaultY-~~$~d 
chosen 
control for use of analytical default mesh 
calculated by AYMESH; user-option input, 
default value is FALSE 
COM 5 
array of difference 
@ x; equal to 1./(X 
array of difference 
Gy; equal to l./(Y 
COM 6 
coefficients for determining 
(1) - X(1-1)) 
coefficients for determining 
(J) - Y(J-1)) 
array of ordinates of airfoil camber-line 
distribution 
array of y-ordinates of airfoil lower surface 
array of y-ordinates of airfoil upper surface 
array of slopes (dFj/dx) of airfoil lower 
surface 
array of slopes (dF,/dx) of airfoil upper 
surface 
number of mesh points on airfoil; equal to 















COMMON BLOCK DESCRIPTION AND COMMENTS 
COM 6 (can't) 
array of ordinates of airfoil thickness 
distribution 
volume of airfoil/unit span 
array of x-ordinates of mesh points on airfoil 
COM 7 
.difference coefficient for extrapolation 
formulas to obtain airfoil lower surface 
properties; equal to -Y(JLOW-l)/(Y(JLOW) 
- Y(JLOW-1)) 
difference coefficient for extrapolation 
formulas to obtain airfoil lower surface 
properties; equal to -Y(JLOW)/(Y(JLOW) 
- Y(JLOW-1)) 
difference coefficient for extrapolation 
formulas to obtain airfoil upper surface 
properties; equal to k(JUP+l)/(Y(JUP+l) 
- Y(JuP)) 
difference coefficient for extrapolation 
formulas to obtain airfoil upper surface 
properties; equal to Y(JUP)/(Y(JUP+l) 
- Y(J-uP)) 
COM 8 
convergence criterion for maximum iteration 
error of @; user-option input, default value 
equal to 0.00005 
divergence criterion for maximum iteration 
error @; user-option input, default value 
equal to 10. 
coefficient of pseudo-time term At$xt/Ax in 
differential equation; value between 0. and 1.; 
default value equal to 0. 
control for print frequency of y-line in mesh 
where error is largest; for example, 
IPRTER = 10 implies line will be printed 
every 10th iteration; user-option input, 
default value equal to 10 
control for maximum number of iteration cycles 
allowed on each mesh; user-option input, 
default value equal to 500 
105 
I- 
VARIABLE COMMON BLOCK 
COM 8 (cont'd) 
WE(3) relaxation factor at elliptic points on the 
coarse, medium, and fine mesh, respectively; 
user-option input, default values in order 
are 1.8, 1.9, and 1.95; if user-specified, all 
three values must be given 
DESCRIPTION AND COMMENTS 
COM 9 
BCFOIL (integer) control for airfoil geometry options; equal to 
1 for symmetric NACA four-digit (00xX) series; 
equal to 2 for parabolic arc; equal to 3 for 
user-specified ordinates, program calculates 
ordinates and slopes at mesh points by cubic 
spline interpolation; equal to 4 for complete 
user-supplied description; user-option input, 













number of ordinate points used to describe air- 
foil lower surface; default value (for Korn 
airfoil) is 75 
number of ordinate points used to describe air- 
foil upper surface; default value (for Korn 
airfoil) is 100 
Reigles rule nose correction factor for modifying 
airfoil slopes; user-option input, default value 
is 0.0 
array of x-ordinates for airfoil lower surface; 
user-supplied if BCFOIL = 3, unless default 
(Korn) airfoil is used 
array of x-ordinates for airfoil upper surface; 
user-supplied if BCFOIL = 3, unless default 
(Korn) airfoil is used 
array of y-ordinates for airfoil lower surface; 
user-supplied if BCFOIL = 3, unless default 
(Korn) airfoil is used 
array of y-ordinates for airfoil upper surface; 
user-supplied if BCFOIL = 3, unless default 
(Korn) airfoil is used 
COM 10 
ratio of specific heats; user-option input, 
default value equal to 1.4 
number of y-mesh points for basic Krupp free- 
air grid; equal to 57 
number of y-mesh points for basic wind-tunnel 
















COMMON BLOCK DESCRIPTION AND COMMENTS 
COM 10 (cont'd) 
control for input of x-grid; equal to TRUE 
if x-grid is user-specified; equal to FALSE 
if default x-grid (XKRUPP) is used; default 
value equal to FALSE 
array of x-ordinates for basic Krupp free-air 
grid 
array of y-ordinates for basic Krupp free-air 
grid 
control for input of y-grids; equal to TRUE 
if y-grid is user-speicified; equal to FALSE 
if either default y-grid (YFREE or YTuN) is 
used; default value equal to FALSE 
array of y-ordinates for basic wind-tunnel 
grid 
COM 11 
value of angle of attack (ALPHA) from previous 
calculation 
value of lift coefficient (CL) from previous 
calculation 
value of thickness ratio (DELTA) from previous 
calculation 
value of far-field doublet strength (DUB) from 
previous calculation 
value of Mach number (EMACH) from previous 
calculation 
number of x-mesh points; less than or equal 
to 100; user-option input, default value is 
77 for basic Krupp grid 
number of x-mesh points (IMAX) used in previous 
calculation 
value of I index (IMIN) where previous 
calculation was initiated 
number of y-mesh points; less than or equal to 
100; user-option input, default value is 57 
(JMXF) for basic Krupp free-air grid or 49 


















COMMON BLOCK DESCRIPTION AND COMMENTS 
COM 11 (cont'd) 
number of y-mesh points (JMAX) used in previous 
calculation 
value of J index (JMIN) where calculation was 
initiated 
control for saving restart block of values on 
unit 3; equal to TRUE for final results of 
current calculation to be saved; user-option 
input, default value is FALSE 
control for initializing velocity potential @ 
array; equal to 1, @ set to zero; equal to 2, 
@ read from tape unit 7; equal to 3, @ used 
from previous case; user-option input, default 
value equal to 1 
user-input alphanumeric array containing run 
title information 
alphanumeric array containing run title 
information from previous run 
value of airfoil volume (per unit span) from 
previous calculation 
array of x-mesh ordinates from previous 
calculation 
array of y-mesh ordinates from previous 
calculation 
COM 12 
wind-tunnel slot parameter; user-option input, 
default value equal to 0. 
wind-tunnel half height to chord ratio; user- 
option input, default value equal to 0. 
equal to 77-b 
equal to r 
equal to m/POR 














COMMON BLOCK DESCRIPTION AND COMMENTS 
COM 13 
transonic scale factor for drag coefficient; 
equal to h4/sMBn where n equals 0 for 
Cole scaling, 273 for Spreiter scaling, and 
3/4 for Krupp Scaling 
transonic sea e factor for lift coefficient; 
equal to h2 3 3M;n (see CDFACT) 
transonic scale factor for moment coefficient; 
equal to 6s/sM;n (see CDFACT) 
transonic sea e factor for pressure coefficient; 
equal to > 6.2 sM-n o3 (see CDFACT) 
critical pressure coefficient 
COM 14 
specified lift coefficient; used if KUtta 
condition is FALSE; user-option input, 
default value equal to 0. 
control for fully conservative differencing; 
equal to TRUE for fully conservative form; 
otherwise, difference equations not conser- 
vative at shock waves; user-option input, 
default value equal to TRUE 
control for Kutta condition specification; 
equal to TRUE for Kutta condition enforce- 
ment; equal to FALSE for lift-coefficient 
specification; user-option input, default 
value equal to TRUE 
relaxation factor for circulation; user-option 
input, default value equal to 1. 
COM 15 
constant in subsonic far-field doublet solution 
for various wind-tunnel walls; equal to 0.5 
for solid wall; equal to 0. for free-jet, 
slotted, or perforated/porous walls 
constant in subsonic far-field vortex solution 
for various wind-tunnel walls; calculated by 
VROOTS for ideal slotted tunnel wall; equal 
to 7r/2 for solid wall' equal to 0. for 


















COMMON BLOCK DESCRIPTION AND COMMEXTS 
COM 15 (cont'd) 
see BETA0 
see BETA0 
constant in subsonic far-field vortex solution 
for various wind-tunnel walls; calculated by 
VROOTS for ideal slotted tunnel wall; equal 





constant in subsonic far-field doublet solution 
for various wind-tunnel walls; calculated by 
DROOTS for ideal slotted tunnel wall; equal 
to a for solid wall; equal to r/2 for 
free-jet; equal to -rr/2 - tan-l(RTK/POR) for 
ideal perforated/porous wall 
see ALPHA0 
see ALPHA0 
constant in subsonic far-field vortex solution 
for various wind-tunnel walls; equal to 0. for 
solid and ideal perforated/porous wall; equal 
to 0.5 for free-jet and ideal slotted walls 
constant in subsonic far-field doublet solution 
for various wind-tunnel walls; calculated by 
DROOTS for ideal slotted tunnel wall; equal 




x-location of vortex and doublet used to 
determine far-field behavior on outer 




difference coefficient at airfoil 





















COMMON BLOCK DESCRIPTION AND COMMENTS 
COM 17 (cont'd) 
special difference coefficient at airfoil 
%Le; lower sur equal to -CYYBLC 
special Q difference coefficient at airfoil 
lower sur Se; equal to -2./(Y(JLOW) + Y(JLOW-1)) 
special G 
upper sur ace; equal to ?iy 
difference coefficient at airfoil 
cYYBuD/(Y(JUP+l) 
- Y(JuP)) 
difference coefficient at airfoil 




upper sur ace; equal to -CY!ZBUC 
array containing body-slope boundary 
on lower surface multiplied by mesh 
constant CYYBLU 
array containing body-slope boundary 















absolute value of the maximum iteration error 
in @; that is, I@? i - @;ilmax 
, 
dummy I index used to alternate storage in 
arrays POLD (J,I) and EMU (J,I) 
dummy I index used to alternate storage in 
arrays POLD (J,I) and EMU (J,I) 
value of I index where maximum iteration 
error in @ occurs 
value of J index where maximum iteration 
error in $ occurs 
internal program control for printout Of 
iteration count, CL, CM, CD, IERROR, JERROR, 
ERROR, and ERCIRC 
















COMMON BLOCK DESCRIPTION AND COMMENTS 
COM 18 (cont'd) 
array used to store current column of 2.(1- 
a- ); equal to Cl(I) - (CXL(I)-POLD 
+ &;;+%(J,I) + CXR(I).P(J,I+l)) 
COM 19 
reciprocal of elliptic relaxation factor for 
current mesh 
array of diagonal elements of tridiagonal matrix 
equation for column solution of @ 
array for the right-hand side column vector of 
tridiagonal matrix equation for column solution 
of @ 
array of sub-diagonal elements of tridiagonal 
matrix equation for column solution of $ 
array of super-diagonal elements of tridiagonal 
matrix equation for column solution of Q 
COM 20 
array of x-mesh points obtained by deleting 
every other point in input array XIN starting 
with I = IMIN + 1 
array of y-mesh points obtained by deleting 
every other point in input array YIN starting 
with J = JMIN + 1 
COM 22 
centered Gx difference coefficient devided by 
x (1+1) - X(1-1) for IMIN + 1 < I < IMAX - 1; 
equal to -CXL(I) - CXR(1) 
left-biased Gx difference coefficient divided 
by X(1+1) - X(1-1) for IMIN + 1 1. I 2 IMAX - 1; 
equal to -0.5*(y+l)/((X(I) - X(1-l))*(X(I+l) 
- X(1-1))) 
right-biased @ difference coefficient divided 
by X(1+1) - X71-1) for IMIN + 1 < I < IMAX - 1; 
equal to 0.5*(1/+1)/((X(I+l) - X(17)*(x(1+1) 
- X(1-1))) 
centered Gxx difference coefficient multiplied 
by x(1+1) - X(1-1) for IMIN + 1 < I < IMAX - 1; 


















COMMON BLOCK DESCRIPTION AND COMMENTS 
COM 22 (cont'd) 
left-biased Qxx difference coefficient multi- 
plied by x(1+1) - X(1-1) for IMIN + 1 5 I 
<IMAx- 1; equal to 2./(x(I) - X(1-1)) 
right-biased Qxx difference coefficient multi- 
plied by X(1+1) - X(1-1) for IMIN + 1 ( I 
<J-M= - 1; equal to 2./(x(1+1) - X(1)) 




difference coefficient; equal to 
rjrU(J) for JMIN + 1 < J ( JMAX - 1 
down-biased @ difference coefficient; equal 
to Z./((Y(J)" Y(J-l))*(Y(J+l) - Y(J-2))) 
for JMIN +l<J<JMAX -1 
up-biased @ difference coefficient; equal 
to 2./((Y(%) - Y(J))*(Y(J+2) - Y(J-2))) 
for JMIN + l<_J<JMAx - 1 
index identifying the current column location; 
equal to I 
COM 24 
array of subsonic, far-field, unit-strength 
doublet values on bottom boundary 
array of subsonic, far-field, unit-strength 
doublet values on downstream boundary 
array of subsonic, far-field, unit-strength 
doublet values on top boundary 
array of subsonic, far-field, unit-strength 
doublet values on upstream boundary 
array of subsonic, far-field, unit-strength 
vortex values on bottom boundary 
array of subsonic, far-field, unit-strength 
vortex values on downstream boundary 
array of subsonic, far-field, unit-strength 
vortex values on top boundary 
array of subsonic, far-field, unit-strength 



















DESCRIPTION AND COMMENTS 
array of pressure coefficient values on 
y = o- lines from IMIN 1. I ( IMAX 
array of pressure coefficient values on 
y = o+ line from IMIN 2 I < IMAX 
COM 26 
array of values for the jump in potential across 
the wake from ITE < I < IMAX; equal to 




equal to (6) 2/3 
airfoil thickness ratio 6; user-option input, 
default value equal to 0.115 
free-stream Mach number M ; user-option input, 
default value equal to 0.75 
equal to (M,)'j3 
control for transonic scaling used for input/ 
output; equal to TRUE for physically scaled 
values and FALSE for transonically scaled 
values; user-option input, default value equal 
to TRUE 
control for print option of final flow field; 
equal to 1 for no flow field printout, equal 
to 2 for entire flow field printout, equal 
to 3 for printout of 3J lines around maximum 
error; user-option input, default value equal 
to 1 
control for transonic similarity scaling 
definition; equal to 1 for Cole scaling, 
equal to 2 for Spreiter scaling, equal to 
3 for Krupp scaling, equal to 4 for user- 
supplied scaling; user-option input, default 
value equal to 3 
perturbation velocity at sonic point; equal to 
AK/CAM1 
transonic scale factor for flow angle deflection; 














COMMON BLOCK DESCRIPTION AND COMMENTS 
COM 27 (cont'd) 
transonic seal 
equal to 6-1 3 
factor for lateral coordinate; 
7 cm where m equals 0 for 
Cole scaling, 2/3 for Spreiter scaling, and 
l/2 for Krupp scaling 
COM 28 
input control for type of flow to be computed; 
equal to 1 for free air,, 2 for solid wall 
tunnels, 3 for free jet, 4 for ideal slotted- 
wall tunnel, and 5 for ideal perforated/porous 
wall tunnel; user-option input, default value 
equal to 1 
circulation in far field 
jump in potential at the trailing edge, A&, 
equal to ~./(F*H) 
wall porosity factor; user-option input, default 
value equal to 0. 
COM 30 
common block COM 30 is a scratch common used 
to shorten storage requirements; all variables 
appearing in COM 30 are used internally only 
within each subroutine and not passed for use 
to other subroutines 
COM 32 
maximum residual of finite difference equation; 
equal to (R. .) J,I max 
value of I index where maximum residual occurs 
value of J index where maximum residual occurs 
COM 33 
array containing values of the angle used to 
update the potential for subsonic free-air flows 
by spreading the circulation rapidly through the 
flow field; calculated by ANGLE; equal to 
1/2~ tan-i(~~/(Xi-XSIN~)) 
SPLN 
coefficient array for cubic-fit, continuous 
derivative interpolation formula for fitting 











COMMON BLOCK DESCRIPTION AND COMMENTS 
SPLN (cont'd) 
coefficient array for cubic-fit, continuous 
derivation interpolation formula for fitting 
tabulated airfoil ordinates 
slope of airfoil upper or lower surface at 
leading edge 
slope of airfoil upper or lower surface at 
trailing edge 
slope of airfoil at XP calculated by cubic 
spline interpolation SPLNl 
index for internal control of SPLNl subroutine; 
equal to 1 implies first derivative specified, 
equal to 2 implies second derivative specified 
index for internal control of SPLNl subroutine; 
equal to 1 implies first derivative specified, 
equal to 2 implies second derivative specified 
x-location of current mesh point on airfoil 
XIN (1) , ILE < I < ITE 
y-ordinate of airfoil at XP calculated by 
cubic spline interplation 
5.2 Description of Individual Subroutines 
This section provides a description of the individual subroutines in 
the program, including the main program. The descriptions are ordered 
alphabetically according to subroutine name. 
5.2.1 Subroutine ANGLE.- Subroutine ANGLE computes the quantity 
THETA(J,I) at the input mesh points (I,J) according to 
1 THETA(J,I) = g tan-i 
where XSING = 0.5. For R = 77 + (xi - XSING)2 ( 1, the quantity is 
reduced by THETA(J,I) = R*THETA(J,I). These values are used in subroutine 
SOLVE to enhance the convergence characteristics.of subsonic free-air flows 
by transmitting the effect of updated circulation throughout the flow 
field. This is accomplished by updating the potential at the end of each 
iteration sweep in x by 
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+ '(r n+i - i+THETA(J,I) 
5.2.2 Subroutine ARF(X).- Subroutine ARF(X) evaluates the error 
function 
X 




by using the rational fraction approximation given in the Handbook of 
Mathematical Functions, AMS 55, edited by M. Abramowitz and L. A. Stegun, 
Fifth Printing, August 1966, p. 299, Equation 7.1.26. 
5.2.3 Subroutine AYMESH.- Subroutine AYMESH computes an analytical 
(x,y) mesh based in part on the formulation in reference 11. That mesh 
formulation was designed for Mm < 1 free-air flows; however, it can be 
used for Mm >'I flows as well as for wind tunnel environments. A 
coordinate tranformation in x is made according to the following formula: 
x(x) = (1 - a,) eBt2dt alxe 
+ 2a, tan-' -rr [ a5 (x + a,) 1 




(1) = tan 5 1 ;,;01 )I I=201 
(1) 
xI 1 200 = -xw I=1 402-I 
Corresponding xi" (xp ) are then computed from the above stretching with 
the following coefficient values: a, = 0.225, a, = 1.4, a, = 1.6, a4 = 0.75, 
a = 30.0, a6 = 0.603, and a7 = 2.0. Then, for a fixed 
tz AX = 2/(IMAXI-l), the corresponding X. 
AX increment equal 
points are found by using a 
quadratic interpolation scheme with the xtl), xP) arrays. The final xi 
mesh is found by using xi = xi + a3 where a, = 0.6188. 
The y array definition depends on whether the calculation is for free 
air or a tunnel environment. For free air 
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?j 
= 5.3 tan yT+l<j<JMAxI 
tan 
JMAXI 
i;j = -YJ-~+l-j 9 lL L j < 2 




j--y-- 1 JMAXI ' y + l< j IJMAXI 
JMAXI 
Yj = -YJmXI+1-j f ' 5 j < 2 
The default values for IMAXI and JMAXI used with this analytical 
mesh are IMAXI = 81, JMAXI = 64. These values produce a mesh sufficiently 
fine for almost all aerodynamic applications and permit the mesh halving 
option to be used twice; that is, fine to medium to coarse. 
5.2.4 Subroutine BCEND (I,JEND,L).- Subroutine BCEND modifies the 
diagonal DIAG(J) and right-hand side RHS(J) elements of the tridiagonal 
matrix in the tridiagonal matrix equation for the residual of the velocity 
potential along a column to include the boundary conditions along the botton 
(J = JBOT) and top (J = JTOP) rows. The routine first sets the index I 
(I = IVAL) to correspond to the current column being solved by SYOR and 
then branches to the appropriate modification of the type of flow environment 
being considered.according to the following schedule: 
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For the top boundary, 
t 
BCTYPE MODIFICATION ' RHS MODIFICATION 
I / 
l(K) > 0) 1 JMAXI-1 1 ---- ---- 
2 ---- -m-e 
3(K > 0) 
3(K < 0) 
4(K > 0) 
JMAX-1 -e-e 
JMAX-1 ---- CYYU(JTOp).~JTOp+1 i , 
JMAX - CYYU(JTOP) 
rff 
FH 4 + QJTOP , 
+ GJTOP 1 
9 , I 
i 
4(K < 0) JMAX - CYYU(JTOP) FH CYYU(JTOP) k 'JTOP i + 'JTOP+l , , I i 
5(POR > 1.5) JMAX-1 ---- CYYU(JTOP)(@p;)i - @$p+l i) , , 
(@ Jmx i from eqs. (A), (B) ) , 
5(POR < 1.5) JMAX - PoR;~~u;JToP) 
1 i-1 
POR.CWU(JTOP)($JMAX i - QJMAX i-1) 
9 3 
x. - x. 1 1-l 
+ CyyU(JTOp)*~JTOp+l i , 
w and for the bottom boundary ic, 3 
BCTYPE JBOT DIAG MODIFICATION RHS MODIFICATION 
l(K > 0) JMIN+l --a- ---- 
l(K < 0) JMIN 
- n.CYYO (JBOT) ~CwD(JBOT) •~JMIN i - ~JMIN-1 i 9 7 
x. - x. x. - x. 1 l-1 1 l-1 
+ CWD(JBOT) .~JBOT-l i 
, 
2 JMIN ---- ---- 
3(X > 0) JMIN+l 3rff ---- cyyD (moT) (7 + @JBOT-l , i) 
3(X < 0) JMIN+l ---- CWD(JBOT)*@JBOT-l i 
, 
4(K > 0) JMIN -CYYD(JBOT) 3rff 
. 
FH CrJD(JBOT) ~ 4 + ~JBOT i 
L ( , > 
+ ~JBOT-1 i 
' 
4(K < 0) JMIN 
-CYYD(JBOT) 
FH CWD(moT) [A 'JBOT,i + 'JBOT-l,il 
5(POR > 1.5) JMIN+l --^- CYYD(JBOT) 
( 
&;;)i - &T-1 
, , 
i > 
. (@ JMIN,i from eqs. (A), (B)) 
5(POR < 1.5) JMIN -POR.CYYD(JBOT) 
POR*CYYD (JBOT) (~JMIN 9 i - ~JMIN , i-1) 
x. - x. 1 l-1 x. - x. 1 l-1 
+ CWD(JBOT).~JBoT-l i 
, 
where for BCTYPE = 5, superscript n refers to the iteration count, 
$(n) = $(n) 
j,i j,i-1 
7 xi - xi-1 






(@p')zE,i-1/2 = 3 y':'l + ""';z - (B) 
JMIN+l JMIN - 
where the (-) sign in equation (A) corresponds to the top (J = JTOP) 
boundary. This modification applies only for i = IUP, at which point all 
of the 6% i and @AiiN i values are set for the current iteration ' x 
sweep. NO modification i; necessary for i > IUP. 
For BCTYPE = 6, the difference equations have not yet been worked out. 
Consequently, the user must insert the appropriate information required; 
otherwise, an error message is printed and an abnormal stop occurs. 
5.2.5 Subroutine BLOCK DATA.- Subroutine BLOCK DATA is a storage 
subroutine which contains all of the default values for the various 
parameters and arrays required as input to the program. 
5.2.6 Subroutine BODY.- Subroutine BODY determines the body geometry 
information required for the boundary conditions and output. Four user- 
option choices of body description are programmed and available according 
to the input control BCFOIL as follows: 
BCFOIL AIRFOIL 
1 NACA OOXX series 
2 Parabolic-arc 
3 User-supplied ordinates (default = Korn) 
4 User specification 
The subroutine computes the body ordinates and slopes at the input 
x-mesh locations and normalizes them by the thickness ratio b. For 
BCFOIL = 3, a cubic spline interpolation is used for both slopes and 
ordinates, Next, the body volume per unit span, camber and thickness 
distributions are computed, then the airfoil upper and lower airfoil slopes 
are recomputed using a Reigel's rule nose correction RIGF according to 
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FXU(1) = FXU(1) 
il + RIGF(fi.FXU(I))2 
FXL(1) = FXL(1) 
+ RIGF+FXIJ(I))~ 
where 0 2 RIGF 2 1 and is user-specified. Finally, subroutine PRBODY is 
called to output the calculated information. 
5.2.7 Subroutine CDCOLE.- Subroutine CDCOLE computes the airfoil 
inviscid drag by the momentum integral method; that is, by integrating 
around a contour enclosing the body and along all shocks inside the 
contour according to the following formulation: 
CD 
S/3 -n = 
26 M, 
(+$-+us dy - (uv)dx 1 - + / [ul% 
where y is the transonically scaled y coordinate, 
transonic scaling used (see Table 4-I), and [u] is the 
the shock waves S contained within the contour C. 
incorporated in the program are shown below: 
J SX 
n depends on the 
jump in Gx across 
Sample contours 
JT JT 
.- - - -- I- - --i -_--- I / 
M,<l ’ ;IDM <l ; 
e I 
I s I 
IU I I I IU I ------ - -- I _---- 
JB JB 
A B C 
where for the subsonic contours A and B, the upstream boundary is set at 
IU = (IMIN + ILE)/2 and the top and bottom boundaries at JT=JMAX-1 
and JB = JMIN + 1, respectively. For situations where the velocity at 
the upper surface of the trailing edge is less than sonic, as in contour A, 
the downstream boundary is set at ID = (IMAX + ITE)/2. Otherwise, ID 
is the I index at the x-mesh point closest to the three-quarter chord 
point on the airfoil, X(1) L 0.75, as shown in contours B and C. For 
supersonic free streams, as in contour C, the upper and lower boundaries 
are set to encompass the subsonic region ahead of the airfoil. We note 
that the reason for indenting the contours B and C in the manner shown is 
to avoid placing the drag contour behind an oblique supersonic shock; 
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that is, a shock whose downstream flow is supersonic, since the present 
method uses a first-order accurate hyperbolic operator which tends to 
dissipate the shock structure over six to ten mesh points. This is an 
inherent weakness in the present method if sharp supersonic oblique shocks 
are required. 
Subroutine CDCOLE first fixes the locations of the contour boundaries 
according to the above criteria. In the case of a supersonic free stream, 
before the calculations are initiated, a check is made to insure that the 
bow shock is not attached or located too close to the body nose or too 
close to the upstream boundary. If it is, a message is printed to that 
effect, the drag computed by a surface pressure integration, and the sub- 
routine exited. If not, the subroutine proceeds to calculate the contour 
drag integral on the upstream, top, bottom, downstream, and body boundaries, 
and also on the shocks within the contour using in all cases a trapezoidal 
rule integration. After the computations are completed, information is 
printed regarding the drag contribution from each boundary, the total 
contour drag, the number of shock waves within the contour, the total wave 
drag, and a message stating whether all the shocks are contained within the 
contour or whether one or more of the shocks extend beyond the boundaries. 
5.2.8 Subroutine CKMESH.- Subroutine CKMESH checks the number of 
points in both the input x-mesh and the y-mesh. If necessary, the x- 
mesh is adjusted to contain an odd number of points before the tail and 
an odd number after the tail, and the y-mesh adjusted to contain an even 
number of points above and below the airfoil. In counting points in the 
x-mesh, the point at the trailing edge (I = ITE) is included in both the 
sets before and after the tail. If the addition of the extra point(s) 
causes either IMAX or JMAX to exceed 100, a message to that effect is 
printed, no points are added, and the subroutine exited. 
5.2.9 Subroutine CPPLOT.- - Subroutine CPPLOT produces a printer plot 
of the pressure coefficient on the dividing streamline (y = O+) ahead of, 
on, and behind the airfoil. The character "U" is printed for the pressure 
coefficient on the airfoil upper surface, "L" for the lower surface, "B" 
for points before and behind the airfoil, and 11---N for the critical 
(sonic) pressure coefficient. 
5.2.10 Subroutine CUTOUT.- Subroutine CUTOUT reduces the number of 
input mesh points to establish a coarse grid for the first attempt at a 
solution. The x-mesh and the y-mesh are halved, and if possible halved 
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again. If it is desired to use the input mesh to convergence or if the 
input mesh cannot be refined, the XIN and YIN arrays are loaded into the 
working arrays X and Y and the routine exited. Otherwise, CUTOUT 
eliminates half the points in both the x-mesh and y-mesh and adjusts 
the indices IMAX and JMAX, keeping the first and last points of the meshes 
at the same location as they were originally. 
If it is desired to perform only one grid halving (ICUT = l), the 
subroutine loads the remaining points into the X- and Y-arrays and exits. 
If two mesh cuts are desired (ICUT = 2) and if after the first cut there 
are an odd number of points before and after the airfoil and an even number 
below and above the airfoil, the mesh is again halved and the points are 
loaded into the X- and Y-arrays. After each halving, subroutines ISLIT 
and JSLIT are called to adjust the I indices at the leading and trailing 
edges and the J indices immediately above and below the airfoil. 
5.2.11 Subroutine DIFCOE.- Subroutine DIFCOE computes on the current 
(X,Y) mesh the difference coefficients throughout the flow field, including 
the boundaries, that are required for determining the various finite-diff- 
erence forms of @ x' Gxx' and Qyy needed for the solution of the partial 
differential equation for @. In addition, the difference coefficients 
required to determine the velocities (ox,@,), together with special coeffi- 
cients needed for extrapolation of flow field properties to the airfoil 
surface, and special difference coefficients for determining $I near the 
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airfoil surface are also computed and stored. 
5.2.12 Function subroutine DRAG(CDFACT).- Function subroutine DRAG 
computes the pressure drag by integrating @;o, around the airfoil 
surface. The pressure drag is defined as 








2aCDFACT = - @+ 
- - @- - 
x dx x dx I 
dx 
0 
where y is the transonically scaled y-coordinate, CDFACT (=h5i3Min) is 
the appropriate transonic scaling factor for the drag coefficient, and 
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Fu,k? are the affine ordinates describing the airfoil upper and lower 
surface. The subroutine uses the latter form and computes the integral 
by a trapezoidal rule integration through subroutine TRAP. 
5.2.13 Subroutine DROOTS.- Subroutine DROOTS computes the constants 
ALPHAO, ALPHAl, ALPHAZ, OMEGAO, OMEGAl, and OMEGA2 which are required for 
the subsonic far-field doublet in an ideal slotted wind tunnel (BCTYPE= 4). 
The ALPHA's are computed in an iterative fashion as follows: 
ALPHAOn = ; - tan-i F*ALPHAC? - - fi. 
is 1 
ALPHAln = 5 - tan-i d-i? F*(ALPHAln-1 -8) - - 
"p 1 
ALPHA2n = ?j - tan-i J-F F*(ALPHA2"-i - 27r) - - 
2; 1 
where F is the tunnel slot parameter, i! is the transonically scaled 
wall porosity factor, and K is the transonic similarity parameter. One 
hundred iterations are allowed for convergence, with the error criterion, 
[ALPHAn - ALPHAn-iI < 10 
-5 
If any ALPHA fails to converge within 100 iterations, an error message is 
printed and the program stops. If all three alphas converge, then the 
OMEGA's are computed as follows: 
-1 
F 
1 + ctns(ALPHA0) 
with analogous formula for OMEGA1 and OMEGA2. 
5.2.14 Subroutine ECHINP.- Subroutine ECHINP reads and prints all of 
the input cards that are used for the runs to follow. 
5.2.15 Function subroutine EMACHl(U).- Function subroutine EMACHl 
computes either the local Mach number or the transonic similarity parameter 
based on local velocity. If the input logical variable PHYS = .T., the 
local Mach number is calculated and set equal to EMACHl according to 
EMACHl(U) = [l- (AK - (Y+~)TJ)~~/~M'~]~/~ where m depends on the tran- 
sonic scaling used (see Table 4-I). For PHYS = .F., &e local transonic 
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similarity parameter is computed and set equal to EMACHl; that is, 
EMACHl(U) = AK - (y + 1)U. 
5.2.16 Subroutine EXTBAP.- Subroutine EXTRAP provides initial values 
of @ for subsonic free-stream flows to subroutine GUESSP at mesh points 
which lie outside the range of the previous mesh. The formulation is 
based on the subsonic far-field solution for free air and for various 
tunnel simulation boundaries (free jet, solid wall, ideal slotted wall, 
ideal porous/perforated wall). For free air the formulation used is 
@(x,y) = - 2a - 
+ A (~-;)‘j@~ 
and for tunnel wall boundaries 
pff 
0(x,?) = - -y 1 - SW(q) + (l-J)@/, 









@(x,3 = - 7j- 
[ 
1 - H(lqF) - $2 
sin[q(n -3,)l bM2) 5 
x+-o3 IT - 8, 
e 
I 
D h-a, 14 +- 
2Kf; 
(1 -B)Sl,cos[(a-a,)q]e 1 
where 
























No simplication possible for ideal slotted wall--must use formulas below. 





= F(a, -8) -0 O(CXl<lT 
L-2 = ( l+ F 
-1 
0 l+ cot2a 
1 > 




tan PO = -Ffi, + 0 
tan P2 = -F(B2-~) + 8 
( > 
-1 










2 = cot -' w 
5.2.17 Subroutine FARFLD.- Subroutine FARFLD computes the appropriate 
boundary data for the outer boundaries of the computational mesh. In the 
case of a supersonic free stream (K 2 O.O), the upstream boundary conditions 
correspond to uniform undisturbed flow, the downstream boundary is required 
to be supersonic, and for the top and bottom boundaries the simple wave 
solution is employed. In this case, the subroutine simply defines the 
variable FHINV = l/F*H and returns. 
For a subsonic free stream, the functional form of the potential on 
the outer boundaries is prescribed and calculated. These forms represent 
the asymptotic far-field behavior of the potential solution, and are given 
by a concentrated unit strength doublet and vortex in free air or various 
wind-tunnel environments, with the doublet and vortex located at x =r 0.5, 
y = 0. For an ideal slotted wind tunnel (BCTYPE = 4), subroutines DROOTS 
and VROOTS are called to compute the constants needed in the doublet and 
vortex solutions; otherwise, the various constants are calculated within 
the subroutine. We note that the actual boundary values for @ are set 
in subroutines RECIRC and REDUB, where the functional forms determined 
here are multiplied by the appropriate vortex and doublet strengths. 
5.2.18 Subroutine FINDSK(ISTART,IEND,J,ISK).- Subroutine FINDSK 
identifies the presence of a shock wave on a specified row (J) 0-f the 
computation mesh between x-points ISTART and IEND. Pairs of Qx values 
are checked along the row until the condition 
PX(ISK,J) < SONVEL 1. PX(ISK-1,J) 
is satisfied, where SONVEL is the sonic point streamwise perturbation 
velocity. If such a pair is found, the subroutine is immediately exited 
with that value of ISK. If no shock is found, ISK is set equal to -1END 
and the subroutine exited. 
5.2.19 Subroutine FIXPLT.- Subroutine FIXPLT uses the airfoil surface 
pressure distribution arrays CPL and CPU to set UP the arrays XP, CPUP, 
CPLO, and CPS for use in subroutine CPPLOT. 
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5.2.20 Subroutine GUESSP.- Subroutine GUESSP initializes the small- 
disturbance potential @ array as follows: 
PSTART = 1, @ is set to zero 
PSTART = 2, o, X, and Y arrays are read from unit 7 in subroutine 
READIN together with other flow information about the 
old solution 
PSTART = 3, the arrays from the previous case are already in $, 
XOLD, YOLD 
If PSTART = 2 or 3, the old o array on the XOLD,YOLD mesh must be 
interpolated onto the current X,Y mesh. A check is made to see if the 
XOLD mesh is the same as the XIN mesh. If XIN and XOLD are the same mesh, 
the @ array may be interpolatedby simple deletion of values at mesh 
points which.have been deleted in subroutine CUTOUT. If the old and new 
X meshes are not the same, then a simple linear interpolation is made 
from the old o's providing that each new x-point lies within the range 
of the old X mesh. If a new x-point lies outside the old x mesh, 
then for a supersonic free stream o is set to zero,while for a subsonic 
free stream subroutine MTRAP is called to extrapolate a new o value 
using the far-field solution. 
The same steps are followed to interpolate o in the y-direction 
with the following slight difference. If the new y-point lies outside 
the range of the old Y mesh, then o is set equal to either @ JMINO,i 
if the new y value is less than the minimum old y value, or to 
@ JMAXO,i if the new y value is greater than the maximum old y 
value. 
Only in the case of subsonic free air flow (K > O., BCTYPE = 1) is sub- 
routine BXTRAP called to extrapolate for @ using the far-field formula. 
5.2.21 Subroutine INPERR(I).- Subroutine INPERR writes the appropriate 
error message associated with an error in input and stops the program. 
There are eight input error messages: 
Error Number Messaqe 
1 IMAX or JMAX is greater than 100, not allowed 
2 X mesh points not monotonic increasing 
3 Y mesh points not monotonic increasing 
4 Mach number not in permitted range (0.5,2-O) 
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Error Nurrber Messaqe 
5 Alpha not in permitted range (-9.0,g.O) 
6 Delta not in permitted range (0.0,l.O) 
7 AK = 0. Value Of AK must be input since PHYS=.F. 
8 Mach number too close to 1, not allowed 
5.2.22 Subroutine ISLIT(X For a given x-mesh array X, subroutine 
ISLIT computes the I indices associated with the‘mesh points on the air- 
foil surface (0. < x < 1.) at or just behind the leading edge (I = ILE) 
and at or just ahead of the trailing edge (I = ITE). 
5.2.23 Subroutine JSLIT(Y).- For a given y-mesh array Y, subroutine 
JSLIT computes the J indices associated with the rows of mesh points 
immediately below (J = JLOW) and above (J = JUP) the airfoil (y = 0.). 
5.2.24 Function LIFT (CLFACT).- The real function LIFT computes the 
lift coefficient from the jump in potential A@ at the trailing edge. The 
lift coefficient is defined as 
1 1 
CL = - 
/ (cP 




[ (Q,), - (Gxg)ldx 
0 0 
or, equivalent, from an integration by parts 
cL = 2.CLFACT-AGte 
where CLFACT (=6 
2/3 -n M, ) is the appropriate transonic scaling factor for 
the lift coefficient. 
5.2.25 Subroutine MACHMP.- Subroutine MACHMP produces a print map of 
the local Mach numbers, 'rounded to the nearest 0.1, throughout the flow 
field. The row of points immediately above the airfoil are designated 
by (+I, the row immediately below by (-), the leading edge by (L), and the 
trailing edge by (T). Supersonic points are designated by an asterisk (*). 
5.2.26 Subroutine MILINE.- Subroutine MILINE determines the coordi- 
nates where sonic velocity occurs and outputs them. Beginning with row 
J = JMAX, pairs of Gx values are checked along the row to determine 
whether either of the two conditions 
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PX(I,J) < SONVEL (_ PX(I-1,J) 
PX(I,J) 2 SONVEL 2 PX(1 -1,J) 
is satisfied, where SONVEL is the streamwise perturbation velocity at a 
sonic point. If either of these conditions are met, a linear interpolation 
is made between X(I,J) and X(1 -l,J), that computed x-coordinate stored 
temporarily in array XSONIC and permanently in array XSLPRT, and the y- 
coordinate loaded into array YSLPRT. After each row is scanned, the 
XSONIC array and the J index of the row are printed. When the row 
immediately under the airfoil is reached, the heading "BODY LOCATION" iS 
printed if at least one sonic point has been found. 
If more than 200.sonic points are found, a message to this effect is 
printed and the subroutine is exited. After the entire grid has been 
checked for sonic points and if at least one has been found, the subroutine 
checks whether any of the sonic points lie on the outer boundaries. If 
one does and if the case under study is either a subsonic free-stream 
calculation or a free air (BCTYPE = 1) supersonic free-stream calculation, 
the following message is printed out: 
* * * * * CAUTION .k * * * * 
SONIC LINE HAS REACHED A BOUNDARY 
THIS VIOLATES ASSUMPTIONS USED TO DERIVE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
SOLUTION IS PROBABLY INVALID 
Finally, the subroutine defines the boundaries and step increments 
for the printer plot of the sonic line and passes these constants along 
with the arrays XSLPRT and YSLPRT and the number NPTS of sonic points 
into a call to the subroutine PLTSON, which plots the sonic line. 
5.2.27 Subroutine NEWISK (ISKOLD,J,ISKNEW).- Subroutine NEWISK 
locates an updated x-position (I = ISKNEW) of the shock wave on a speci- 
fied row J given an initial guess for the location (I = ISKOLD). The 
subroutine searches the range ISKOLD -3 < I < ISKOLD+2 testing the 
condition PX(ISKNEW -1,J) 2 SONVEL 2 PX(ISKNEW,J). If the condition 
is met, the subroutine returns with the current value of ISKNEW. Otherwise, 
with no shock being found, ISKNEW is set negative and the subroutine exited. 
5.2.28 Function PITCH (CMFACT).- Function PITCH computes the airfoil 
pitching moment (positive nose-up) about x = xm, y = 0. Pitching moment 








where CMFACT (= 6 
2/3 3-I M, ) is the appropriate transonic scaling for the 
moment coefficient. The subroutine uses the latter form for Cm and 
computes the second integral by trapezoidal rule integration through 
subroutine TRAP. We note that the subroutine sets x, = 0.25, so that 
the pitching moment is calculated about the quarter chord. 
5.2.29 Subroutine PLTSON (X,Y,XAXMIN,XMAX,XINCR,YAXKIN,YMAX,YINCR, 
NPTS).- Subroutine PLTSON is a modified version of a printer plot routine 
developed by M. S. Itzkowitz, May 1967. The subroutine provides a printer 
plot of the sonic lines that are present in the flow field. The plot is 
provided on a 51 x 101 point rectangular grid with -1.0 < y 2 1.5 and 
0.75 L x < 1.75, and uses 56 printer lines. The argument list is all 








array of x-ordinates to be plotted 
array of y-ordinates to be plotted 
minimum x (left) grid boundary 
maximum x (right) grid boundary 
increment between x-grid marks 
minimum y (lower) grid boundary 
maximum y (upper) grid boundary 
increment between y-grid marks 
dimension of (X,Y) arrays 
If either of the incremental step sizes is zero, the program will 
exit with no plot produced. The input arrays are not destroyed during 
the calculation. 
5.2.30 Subroutine PARODY.- Subroutine PRBODY prints out the airfoil 
geometrical characteristics. If logical variable PHYS = .T., all dimen- 
sions are normalized by the airfoil chord; otherwise, all dimensions 
except x are normalized by chord length times thickness ratio. Quanti- 
ties printed are maximum thickness, volume of airfoil per unit span, 
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maximum camber, and for each input x-mesh point along the airfoil, the 
y-ordinates of the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil, the thickness 
distribution, and camberline. 
5.2.31 Subroutine PRINT.- Subroutine PRINT is the main print control 
of program output. The subroutine prints header information regarding: 
(iI choice of printout in similarity on physical variables 
(ii) definition of transonic scaling (Cole, Spreiter, Krupp, or 
user) 
(iii) boundary condition type (free air, free jet, solid wall, 
slotted wall, or porous wall) 
( iv) choice of differencing (fully conservative or not conservative) 
at shock 
(VI choice of KUtta condition or lift specification 
and also outputs the Mach number, thickness ratio, angle of attack, tran- 
sonic similarity parameter, far-field doublet strength, airfoil volume 
(per unit span), and the values of the transonic scaling parameters used 
for scaling the coefficients of pressure, lift, drag, and moment, the y- 
coordinate, and the vertical velocity. The rest of the print output is 
performed by calling the following subroutines: PRINTl, FIXPLT, PRTWAL, 
MILINE, PRTFLD, and CrcoLE. 
5.2.32 Subroutine PRINTl.- Subroutine PRINT1 outputs the pressure 
coefficient and local Mach number (or local similarity parameter if 
PAYS = .F.) on the airfoil and dividing streamline (y = 0.2) at each x- 
point of the current mesh, and also provides a printer plot of the pressure 
coefficient along side the tabulated values. In addition, the y-coordinate 
array Y is printed as well as the lift, moment, and sonic pressure 
coefficients. Since PRINT1 is used to putput these quantities on each 
grid (coarse, medium, and fine), a header is written to identify the 
current grid. If the local Mach number exceeds 1.3, a warning message is 
printed indicating that the predicted shock jumps may be in error. Also, 
if a detached bow shock wave is between.IMIN and IMIN + 1, a message is 
printed indicating that the detached shock will lie upstream of the current 
x mesh, the ABORT parameter set equal to true and the calculation terminated. 
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5.2.33 Subroutine PRTFLD.- Subroutine PRTFLD outputs the pressure 
coefficient, flow angle, and Mach number in the flow field. The number 
of rows (J lines) printed is set by the user-input value of PRTFLO as 
follows: 
PRTFLO = 1, no J lines are printed 
PRTFLO = 2, all J lines are printed 
PRTFLO = 3, three J lines around the row where the 
maximum iteration error in o occurs 
(i.e., J = JERROR) are printed 
5.2.34 Subroutine PRTMC.- Subroutine PRTMC produces a local flow 
character map of the flow field by ascribing to each point in the input 
mesh a letter designating whether the flow at that point is elliptic 
(subsonic), parabolic (sonic), hyperbolic (supersonic), or shock (shock 
point) according to the convention: 
- Elliptic (Subsonic) 
P Parabolic (Sonic) 
H Hyperbolic (Supersonic) 
S Shock Point (Shock) 
5.2.35 Subroutine PRTSK (Z,ARG,L,NSH~CK,CDSK,LPRT~).- Subroutine 
PRTSK provides an inviscid wake profile for all of the shock waves con- 
tained within the momentum contour used to calculate the drag. The wave 
drag contribution CD(y) and total pressure loss p. (Yj /pm along each 
shock wave is given as a function of the transonically scaled y- 
coordinate. In addition, the total wave drag for each shock is also 
provided. If a shock wave extends outside the contour, a message to that 
effect is printed indicating that shock losses are not available for that 
portion of the shock. 
5.2.36 Subroutine PRTWAL.- Subroutine PRTWAL determines the pressure 
coefficient and the flow angle on the wind-tunnel walls (y = + H) according 
to the particular type of wall, prints that information, and also provides 
a printer plot of the pressure distribution along side the tabulated 
printout. Information regarding the wall type, tunnel half height, wall 
porosity factor (if applicable), tunnel slot parameter (if applicable), 
and critical pressure coefficient are also provided. 
5.2.37 Function PX(I,J).- Function PX computes the streamwise pertur- 
bation velocity Gx at the point (1,J). Different differencing forms are 
used depending whether the point is on the upstream or downstream boundaries 
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or is an interior point. For the interior points, Gx is given by 
Qx=$ [ 
@. i+i ‘;. 
- @* * 4). i - @. i-l 
1+1 
-x’v=+ ‘* 
i x. - x. 1 -I. 1 1-l 
while on the upstream boundary (I = IMIN) 
Qx=$ 
[ 
@j i+l ;. -x’ -$ -@jil [ @. J.i+2 - ~j ‘i+l J-+1 i x.- - x. I$-2 ’ 1 1+1 
and on the downstream boundary (I = IMAX) 
[ 
~j i - ~j i-1 
@x=2 L-x’ -5 x* 
‘j, i-1 -@j i-2 1 i-i 1 [ 1-l - x. ’ 1 1-2 
5.2.38 Function PY (I,J).- Function PY computes the vertical pertur- 
bation velocity Gy at the point (1,J). Different differencing formulas 
are employed depending whether the point is on the upper or lower boun- 
daries or on the rows immediately above or below the airfoil. In the 
latter case, separate formulations are involved depending upon whether 
the point is ahead, over or under, or behind the airfoil. For all of the 
other points, 
Gy = $ 
[ 
@* l+l,i -~‘i ~ji-~‘-li 3 
yj+l - 'j 
' + 
' d Yj - yj-l 
The exceptional cases are: 
Lower Boundary (j = JBOT) 
Qy = ; 
[ 
~j +l,i - @j i yj+i - yj *I 1 @j+2 i - @*+I i -- 2 [ ’ 3 Yj+2 - yj+l 
Upper Boundary (j = JTOP) 
Qy = $ 
@j i - @jDl i 
[ ' 9 1 ~j-1 i - ~' -- [ ’ I-2,i 'j - Yj-1 2 yj-l -Yj-2 1 




- oJL0W.i + 'JLOW,i - @JLOW-i,i 




-a + JLOW,i - 'JLOW-l,i 
i YJLOW - 'JLOW-1 1 
(c) Behind 
@ JUP,i - "i - 'JLOW,i + 'JLOW,i - @JLOW-i,i 
YJUP - YJLOW YJLOW - yJTLow-l 1 
Row above airfoil (j = JUP) 
(a) Ahead 
@ JUP,i -@ JL0W.i + @ JUP+i,i -Q JUP,i 
YJ-UP - yJILow %-UP+1 - 'JUP I 
(b) Over 
@ JUP+i,i -G -a+ JUP,i 
i YJuP+l - 'JUP I 
(c) Behind 
@ JUP,i - 'oi. - 'JLOW,i + 'JUP+l,i - 'JUP 
'JUP - yJIJow 'JUP+l -yJUp 
5.2.39 Subroutine READIN.- All user-option input to the program is 
read in subroutine READIN. The subroutine first calculates and prints the 
elapsed time in seconds that the previous case took to run, or for the 
first case sets the start time. Next, a check is made to determine if any 
test cases are left. If there are and if the user has opted to use the 
previous result for @ as a first guess for the current case (PSTART = 3), 
then a test is made to determine if the @ array in core from the previous 
case is usable (i.e., if the previous calculation was not aborted). Next, 
if the default grids for either subsonic free air (XXRUPP,YFREE) or tunnel 
(XKRUPP,YTUN), or the analytic default mesh (AYMESH = TRUE) are to be used, 
the subroutine loads those grids into the XIN, YIN arrays and then prints 
out all of the user-option input parameters, including those having default 
values. A check is then made to insure that the input mesh does not 
exceed 100 points in either direction and that the mesh ordinates are 
monotonic increasing. Next, checks are made on M,, c, and fi to insure 
they are within the permitted range, and then the indices of the leading 
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(I = ILE) and trailing (I = ITE) edges and the rows immediately above 
(J = JUP) and below (J = JLOW) the airfoil are determined. Subroutine 
CKMl%SH is then called to insure that certain grid areas have an appropriate 
(odd or even) number of points. If the case underway is a tunnel simulation 
calculation, the bounds of the grid are checked and adjusted if necessary. 
Finally, if the initial guess for the @ array is to be read from unit 7 
(PSTART = 21, the necessary input from that calculation is read and then 
printed. 
5.2.40 Subroutine RECIRC.- Subroutine RECIRC computes the jump in 
Q at the trailing edge, note, n+l the updated far-field circulation, rff , 
and the jump in @, A@(x), along the slit y = O., x > l., according to 
the following formulas. 
For KUTTA = .T., 
@ AGte = ,$, _ $;, = JUPJTE-YJUP+l -@ JUP+l,ITE.YJUP 
YJuP+l - YJUP 
@ JLOW-l,ITE.YJLOW -@ JLOW,ITE-YJLOW-l 
'JLOW - yJLow-l 
A@(x) = note + xx - 2 1 (F;;' - note) 
max 
where "I- 
is the relaxation factor for circulation, while for KUTTA = .F., 
CLSET 
AGte = - 2 
CLSET Tff = - 2 
where CLSET is the specified lift coefficient. 
5.2.41 Subroutine REDUB.- Subroutine REDUB computes the far-field 
doublet strength. For lifting free air flows (BCTYPE = 1 and ABS(CIRCFF) 
> lo-*), the doublet strength is set equal to the model volume. For other 
flows the nonlinear contribution (DBLSUM = ((y+1)/4). IIozdxdy) is added 
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to the volume. The double integral is computed,by considering ox to be 
centered midway between mesh points; that is, 
IMAX YJMAX 
DBLSUM = Y+ 
z 
Ax. 






1 YJMAX DBLSUM = 
X. - x. I 




i=IMIN lY JMIN 
and the y-integration is performed using a modified trapezoidal rule. 
We note that the doublet strength is required only for M, < 1. For 
subsonic free air lifting flows, the doublet integral DBLSUM is not con- 
vergent since o M r ff tan-'(y/x); in this case, a more complicated 
integral applies (see Krupp, ref. 3). This program neglects that contri- 
bution, and while this procedure introduces an error, numerical experimen- 
tation has shown it not to be significant. 
5.2.42 Subroutine REFINE.- Subroutine REFINE doubles the number of 
mesh points in both the x- and y-meshes by inserting new mesh points 
halfway between the old mesh points. The subroutine also linearly inter- 
polates the o array to the new points, determines the new (1,J) indices 
of the leading (ILE) and trailing (ITE) edges, and the rows immediately 
above (JUP) and below (JLOW) the airfoil by calls to subroutines ISLIT 
and JSLIT, respectively, and uses a linear extrapolation to calculate 
@ on the new JLOW and JUP rows. 
5.2.43 Subroutine RESET.- Subroutine RESET updates the far-field 
boundary conditions for subsonic free-stream flows. The potential C#I is 
recalculated on the upstream (IMIN) and downstream (IMAX) boundaries for 
both free air or wind-tunnel simulations. The update is accomplished at 
the end of each iteration sweep through the flow field. For free air flows 
(BCTYPE = l), new boundary values are also calculated on the top (Jw) 
and bottom (JMIN) boundaries; while for wind-tunnel simulations, this 
calculation is omitted. 
5.2.44 Subroutine SAVEP.- Subroutine SAVEP automatically stores 
restart data from the currently completed calculation in an "old data" 
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block. The subroutine first rescales the parameters back into the input 
format and then stores the following parameters and arrays: TITLE(I), 
IMIN, JMIN, IMAX, JMAX, CL, EMACH, ALPHA, DELTA, VOL, DUB, X(I), and YIN(J). 
If the user has opted to save the restart block (PSAVE = .T.), then the 
subroutine also writes the above information on Tape 3. 
5.2.45 Subroutine SCALE.- Subroutine SCALE scales physical variables 
that are required for program computation. The option to scale or not is 
controlled by the logical input variable PHYS. For PHYS = .T., all input 
and output quantities are in physical units normalized by free-stream 
values and airfoil chord, and SCALE reduces them to transonic variables 
according to the following convention: 
SIMDEF = 1, Cole scaling 
SIMDEF = 2, Spreiter scaling 
SIMDEF = 3, Krupp Scaling 
SIMDEF = 4, User-option scaling; if this option is used, 
the definition of local Mach number must alSO 
be adjusted in EMACHl 
For PHYS = .F., input is already in scaled variables and no further 
scaling is done. In this case, the user must input the value of the 
2m 2/3 transonic similarity parameter AK = (1 - Mz)/M, b where the exponent 
m is now user-specified. 
Subroutine SCALE then checks to determine that AK has an appropriate 
value for the case being considered, computes the square root of AK(RTK), 
the sonic velocity (SONVEL), and the critical pressure coefficient (CPSTAR) 
and then exits. 
5.2.46 Subroutine SETBC.- Subroutine SETBC sets the limits on the 
range of the I and J indices for solution of the difference equations 
according to the following schedule: 
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M, < 1 
BCTYPE IUP IDOWN JTOP JBOT 
- 
1 IMIN+l IMAx- JMAX-1 JMIN+l 
2 IMIN+l IMAX- JMAX JMIN 
3 IMIN+l IMAX- JMAX- 1 JMIN+l 
4 IMIN+l IMAX- JMKX JMIN 
5(POR 1. 1.5) IMIN+l IMAX- JMAX JMIN 
5(POR > 1.5) IMIN+l IMAX- JMAX-1 JMIN+l 
Mm > 1 
- 
BCTYPE IUP IDOWN JTOP JBOT 
1 IMIN+2 IMAX JMAX JMIN 
2 IMIN+2 IMAX JMAX JMIN 
3 IMIN+2 IMAX JMAX-1 JMIN+l 
4 IMINt- IMAX JMAX JMIN 
5(POR < 1.5) IMIN+2 IMAX JMAX JMIN 
5(POR > 1.5) IMIN+2 IMAX JMAX-1 JMIN+l 
The subroutine also computes the body slope boundary conditions at the 
current x-mesh points on the body, multiplies them by the appropriate 
mesh spacing constants and stores them into arrays FXUBC(J), FXLBC(1) for 
use in solving the finite-difference equations at points on the rows \ 
immediately above and below the airfoil 
5.2.47 Subroutine SIMP (R,X,Y,N,IER).- Subroutine SIMP calculates 
the integral Sydx by using Simpson's rule integration. The subroutine 
argument list is defined as follows: 
R resultant value of the integral 
X vector array of x points 
Y vector array of y values 
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N length of vector arrays (X,Y) 
IER error control index; equal to 1 for satisfactory result; 
equal to 2 when only one point is in the interval (N = 1); 
equal to 4 when X array not monotonic 
Equal point spacing is not required and the number of points N canbe 
either odd or even. In the latter case, a polynomial fit through the 
first three points is used and an analytical integration performed from 
X(1) to X(2) in order to obtain an odd number of points for the remaining 
interval, X(2) to X(N). 
5.2.48 Subroutine SOLVE.- Subroutine SOLVE controls the sequence of 
calculations involved in the finite-difference solution for o. The 
potential is calculated by using a successive line over-relaxation (SLOR) 
algorithm and sweeping the flow field from upstream to downstream limits 
one column at a time. At the start of each sweep, subroutine RECIRC is 
called to compute the jump in potential at the trailing edge, the circu- 
lation for the far-field boundary, and the jump in potential along the 
slit y = 0, x > 1. Next, subroutine SYOR is called to compute a new value 
of the potential at all the grid points. For subsonic flows, after the 
program has completed an iteration sweep, and if the current calculation 
is a free air case, the potential is updated throughout the flow field by 
adding the increment in potential due to the change in circulation 
multiplied by the far-field vortex behavior. Then subroutine REDUB is 
called (but only at every NDUBth iteration sweep) to recompute the far- 
field doublet strength, and then subroutine RESET is called (at each 
iteration) to update the far-field boundary conditions. At every IPRTERth 
iteration, the iteration count (ITERATION), lift coefficient (CL), moment 
coefficient (CM), I and J locations (IERR,JERR) where the maximum iteration 
error in @ occurs, the absolute magnitude of the maximum iteration error 
in Cp (ERROR), the I and J locations (IRL,JRL) of the maximum residual, 
the absolute magnitude of the maximum residual (BIGRL), the absolute 
magnitude of the iteration error in circulation (ERCIRC), the I location 
(ICPU) of the point on the airfoil where the maximum iteration error in 
upper surface pressure coefficient occurs, the absolute magnitude of the 
maximum iteration error in upper surface pressure coefficient (CPERRU), 
and the corresponding results (ICPL,cPERRL) for the maximum iteration 
error in surface pressure coefficient. The results are then checked for 
convergence of potential. If the test is met, the message "SOLUTION 
CONVERGED" is printed and the subroutine exited. If the convergence 
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criteria is not met, a divergence test on @ is performed. If the 
maximum iteration error in @ has become greater than the divergence 
control (DVHRGE), the error message "SOLUTION DIVERGED" is'printed and 
the calculation aborted. If the solution has neither converged nor 
diverged, the iteration sweeps are continued up to the limit, MAXIT, at 
which point the message "ITERATION LIMIT REACHED" is printed and the 
subroutine exited. 
5.2.49 Subroutine SPLNl (X,Y.N).- Subroutine SPLNl is a cubic spline 
interpolation subroutine which determines both the ordinate and slope of 
a function using a cubic spline fit. The argument list consists of a 
table of (X,Y) ordinates and is defined as follows: 
X array of independent variable 
Y array of dependent variable 
N dimension of (X,Y) arrays 
There are two entry points to this subroutine. A call to SPLNl initializes 
the cubic spline coefficient arrays, while a call to SPLNlX will determine 
the spline-fit ordinate (YP) and slope (DYP) at the specified point XP. 
We note that XP,YP, and DXP are passed through a name common block (SPLN) 
rather than an argument list. 
To use SPlNl it is necessary to specify a derivative of Y at the 
end points X(1),X(N). Either the first or second derivative at these 
points may be given. Control for this option is through the parameters 
(Kl,K2) according to the following: 
Kl = 1, DYl = first derivative of Y at X(1) 
Kl = 2, DYE = second derivative of Y at X(1) 
K2 = 1, DY2 = first derivative of Y at X(N) 
K2 = 2, DY2 = second derivative of Y at X(N) 
Values for (Kl,K2,DYl,DY2) must be specified prior to the call to SPLNl. 
5.2.50 Subroutine SYOs.- Subroutine SYOR determines the potential Q 
at the interior grid points throught the flow field; that is, JBOT < J < 
JTOP, IUP < I < IDOWN. This is accomplished by solving the tridiagonal 
matrix equation Aci = fi where C. 1 represents the correction potential 




and where A i.s an NXN dimensional, diagonally-dominant, tridiagonal 
matrix, and f. is an 1 N dimensional column vector. 
The following solution sequence is repeated for each x-station from 
IUP to IDOWN. The coefficient l/(xi - xi-1)2 of the oxt term is 
calculated. Then the array VC. 
7 
representing the coefficient of oxx 
in the partial differential equation; that is, (K - (y + l)Qx)/2h, is 
computed at each J station. Next, the arrays representing the diagonal 
(DIAcj ) , subdiagonal (SUBj), and superdiagonal (SUPj) elements of the 
tridiagonal matrix A are determined, where account is taken in calculating 
DIAG. 
3 
of whether VC. 
7 
is greater or less than zero. The array RHS which 
is equal to the negative of the residual (-R..), 
=I 
and which represents the 
right-hand side f i of the matrix equation is then computed. If the 
iteration sweep in x has proceeded to the airfoil; that is, ILE < I < 
ITE, the DIAG., SUB., SUP., and RHS. 
7 3 3 7 
arrays are modified at the points 
immediately below (j = JLOW) and above (j = JUP) the x axis to account 
for the airfoil boundary condition. A similar procedure is used at 
(j = JLOW,JUP) at locations behind the trailing edge to account for the 
Kutta condition jump in potential along the cut extending from the trailing 
edge to the downstream boundary. Next subroutine BCEND is called to 
modify the diagonal (DIAG~) and right-hand-side (RHSj) arrays to account for 
the appropriate boundary conditions at JBOT and JTOP. The current column 
is then scanned to see whether the maximum residual JRi.1 J max = lRHSjl is 
contained within it. If it is, that value (BIGRL) and the 1,~) locations 
(IRL,JRL) are stored. Finally, modifications are made to DIAG. and RHS 
3 j 
to add the E At Qxt/Ax term according to 
DIAG. = DIAG. - E 
7 7 (x. - x. 1 l-1 )2 
( 
q;:; - G;“; J 
RHS . 3 =RHs.-E ’ 
9 - 
3 lx. -x 1 i-1 I2 
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The tridiagonal matrix equation A -di = fi is then solved by using 
the method of triangular decomposition. The NXN dimensional, tridiagonal 
matrix A is factored into the product A = LU, where L is a lower 
triangular matrix containing only subdiagonal and diagonal elements and 
u is a special upper triangular matrix containing only superdiagonal 
elements and unit diagonal elements. Thus, the original equation 
ACi = L u -di = fi 
is factored into two equations 
uq=z 
Lz=fi 
The latter equation is solved first for 2 and then the former equation 
is solved for - Ci by back-substitution. 
Finally, the new potential is computed by adding the correction to 
the old potential, and the correction potential ci vector is scanned to 
determine whether the maximum correction is contained within it. If it is, 
that value (ERROR) and the (1,J) location (IERROR, JERROR) are stored for 
output. 
5.2.51 Subroutine TRAP (X,Y,N,SUM).- Subroutine TRAP performs an 
integration of the vector array Y with respect to the ordinates in the 
vector array X by using the trapezoidal rule. Here, N is the length 
of the X,Y arrays and SUM is the resultant integral. The formula used 
is 
N-l 
SUM = $ c (x. 1+1 - xi) (yi+l + Yi) 
i=l 
5.2.52 Main proqram TSFOIL (INPUT, OUTPUT, TAPE5 = INPUT, TAPE6 = 
OUTPUT, TAPE3, TAPE71.- TSFOIL is the main program. No calculations are 
performed within this routine, which acts only to call the necessary 
subroutines to read input, perform the required calculations, and print 
the output. Two tests are made within the routine that determine: 
(1) when the final computation mesh has been reached; and (2) whether 
the current calculation has been aborted. If either of these tests are 
144 
positive, the program prints the final output for the current case, 
resets the mesh parameters back to those for the input mesh, terminates 
the current calculation, and goes on to read the input forthe following 
case. 
512.53 Subroutine VROOTS .- Subroutine VROOTS computes the constants 
BETAO, BETAl, BETA2, PSIO, PSIl, and PSI2 which are required for the suh- 
sonic far-field vortex in an ideal slotted wind tunnel (BCTYPE = 4). The 
BETA's are computed in an iterative fashion as follows: 
BETAOn = tan-i -F-BETAOn-i +a 
6 1 
BETAln = tan-i 
C 
f-i? -F-(BETAln-1 + n) + - 
F 1 
BETA2n = tan-' -Fo(BETA~~-~ - TT) + - J-K 
5 1 
where F is the tunnel slot parameter, K the transonic similarity param- 
eter, and F the transonically scaled wall porosity factor. One hundred 
iterations are allowed for convergence with the error criteria 
lBETAn - BETAn-l/ < lo-' 
If any BETA fails to converge within 100 iterations, an error message is 
printed and the program stops. If all three BETA's converge, then the 
PSI's are computed as follows: 
PSI0 = 1 + F 
1 + tan=(~~~A0) 





















AH0 THEN OH PROGRESSIVELY REFlHED “ESHES ““TlL 
INPUT “ES” IS ACHIEVEO. 
SVBROUTINE OIFCOE CALCULATES FIHITi DIFFEREHCE 
EPUATION CJEFFICIEhTS ““ICI-1 DEPEND ON “ES” SIZE, 
SUBROUTINE SETBC *oJ”srs THE lIeFoIL SLOPE BO”HD*RI 
CONDITION FOR THE CURRENT X I MESH. ALSO, Trill LIRITS 
ON I AN0 , IHOICIES FOR SOLVING THE DIFFEREHCE 
EPUATIONS ARE SET. 
S”BLO”T,NS SOLVE iXEC”TES THE HIIN RELAXATION 
SOL”TIOH OF THE OIFFEREHCE EPUATIONS 
IF FIHAL “ES” HAS BEE” REACHED, RESULTS ARE PRIIITEO 
OUT IN FIHlL FOR”. IF HOT, IHTERM~DIATE RESULTS 
ARE PRlHTEO OUT 4NO THE “ES” IS REFIHEO. THE ABOYE 
SEPUENCE OF CALC”LATIO”S ARE THE” REPEATED 
1FtIREF ,LE. 01 GO TC 5 
IF l.BORTl to TO 5 
S”BRO”TlNE REFINE ADOS t!ESH POIHTS 
CALL REFINE 




RELAXATIO” SOLUTION IS tO”PLETEO 
COHTlH”E 








, JLOY : 
, RTK 





TSFOIL 19 !g 
TSFOIL PO g 










































































CO”“0” ICLMlb, ALWAO , ALPHA1 , lLPRA2 t XSI”G , 
1 OREGAO , O”EC.1 , O”Ebl2 , JET 
CORRO” ICO”33, T”ETAl100,100, 
c S”mO”TI”E TO COWUTE THE AHGLE THETA IT 
c EACH “ES” POINT. 
“2s‘ . 1.0 I T,OP‘ 
DO 20 ‘-‘“IN,‘“Ax 
xx . XI”“, - XIIHG 
DO LO J-JM,H,J”AX 
1” - II”,,1 1 RTK 
I . SPR,,“*H,,,.rZ + xX*xX, 
A,” . A,ANZ,ll,XX, 
a. PI - S,GHlP,,l”l 
THETA,,,*, . -,.TH + PI * RZP, 






EYALUATES ERF “IT” A” ERROR .LT. 1.51-Y BY RATIONAL 
APPROI‘“IT,ON 1.1.26 OF “AHOeOOK OF “A,“, FUHCYIOHS 
c U. 5. OEPT. OF COH”ERCE. NBS APPL “ATd SE” 55. 
t ClLLED 81 - AIMS”. 
DI”ENS‘On C‘S, 




T . 1.0 / ‘1.0 + .3215911*11 
POL” . 0.0 
00 20 ,.lr5 
POL” . ,POL” l Cl,,I l Y 
2J CO”,‘““E 
&RF . 1.0 - POLY . EXPc-Y*YI 
30 CO”TIH”E 
IF IX ,LT, 0.0, ARF . -1IF 
PETURN 
END 
Comb 2 DATA 10,.225/, Alll.,lr AZ,l.6,, 13/,blBW, Ail.111, I;llO.l, 
CO”Lb 
: 
1 161.603/, A7/2.01 
CON16 DATA CT1IZ.O,, :YZIZ.O,. CT3,1.0,, CF111.0,. CFZ,l.O,, CF2./5.2, 
CO”33 2 
AHCLE II ‘“AXI. 
.“GLE 12 J”AXI.64 
ANGLE 13 *II* . I‘MX‘ - II I 2 
AHGLE 14 122 - A2 l h2 
AHGLb 15 Al2 . 17 . A, 
ANGLE 16 FACT . HALFPI 1 .OO5 
ANGLE 17 DO 10 I~20l.401 
ANGLE II IX . YA”,FACY I II-2011 I 
ANGLE 19 
AHPLE 20 :::” - cx . El l EI 
ANGLE 21 BXH,‘, . AI l EX * EIPI-IZZ*EXZI + ,1,O-iXPI-~72IEXt,I*~IFl~~~EX, 
ANGLE 22 10 CONT‘HUE 
AHGLE 23 DO 20 ,.l,200 
ANGLE ZI XHI ‘I - - xd,,Jz-*l 




. 2.0 I PI 
AHGLi *a 
: 
ADO ZIP‘ ATAHlA”,X+AL,I TO BXbl TO tl”E “ORE 
POINTS NEAR THE LEAO‘HG EDGE. 
S”IIO”TI”E l”“ESH AllES” 
: 
CO”P”,ES IHALYYICAL x AN0 I “ES” POIHTS. A”“ESH 
CALLED 8” - READ,“. .l”E*” 
-LOGICAL ARES” 
COWOH I COW, XlHllOOl , “‘“,lOOl, MESH 
INTEGER PSTAI, 
LOGICAL PSl”E 
CO”“0” ,CO”ll, ALPHA0 , CLOLD , OELT.0 , DUB0 , ERACHO , 
1 ‘“‘NO , ‘M)iXO , ‘“AX‘ , ‘“‘HO , ‘“IX0 , 
: 
‘“AX‘ 9 PSAYE , PSTART t T‘TLEIBI, TfTLEOIB,, 
“OLO , xoLo1‘oo,.YoLo,Loo1 
COWOH ,COF,Z, F , H , “ALFPI , PI , RTKPOL , 
1 TVOF‘ 
INTEGER BCTlPS CO"28 
COR”OH ,cmz*/ 8CT”PE , CllCFF , FHI”” , POX , CIRCTE CO”28 
COll~O” ICORh)I BIHIWI, , REST13, lY”ESH 
0‘RE”S‘0” XHI)O11 , llx,,oo1 
ll”ESH 
AlRES” 
00 42 ,.l,‘“ZPI 
IF ,I .EP. 1 .OR. I .EP. IlPPLl CO TO 3, 
BX(II . ‘1-11 l ox - 1.0 
to TO 32 
3, CONTINUE 
IF ,I ,LP. II BXIII . -.PW 




IF IBX,,, .GT. BXH,J,, GO TO 38 
IF IBX,,, .LT. BXH,JlI GO TO 3, 
GO TO ;o*H’J’ 
XI 
3G tOHTIH”E 
BTl . 8X,‘, - BxH,,-ll 
BHTI . BXH,,, - Bx.H,,-1, 
XHT‘ . XH,,, 
T1 . LHTl , B”:Y”-” 
XI . !a,,-,, + BTI l T‘ 
IF I, .EQ. 2, GO TO 40 
B,Z . BX,‘I - 8X”,,) 
BHYZ . BXH,,, - 8X”,,-2, 
BHT, . BX”,,-1, - BX”,,-z, 
X”T2 . XHIJ-,I - XH,J-21 
T2 - XHTZ I 8K73 
Y12 . 71 - T2 
BY12 - BTI l BTZ 
TBTZ . T12 I BHTZ 
XI . XI + BT‘Z * ,BTL 
IF I, .GE. 4001 GO TO 40 
173 . 8X,‘, - BY.“,,-21 
MT4 . BI”,JIll - BX”,,-21 
BHTS . BXHlJIl, - BXH,,, 
BHTI . BXHt,+I, - eX”,J-11 
XHT3 . XH,,+II - I”,,, 
73 . XHTB I BHTS 
. XI l BT‘Z 1 BT3/8HT4 * ,,T3-T1I,E.“TL - YBYZ, 
40 :~NT‘N”E 








lRIX1 . ,RZPl 





















































































MES” 6 s 
AllESH 9, 
LIIESH PI 
i hi . ‘“2 I 2 FJ . ‘PIA 





GO TO 55 
4, CON,,“t,E 





DE,. . I.0 I lFJ*Cll 
IF lBC,“PF .EO. II 0hT1i . 1.9 I I,F,+l.Ol.C1, 
t - CS I L,P”I~ILFP‘*“E,I*FJ,I~.CZ 
00 10 1-1,‘“). 
:“A‘ 
. ‘“A + I 
- I l OETA 
YIN,,, . C l ~T)I”IH~LFPI’E,bIII**C2 





COHllON PI1O*.lOLl,X,,PO, , “,~OO, 
CO”“ON I CORl, IRIY , ‘“AI. 9 IUP , ‘OOYH t ‘LB , 
1 1°C , JflIN , ‘Ml , JJP 9 ‘LOU , 
2 ‘TOP , ‘80” 
COR”O” I tollz, AK 9 ALP,A , OUB , GA”1 , RTK 
LOGICAL ABORT 
COR”0” I CO”l, ,REF . ABORT , ‘CUT , KSTEP 
LOGICAL ARES8 
CCRC, XIN,,00, , 
COP,, XD‘FFllOO,, 
CORbl FL,1001 , 
CA”6ES~100,, 
co*,/ CJUP , 
t”“8I CYERtt , 
“EOI , 
BCFOIL 
CORRO” I tO”P, BCFOIL , 
1 YL(100, , 
LOGICAL XGLOIN,“GRDIN 
COR”O.4 lCDHl0, “FREE,lW, 
1 JMXF , 
INTEGER PSTkRT 
LOGICLL PSAVE 
COCMON ,CO”‘l, ALPHA0 , 










CJUPl , CJLOY 








NL , N” , XL,1001 , ““,100, , 
““,LOOl , RIGF 
CLOLO , DELTA0 , DUB0 I EMCHO , 
‘“AX0 , ‘“AX‘ , ‘“‘HO , ‘“AX0 
PSAVE # PSTART , TI,LE,dl, “‘“LE0,&, 
XOLDL10O,,“OLD,L”JI 
H , ,lLFPI , PI , RTIPOR , 
COIlnON ,com13, COFAC, , CLFAC, , CRFACT , CPFAC, , CPSTAR 
LOGICAL FCI 9 KUTTA 
COHHON ICOMIS, CLSET , FCP. , l”T,l , YCIRC 
COR”0” ICOH.15, 9 , BETA0 , BETA1 , BETA2 , PSI0 , 

































ALP”*‘ , ALPHA2 , XSIN , 
0”Et.l , O”Etl2 , JET 
CIYSLO , CY”BL” I C”YB”C , CY”B”0 , 
-XLBC1~001,FL”BC,1DO, 
‘I , ‘2 B ‘ERROR , JLRRDR t 
EM”,100,21. , “C~1001 , 
OCIRC , PoLo,100,*, 
RHS~1001. P”B,IOC,, S”P,10~, 
““‘0,100, 





















IkTECEl PRTFLO . SI”OEF 
COR”0” ICO”27, CL , OELTA I OELlTL , E”ACH , E”ROO, 
1 PHIS . PRTFLO , SI”OEF , SOHVEL , “FACT 
2 “FACT 
I”,EGEP BCTYPE 
CO”“ON ICOH28/ BCT”PE , CIllCFF , FHIH” I PO” , CIRCTE 
CORRON ICOH321 B‘GRL , ‘RL , ‘IL 
CO”“ON lCOM33, THE,b,100,100, 
BCFOIL I 3 I , BCTYPE I I I , PSTAR, I 1 , , 
PRTFLO I 1 I , SIRDEF I 3 I 
PWS I.“. I , PSAVE I .F. I , FCR I .,. I , 
Ku,** I .T. I, ABORT I .T. ,r MESH I .F. I 
E”ACH 1.75, I DFLTA 1.115, , )ILPHA 1.121 , 
::SET IK 
, tAHll.kl, RICFIO.01, EPS,.Z, 
C”ERGEt.000011, O”ERGEI10.I. 
F I 0.0 I* H I 0.0 I , POR I 0.01. 
YC‘RCI1.OI1 *EI1,B,I.9,1.95, 
XGROIH I.F.1. “CRDI” I.F., 
‘t!AX1177/, J”.xF,56/. MAX‘T15001, 
NL I 75 I, N” I 100 I , IPRTER I 10 I 
PI 13.141592651 t “ALFPI ,1,570,96325/ , 
TYOPI, 6.28318531, 
IRIH /I, , ‘“I” ,I/ . ‘CUT I21 
CP”,lG0*0,0,,CPL,100*0.0, 
“I” ILPo*O.o I, ‘“AL‘ ,100 I , ‘“XT I,8 I 
XKRUPP I -1.015 , -.953 
-.825 , -a7 ,‘- .5,5 , -.55 , -.35 , 
-.*5 , -.I75 , -.I25 , -no,5 , -.0525 , 
-.035 , -.0225 , -.,I5 
.0025 , .0075 , 
.012) , -.0075 , -.OO25 , 
, .01,5 I .0225 , 
.0275 , .0325 , .03,5 , .Ok5 , .055 , 
,065 , .075 .085 , .(I975 , .I15 
.1’10625 , .1m75: .203125. .234375, .265625: 
.2961,5 , .328125, .359375, .590625, .,211,5, 
.453125 , .k843,5, .51562,, .5,6875, .5,8125, 
.b091,5 , .LkOb25, .6718,5, .,03125, .73*375, 
.,65625 , .7961175, .821125, .859S75, .885 , 
.9 , .915 , .93 , .Pk5 * .P6 , 
.9,5 , .PP , I.0 , 1.01 . 1.025 . 
1.05 , 1.09 , 1.15 I 1.225 , 1.3 
1.4 
23.0.0 I’ lm5 






















































-3.6 , -3.0 , 
-1.S5 , -1.15 I 
-,55 , -.45 
-.2, , -.t, : 
-.I25 I -.I , 
- .Ol , .01 , 
.1 . .125 , 
.24 a27 , 
.45 : .55 , 
1.15 , 1.35 , 
3.0 I 3.6 , 
-1.6 , -I., , 
-.65 , -.55 , 
-.a0 * -.27 , 
-.I5 , -.I15 , 
- .03 , - .01 , 
.075 , .I , 
..?I , .2k , 





























































































































































0.675621, 0.898268, .3.913666; 
0.952002. 0.971769, O.PIPlOO~ 
o.009787, o.oo3o92, 0.004531. 
I).009956, 0.010675* 0.012803. 
O.OZkkkl, 0.029035. 0.031698, 
0.037277, o.o37700, 0.03R103. 
0.039986, o.okob*,, O.OkILW. 
0.012019, 0.042274. O.OCZ539. 
0.043361, 0.013700, G.OkkO72~ 
0.045595, 0.016312, 0.0k7‘55n 
0.010626, 0.052Od9, 0.053665r 
0.057066, 0.057918, 0.058751r 
0.061061, 0.061751, 0.06238‘r 
o.ob3867. 0.0**213, 0.064473. 
0.061735, O.Obk651, 0.064477~ 
0.063,16, O.Cb29~5, 0.062376r 
J.Obo232. 0.059389. 0.058kPbI 
0.05572lr 0,05~79l, 0.05S667. 
5.050722, 0.0,80,5, O.Ok6600. 
0.038606, 0.035768. 0.032958P 
,,025361, P.018848, J.015756r 
0.00.3213, 0.005359, 0.001620~ 
0.000000, 0.00001Z, 0.0000k3r 
0.0003k8, 0.000559. 0.000680~ 
0.001875, O.O0211b, 0.003055~ 
0.005779, 0.007035, 0.008265~ 
0.0153$6, 0,019216, u.025335. 
0.052516, O.ObZkbY, 0.0733291 
0.118563, O.IkO987, O.lb7105. 
0,2,7195r O.Zb3995, b.21)2047, 
0.32,075, 0.34,872, 0.3635021 
0.42b3‘8, 0,45C316, 0.k75378r 
0.578612, 0.605305, “.bZ3479* 
0.b71212, 0.b90340, 0.7’?0891. 
0.7bd502, 0.76489L, 0.80lIkq~ 
0.858617, 0.679CSlr 0.903723. 











































































S”BRO”T‘“E WEHO “OOIF‘ES THE OIAG A”0 RHS VECTORS 
OH EACH I LINE I” ““E IPPROPRIATE MA” TO INCLUDE THE 
: 
BOUHOARY CO”OITIo”S AT JBOT AN0 ‘TOP. 
CALLED I” - SYOR. 
COR”0” 
CO)llON / CORll 
1 
2 
tO”“0” I CO”Z/ 





P,102,101,,“11001 ; ;:;oco 
IH‘H , *I!** , 100”” 
ITE , ‘“I” , ‘“AX , ‘UP : 
::“’ 
, ‘80” 
, ALWA , 0”B . GA”‘ t 
XO‘FF11OO1,“OIFF11OOI 
0*,c,100,, RllS,l"0l~ s"B1‘001, SUP11001 
",~;w~~o"" C""OllOOl,C"""I1001, ‘“AL 
BCTYPE t CIRCFF , FHI”” ,POR 0 
I - ‘“LL 
c BIAHCH TO LPPROPR‘ATE ADDRESS FOR BETYPE 
GO TO 1‘0,20,30,k0,50,601 , BCTYPE 






















1F (AK .LT. 0.0, GO TO 41 
RFACL . DFACL * I .75 * CIlCFF + PlJBOTrII, 
F!FAC” . OFIC” * I .25 . CIRCFF + P,JTOP,I,I 
to TO 42 
41 CO”TIH(IE 
PFACL . OFlCL l P,JBOT,I, 









GO TO 95 
BCTYPE . 5, POlO”S,PElFORA,Eo “ALL 
rnYTrYl!F 
“E”“ii BOUHOAR” CONOI,‘ON FOR Poll .LT, 1.5 
OFACL . -t110’,10”, l PO” l XOIFFIII 
OFAC” . -C”““I,TOI, * PO” * XO‘FFl‘l 
RFACL * OFACL * ‘P’,“‘“,,, - PI’“‘“,‘-11, 
RFAC” . OFAC” * ,P,J”AX,‘, - PlJ”AX,‘-111 
GO TO 95 
CONTIN”E 
0IRC”LET BOUNOAR” CO”OIT‘O” FOR PO” ,bT, 1.5 
IF I‘ .NE. ‘UP, RETURN 
SET VALUES OF P ON BO”“OlRy 8” 1”TEGllT‘“t PX “SING 
OLD VALUES OF POTENTIAL 
PJM‘” * PlJ”‘“,I”PI 
TERI! . -.5 , ,POR * I”l,“I”, - “~,“*“+,,I, 
00 57 ‘I.I”P*IOOY” 
PIJRI”,I‘, . PIJllI”,“-1, - TEN” I ,*,I‘I-x,I‘-1,1 . 
5r1CO”TI”“E 
lPIJ~I”,l‘~tPlJ~‘“,‘l-ll-?lJ~‘“*l,“~-?lJ~‘”*l,“-lll 
P,“.” . PIJ”AX,I”PI 
TER” . .5 I IPOR I ,Y,,RAX, - “,J”.x-lIII 
00 58 ,,.‘“P,‘00”” 
P~‘“A”.“I . P,Jf!A*,I‘-lI - TER”*,X,“I - ““‘-11, l 
1 lPIJRIX,IllrPlJ~IX,II-l~-*lJ~Ax-l,“l-PIJ~A*-l,‘I-lll 
51 Co”T*N”E 
RHS, JbOT, . RHS,JBOT, -,C”“o,,BOT,rl,,J~OT-l,*,-~J”‘“,, 
R”sI,ToP, . RHS, ‘TOP, - lC"""l,ToP,.l,lJTO,+l,I,-,JII)IXI, 
DClllPY 
OIRICHLE, BOUNOARY CO”O‘T‘O” FOR SUBSONIC FREESTREA” 
IF 11” .GT. 0.0, RETURN 
NEU”Ai BOUHDAR” CONOIT‘O” FOR SUPERSONIC FREESTREA” 
OFACL . -tYYOlJBOTI * 11°K l XOIFFIII 
OFAC” . -t”““IJTOP, * RTK * XOIFF,‘, 
RFACL . DFACL 1 ,P,,“‘“,‘, - P,J”,“,‘-I,, 
RFAC” . OFAC” l ~PIJ”AX,II - P,J”AX,I-111 
cn Tn 05 __ ._ ._ 
BCTYPE - 2, SOLID “ALL 
tO”TIH”E 
HE”“.” BO”“OAR” CO”D‘,‘O” . 0. 





GO TO 95 
BCTYPE . 3, FREE JET 
CONTINUE 
OlRICHLET BOUNOAI” CO”OIT‘ON 
IF 1.K .LT. 0.0, 60 TO 31 
PJR‘” - -.75 . CIRCFF 
pi”?! y-.25 * CIRCFF 
C” I” 1z 
tO”T‘““L 
PJ”‘” - 0.0 
PJ”.” = 0.0 
CONT‘““C 
to TO 90 
BCTYPE - kr ‘OLAL SLOTTED 
CO”T‘““E 
NE”“lH BO”“OAR” CO”OITIO” 
OFACL .-FH,“” * C”YO,,60,, 
OFAC” .-F”,“” I CYY”,J,OP, 
“ALL 
” _ . -.. . 
: 
BCTWE - 6, GENERAL “ALL BOUNDARY CO”O‘T‘O” 
“‘FFEREHCE EPUATLONS FOR THIS 9O”NOAk” CO”OlTION 
HAVE HOT “ET BEE” YORKEO OUT. USER ““ST INSERT 
,“FOR”A,‘O” “EEOEO FOR ClLCULAT‘O” 
60 COHTIHLlE 
““‘TE16,10001 
1000,F0l”l,‘3,“1l~“0~“kL STOP I” S”IRO”T‘“E BCENOI 
2,” BCT”PE.6 IS HOT USEABLE, 
STOP 













































































P”S,‘80,, . RHS,,BOT, - ,C”“O,JBOT,*IPJ”IN-FlJBOT-l,‘,I, 
PHSIJTOP, . ilHS,JTOPI - ,C”““IJTOP,*lP,~.X-P,JToP+l,‘,,, 
llET”RN 
c 
c “iU”A” 60”“0ll” C0H0‘,‘0”S 
95 CO"7IN"E 
0‘lG,'60,, . O‘AGlJBOTI + OFACL 
oIAclJToPI . o,lG,,,OPl + OFACU 
RHS,JBOT, . RHSIJBOT, - RFACL + C""O,JBOTl*P~JBOT-1.1, 




CO”RON I cm*, LK 
L0GlC.L A"ES" 
COblO" I con,, X‘N,lC", 
COllRO" I COHbl FL,1001 
1 CLHbERl300 
INTEGER BCFOIL 













HL , NV 
I",1001 , RIGF 
SItlOIF 
DELTA , OLLRTZ 
PRTFLO . SIROEF 
81L001 I OYl 
XP , “P 
SET NUMBER OF POINTS ON l,*FO,L 
‘FOIL . ITk - ILE + 1 
ZERO ALL TdIC*"ESSES A"0 SLOPES 
00 10 I-‘fl‘N,I"rX 
FUIII . 0. 
FLIII . 0. 
Fx",‘, . 0. -I. . . . ^ 
, IOOYH , ‘LE 
* 'UP , 'LO" : 
, GA"1 , RTl. 
l FXUI‘OOI, 
, *F0IL1‘00,, IFOIL 
l XLl‘OCl I ““,100, , 
, E"AC" , EnROOT , 
, S0""EL , "FACT , 
, O"2 ria , 
,O"P 
c BRANCH TO APPROPRIATE .‘RFOIL SPEC,FICA,IO" 
GO TO ,100,200,300,400,, BCFOIL 
LOO CONTINUE 
c BCFOIL . 1 
c FORlULl FOR "AC. 09"" SHLPE 
- 0 
2 ‘25 I - ,LE,ITE 
IC . IC l 1 
- **13 ::,IC, - 1.4845'RTZ - .bS*, 
FL,ICl 
- 1.758112 + 1.*215*13 - .5075*14 
. -F",,C, 
FxUIIC, . .742ZSIITI - .63 - 3.51611 + ,.Zb,fi*ZZ - L.(131Z3 
FXLI‘C, - -FX",IC, 
125 CO"TlN"E 
co TO LOO 
zco COHTI""E 
: 
BCFOIL . 2 




















































































































































XFO‘LI‘CI . I 
tOH,IHLE 
BCFOIL . S 
BODY ORO‘"*rES REAO I" "*"EL‘S" 
OEL‘N" . I. 
IFIPHYSI OELI"" - L.,OELTA 
COMPUTE ORDINATES A"0 SLOPES AT X "ES" LOCAT,O" OH 
AIRFO‘L 8" CUBIC SPL‘HE INTERPOLATION. 
DERIYLlI"E END CONO,l‘O~S ARE SPLCIFIEO AT X.0 
AN0 x-1 
Kl . 1 
K2 . 1 
UPPER SURFACE 
:',&A:'" OYlOX AT E"0 POINTS BY FINITE 
PI1 . IYUIZI - ' ""Ulll I lX",Z, - "",11, 
OYZ - IYUIN", - "",""-1,L I ,X"lN", - X",N"-‘I, 
‘NITIAL‘,E CUBIC SPLILE INTEr(POLA,‘0" 
CALL SPL"‘~"".""."", 
CALCULATE ORDINATES AHO SLOPES 
,r . n 
OIFFhRENCE 
06 32; ‘.,LE,ITE 
IC . IC + 1 
XP . XIN,‘I 
*FOILlIC, . XP 
CALL SPL"‘*IX","",""I 
SET ORDINATE A"0 SLOPE OF AIRFOIL To INTERPOLATED 
VALUE OI",0EO 8" TH‘CKHESS RAT,0 
F",ICI . "P*oEL,N" 
F*",‘CI . OYP*OELIN" 
CONTIN"E 
LOYell SURF, 
% y::*E OYtox 4, END PO* S 61 FI"**~ ~IFFEREHCE 
011 . ,YL,Z, - "L,L,, I ,XL,Z, - YL,‘,, 
O"2 . IYL,HL, - "L,"L-11, I ,IL("L, - XL,"L-L,I 
I"‘TIAL,LE CUBIC SPLIHE I"TERPOLAT,O" 
CALL SPLNIIXL,YL,"L, 
CALCULITE OROI"A,ES A"0 SLOPES 
IC . " 
06 33; ‘.ILE,‘TE 
IC . ‘C + 1 
- "1",‘~ 
:i,, SPLN‘X,XL,YL,NL, 
SET OROIHATE A"0 SLOPE OF AIRFOIL TO ‘NTEIPOLATEO 
VALUE OI"‘OEO 6" THICKNESS RATIO 
FLtICI . xL,,c, YP* DELI"" 
. O"P*OEL‘N" 
CONYlNLlE 
co TO 500 
CONYIHUE 
BCFOIL . 4 
THIS AOORESS LEFT FOR USER TO INSEll, 0"" AIRFOIL 
OESCRIPTIO". 
YR,Th,b,1000, 
lCO0 FOPRAT,3,HOABNOR"PL STOP IN S"BI(O"TI"E BOO", 
1 24" BCT"PB.k IS HOT "SEAFJLC, 
STOP 
500 CO"TIN"E 
t EXECUTF CALC"LlT‘O"S COMON TO ALL AIRFOILS 
r 
E CO"P"TE AIRFOIL "0L"""E 
CALL SI~PI"OL",XFOIL,F",1FOIL,I~"~, 
CALL S‘HP,"OLL,*FOIL,FL,‘FOIL,IERR, 
"OL . "OL" - "OLL 
t CO"P"TE CA"BER AM0 THIWNESS 
00 I25 I.,rIFOIL 
CARBER,,, . .5*,F",I, + FL,‘,, 
THICK, I, - .5*,F",I, - FL,‘,, 
5,I CONT‘HUE 
00 530 I.t,IFOIL 
FX",‘, - FX"(II I SORT,I.O + RIGF r,OELTA*FX"I,,,**Z , 


































































































CO"P"TES TM ORAG BY "0"E"T"R INTEGRAL "EYHOO. 
INTEGRATES MO""0 A CONTOUR EHCLOSlHG THE BOO" AN0 
ALONG ALL SHOCKS INSIDE THE CONTOUR 
CALLED 8" - PRINT. 
COHRON Pl‘02,‘011rXl‘00, , “,‘001 
COMO” I CO”l, I”‘” , ‘“Al , ‘UP , 100"" 
: 
, ‘LE , 
t7E , '"I" , 'RI" , 'UP , 'LO" , 
'TOP , JBOT 
CObCOli I cow, *I( , ALPIIA , DUB . GA"‘ , RTI 
1 
COl”!O” I COtlb/ FL,1001 . FXLtlOOl, F",,OO, , F""t100,. 
CA"BERI1OO1. THICK,~OO,,"OL 
CO""ON I CO"7, CJUP 
9 XFOtLllUOl, ‘FOIL 
, CJUP‘ , CJLOY 
COMO" ICO"l3, COF,CT 
, CJLOYl 
LOGICAL 
l CLFACT , CllFACT t CPFAC, , CPSTAR 
PHYS 
INTEGER PRTFLO . sI"otF 
COfl"ON lCO"27, CL , DELTA . OELRTZ , ERACH 
: 
, EmlOOT , 
PHYS D PRTFLO , SIROEF , SOHVEL , "FACT , 
"FACT 
COMROHICO~30/ 211001, ARGl1OOl, IEST,ZO,, 
GAM123 . GAM1*2.13. 
SET LOCATIUHS OF COHTllUP. BO""OAR‘~S 
"PSTREA" BOUHOAR" 
IF AK . 0.0 COCOLE "ILL HOT BE CALLED. 
MAC" ,,A" NO, BE . 1.0 . 
IFtAI( .GT. 0.1 I" . ,ILE + ‘"‘",r.5 
IF,A1. .LT. 0.1 I" . ‘UP 
TOP A"0 BOTTOH BO"NOARIES 
SUBSONIC FREESTREA" 
JT . JbAX - 1 
SET Jb,JT TO INCLUOE AS "UC" OF SHOCIS IS POSSIBLY 
JB . ‘“I” + 1 
IF ,*I( *GT. 0.) GO TO 30 
S"PERSO"*C FPEtSTRt," 
SET JbJT TO INCLUDE ONLY SUBSONIC PA", OF 
DE,lCHED BOY YAVE 
FIN0 GO" SHOCK YIYE 
‘STOP . ILL - 3 
CALL FINO~KIIUP.ISTOP,J"P.~~O~~ 
IFIIBOY .LT, 01 GO TO 525 
IF “BOY .LT, 4, GO TO 350 
ISI: . 180" 
SEARCH UP SHOCK TU FIN0 TIP OF S"BSO"tC'lEG‘O" 




JT . ‘7 + 1 
ISKOLO . ‘SK 
CALL "EYISIttSIJLO,J, ‘SK, 
IFIISK .LT. 0, GO TO ‘5 
tO"TI""E 
COIlTIHVE 
‘SK . ,GOY 
SEARCH OOYH SHOCK TO FI"D TIP OF SUBSONIC REGION 
JB . 'LO" + 2 
00 20 J . ,, . ,LoY J"I",JLOY 
- J + '"IN 
JB - Jb - 1 
‘SKOLO . ISI 
CLLL "i~*SK,tSKOLO,,,,,SK, 
IFI‘SK .LT. tl GO TO 25 
CONT,N"i 
tONT‘N"i 
SAVE I LOClT‘[I" OF GO, SHOCK ll"E OH LO"Ek BO"NOArlY 
‘BOY . ‘sIoLo 
C0""1""E 
ODYNSTllEN! BO""OlR" 
IO . I‘TE + ,"A", I ,5 
IFlPXIITE+lrJ"PI *LT. SONYELI GO TO 40 
TRAILING EDGE IS SUPiRSOL‘C. PLACE OO,,"STREA" 
BOUNDARY AHEAD OF TRAILING EDGE TO A"010 TAIL SHOCK 


































































































I . I-l 
‘FIXI‘, AT. .75, GO TO 35 
:~";I:"E 
ALL BOUhOAlIES ME FIXED 
COBPUTE IHTEGRALS ALONG BO""OARIEs 
INTEGRAL OH "PSTREA" BO""OlR" 
COUP . 0. 
IFlAK .LT. o., GO TO ‘20 
~O'L~O J . JB,,, 
L . La‘ 
,,L, . ",,I 
" . P",‘",,, 
Y . PYII",,, 
ARG,L, -1111: - t*"123*"l*"w - "'"II.5 
CO"TIN"E 
CALL TL*P,Z,AlG,L,S"", 
COUP . 2.*CDFACTIS"" 
CO”,I”“E 
INTEGRAL OH TOP BOUHOAI" 
L = 0 
00 130 I . I",,0 
L.L+* 
,ILI - "(‘I 
ARG,LI . -P*lI,JTI*PY,,,,T, 
tOHTI""E 
INTEGRAL OH BOTTOM B0""04R" 
L.0 
00 1kO 1 - ‘",I0 
L.L+ 1 
ARGlLl - PX~I,Jb,*P",I,JBI 
CO"TIH"E 
INTEGPAL OH 00Y"STREA" BOUHOARY 
L.0 
00 t50 J . JB,,, 
L.L+t 
*IL) . *(,I 
" . P",‘0,,, 
IF FLW SUPERSONIC. “SE BACIYARO O‘FFEREHCE FOR""LA 
IF," .GT. SOHvELI ” . PxIIO-I,,, 
v . P”IIO,,, 
ARGlL, . 
CONTINUE 
I,G4”1Z3.” - ,I(,*“*” l ye",*.5 
~~~',,'ke*P17.rRC.L.S"", 
- Z.*COFdCT*S"" 
COBOOY . 0. 
IHTEGRAL OH BOO" BOUNOAR" 
L.0 
00 160 I~ID,,L,~ 
‘B . I-ILE + 1 
COYAYE - 0. 
IHTEGRAT‘O" ALONG SHOCK "AYES 
LPRT‘ - 0 
‘PRTZ - I) 
“SHOCK . 0 
‘FIN .GT. 0.) GO TO 220 
INTEGRATE ALONG OETACHEO BOY "IVE 
HSHOCK . "SHOCK + 1 
LPRTl . 1 
LPRTP - 1 
L’O 
‘SK - ‘BOY 
00 2to J . '8,'" 
L-L+, 


















































































COCOLE 151 2 z 
COCOLE 155 , ii 
























i(Li . “I’, COCOLE ‘57 
A(lGtLI . tPXtIS*+l,,, - Px,,SI-2 r,,, l *S COCOLE 158 
COHT‘HUE COCOLE 159 
CALL TRAP,Z,ARG,L,S""l COCOLE ‘60 
CDS*. . -GA"l,b.W.OFAC,IS"R COCOLE 16‘ 
COYAVE - Co**"E + COSK CDCOLE ‘62 
CALL PR"SR12,4RG,L,"S"0C~, COSK,LPRT,, COCOLE ‘63 
CONTINUE COCOLE ‘6, 
INTEGRATE ALONG SH0CK.S AGOVE AIRFOIL COCOLE 165 
‘START - ‘LE 
COHTI""E 
CALL F‘HOS~tISTART,‘,E,J"P,ISKI 
IFltSK .LT. 01 GO TO 250 
SrlOCK "AVE FOUHO 
ISTAP.T . ‘SK + 1 
"*HOCK . “SHOCK l 1 










COCOLL 175 _._. 
*APG’L’ ~-IC’“P*lP*~‘SK+1.‘“PI - PxIISI(-2,J”P~~ - CJ"Pt*lP*~ISK+l,J"P+t~ - PxtIsK-2,J"P+L~11**3 
00 2SO J . ‘UP , JT 






MGIL, . ,P*,‘SK+t,', - PX,,SI-2,,,,**3 
ISKOLO . ISI( 
'SK ..a+1 
CALL "EYISKltSF.OLO,JSK,tSKI 
IFIISI; .LT. 01 GO TO 2$0 
IFIISK .GT. 10, GO TO 235 
tONT*HLL 
CONTINUE 
LPlTl . 1 
CO"TINl,E 
CALL TRAPlt,ALG,L,S""l 
COSK . -GA,U,b.*COFACT*S”” 
COYAVE . COYAVE + COSK 
CALL PITS~,I,ARG,L,HSHOcR,~oS~,LPST11 
,F,LPITt .EG, I, LPRT2 . 1 
RETURN TO FIND HE", Snot* 
to TO 225 
INTEGRATE ALONG SHOCKS 
CONTI”“E 
‘START . ‘LE 
CO”rIH”t 
CALL F,“OS*ltSTART,ITE,JLO”.tS~~ 
tF,,SK .LT. 0, GO TO 300 
SHOCI( dA”E FOUND 
ISTARr - ‘Sit + 1 
HSHOCK . “SHOCK + 1 




AllGIL, . ,C,LOI',PX,IS*+t,JLol#, - P*tISK-*,JLOYII 
L - C,LOY1*,PX,‘SR+I,JLOY-ll - P*I‘S*-2,'L0Y-1,,~**5 
00 270 JJ . JBIJLOY 
J . 'Lo* + '8 - JJ 
L . L+l 
2ILI . "I', 
ARGIL, . lF*ltSl+t,Jl - PII, 
ISKOLO = ‘SF. 
'SK . J - 1 
CALL “EYIS~,ISKOLO,J**,IS~~ 
‘F,‘SK .LT. 0, GO TO 280 
IFIISK .G,. IO, GO TO 275 
CONTINUE 
CO"TI""E 
LPITt - 1 
CON" INUE 
CALL ,R4P'2,ARG,L,S"", 
COSK . -GAR‘,6.*CDFACT*,-SUN, 
coY,"t - Ct"A"i + COSK 
CALL P~TSKlt,ARG,L."SHOCK,CGS~,LPLT11 
IFlLPRTt .EO. II LPRT2 . 1 
RETURN TO FIN0 NEXT SHOCK 
GO TO 260 
CO"TI""E 
I"TEGRA,‘O" ALONG SHOCI(S IS CO"PLETE 
PRI”TO”, CO ‘“FOI”ATIO” 




“b - “,JB,*“FACT 



































































CO . COC + COYAYE 
YR‘TEl6r~0011 
YP‘TElb,tOCZ, *“,CO”P, *O,COOOY”, YT,COTOP, “BrCOBOT 
IFlXO .LT. 1,) YRITE16,10031 XO,C0800” 
YR‘TElb,‘00kL COC 
YR‘TE16.10051 “SHOCK,COYA”E 
IFtHSHOCl .GT. 0 .A”O. LPRTZ .EG. 0, “6!‘,E,6,1007, 
‘FtHSHOCK .GT. 0 .A”O. LPRTZ .EP. 1, YRITE,b,IOOB, 
$WE~b,LOObI CD 
CONTINUE 
SHOCK IS TOO CLOSE TO BOO" TO b0 CONTOUR ‘HTEGRAL. 
"RITE "ESSAGE AN0 RETURN 
"LE . P*tILE,J"P, 
IF,"LE .GT. SOHVELI YRITElbrtOll, 
IF("LE .LE. SOHVELI “RI,EIb,tOt2, 
CO . ORACtCOFACT, 
YR‘TE,6,1013, CO 
RETUllH 
350 “RITE tbrlOL+l 
CO.ORAGtCOFACT, 
YIITElb,t0131 CO 
iOOl FOR"AT,1Hl,55*,23HOII*G COEFF‘C,i", OUTPUT, 5bX,23,1”1,,,, 
160H CALCULATION OF DRAG COEFFICIENT 8” “ORE”““” INTEGRAL “ETIOO, 
ItO2 FOR"~T127H080""OAIIES OF CONTOUR "SEO,t5*,tS"CO"TR‘B",‘O" TO CO, 
* 16” "PSTREA" I .,F‘2.6,15",8"C0"P -.FLZ.b/ 
l 1bH OOYHSTREAR X ~,F‘2.6,t5XrGHCOOOY” .,F12.6, 
* ‘6” TOP 'I .,F12.6,151,8HCOTOP .,F12.6, 
* 16" BOTTO" I .,F‘2.6,t5X,BHCOGOT .,FtZ.b, 
1003 FOIRATIlbH BOO” AFT OF X .,F12.b.t5X,OHCOBOD” .,FlZ.b, 
lOOk FORRAT~l5",36HT"TAL CO"TRtB"TIO"S 4RO""O CONTOUR .,F‘Z.b, 
1005 FOL"ATI1OHOTHERE ARE,I3,38" SHOWS ‘"SIDE CONTOUR, TOTAL COYAYE ., 
10Ob'FOR~::~~:"OORAG CALC"LATE0 FRO" "ORE","" IHTEGRIL CO ., 
<. El7.J.S 
locr‘Fok;l~iY;3Ho~o*E - ALL SHOCKS CONTAI"EO "IT"‘" COHTO"", 
* 30” COYAVE EQUALS TOTAL YAVE DRAG, 
lOOb FOR”AT,52HO”OTE - ONE OR “ORE SHOCKS EXTEHO OUTSIDE OF CONTOUR, 
* 38” CO”A”E DOES HO, EOUAL TOTAL YAVE ORAt, 
1011 FORMTlS1H1SHOCK "AYE IS ATTACHED TO GOOIl 
: 
33" "OMHT"" INTEGRAL CANNOT GE DONE, 
,5" ORAG OBTAI"EO FRO" SURFACE PRESSURE IHTEGRALll 
1Ct2 FOI"AT,~tHtOETACHEO SHOCK YAVE IS TOO CLOSE TO BOO"1 
l 33" "OMHT"" INTEGRAL CANNOT GE DONE, 
l 45" DRAG O8TAI"EO FRO" SURFACC PRESSURE ‘HTEGRALll 
10‘3 FOR"AT,k"OCO.,F12.6~ 
‘01+ F0IL”4”,1”1,‘7”,19”****~ CAUTION l ***~,16X,lbHSOL”TIO” “A” BE s 
t7Ht""AL‘0,,46~ OETACnEO SHOCK "A"6 IS TOO CLOSE TO "PSTREA" , 
2 BHGO"NOIR",~~*,~~H"O"E"T"" ‘HTEGIAL CAHHOT BE OO”E,5*, 
3 WHORAG “BTAIHED FRO” SURFACE PRESSURE ‘NTEGIIAL) 
EN0 
S”BRO”TI”E CMES” 
c CHECK X “ES” AND AOJUST TO CONTAIN 000 HO. OF 
C POINTS GEFORE TAIL A”0 000 HO. AFTER TAIL. 
c ‘TE IS IHCLUOEO I” BOTH COUNTS. 
c C*“ESH IS CALLEO ONCE 8” READI”. 
COMOH I CO”ll y: , ‘“AX , ‘UP , too”” , ‘LE , 
1 , ‘“I” , ‘“AX , ‘UP t ‘LO” , 
2 ‘TOP , JBOT 
LOGICAL ABORT 
y,,“;C,;L’ tOR3, IREF , lieoR* , ‘CUT , *STEP 
*“ES” 
CO”“ON I COl(kl XI"ll001 , Y‘N1100L~ AMES” 




C TEST TO BE SURE THAT 4OJ”ST‘“G THE NO. OF 
c POINTS WON, “ME Ill&X OR ‘“AX LAIIGER ““A” ‘00. 
IF ,,“A* .LE. 98 .ANO. ‘“AX ,LE. 98, GO TO II 
“RITE lb,1001 














































































IF IROOt‘Tt-IM‘“+‘, 2, .“E, 0, GO 10 20 
c 400 EXTRA “ES” POINT AHEAD OF ,‘I)FO,L. 
LP . IRA” + ‘“I” l 1 
00 10 I~~“~“,I”AX 
I .,0-I 
i*w;i . iIHIL-‘I 
10 CO”T‘N”E 
‘MAX . ‘“4” + 1 
*‘“I‘RIN, - 2. * x‘nlInr”+lr - X‘N,‘“I”+*, 







400 EXTRA “ES” POINT AFTER AIRFOIL. 
IF l”0011RAX-‘Ttrl, 2, #NE. 31 GO TO 30 
IllAX . 1~4” + 1 
XI”l*“AX, . 2. * *‘“,I”AX-‘, - X~“,I”AX-2, 
30 CONTIkUE 
CHECK ” “ES” AHO LOJUST TO CON,AI” t 
POINTS ABOVE A”0 BELO” SLIT. 
IF I”OOfJL”d-‘“I” ,Z, .“E. 0, GO TO 50 
ADO EXTRA “ES” POINT BELOU SLIT. 
LP . ‘“AX t Jfl,” + 1 
00 k0 J.JRIN,~R~X 
L . LP - J 
“ILILI . **“IL-‘I 
kJ CONT‘N”t 
‘“A” . JR,” + 1 
“INlJR,“, - 2. I 
CALL ‘SLIT fi “I” 
55 C0K,,““E 
~~,~“OoIJRA*-J”P 
. ‘“AX + I 
r‘W,,“IN+‘I - Y‘H,,“I”+*, 
I 
400 EXTRA “ES” POIHT AtlOVE 
,LI ,“E. 01 GO TO 60 
SLIT. 
:“E” NO. OF 
I‘NiJllAii . *.a * “INtJRAX-11 - Y*“,,“AX-*, 
60 CO”TI”“E 
RETURN 
100 FOR”ATlPbH0 THE “ES” CANNOT BE AO’USTEO FOR CUTOUT, BECAUSE I”,” 0 
tR ‘“IX IS TOO CLOSE TO THE LI”‘” OF SOD,, 
ZSX.IPHIREF “AS SET TO 0 I 
SUBRO”,I”E CPPLOT IX, ‘I, *I I, “PI 
SUBROUTINE CPPLOT PRODUCES A PRINTER PLO, 
OF CPIT‘CAL PRESSURE VP I . 
CALLED BY - FIXPL,, 
LOGICAL *“ES” 
CO”l!Oh I COW, X,“,ltO, , “IHl100,, )IPESH 
O‘“ENSIO” 1,101, , YllOlI , *,1C‘, , Yl‘Oll t “,12Ol, ‘*Ynlel 
OI”ENSIO” At31 , IC,S, 
OAT4 ‘Cl 1. lOZk, lO,e576/ 
OAT4 ‘S”w1H rl”“.1”L,LHB.~H-,L”“,~“L,~“G, 
NC IS THE “““82” OF COL”““S. 
NR IS THE HUHbE@. OF ROYS. 
CAT4 LC 11201 , NR ,501 
INIT‘ALI*E RAHGES 
IF L *“ES” I GO TO 3 
HPL * 1 
“PP . “P - 1 
NL5.2 
GO TO k 
3 C0”,‘““E 
NPL . 2 
“PR . NP - 2 
LL5 . 3 
b CONTI”“L 
“L . X,NPLI 
“T.AnAXll”l‘lr*Illr”llll 
D*TER”,“E PAHGES 



























































































HOEL” . 1.0 I “DEL 
“L.“, 
00 100 ‘ROY - 1,na 
“H.“L 
“L.FLOLT,“R-IRO~,*“OtL*VB 
00 15 I.‘,NC 
RIII.0 
00 30 I .HPL.“PR 
J . “4”3,1,“,“0I”C,,+‘“,,,“~‘,-HLI * HOELIIIII 
All, . “‘I, 
A,*, . 211, 
4’3, . “II, 
00 20 x-1,3 
IF ,A,11 .GT. ““1 GO TO *O 
IF ,A,K, .GT, “L .OR. ,AlK, .LE. “B .ANO, ‘ROY .EP. “a,, 
1 MI’1 . I!,,, + IC,KI 
20 CONTINUE 
30 COHTIHUE 
00 90 *.*.nc 
J.1 
IF I”,‘, .LT. ‘Ct311 GO TO 70 
J..J+k 
RI‘, . “OOl” ,,,rI c131, 
70 CO”,I”“E 
IF ,H,II .LT. IClZlI GU TO 75 
,.,+* 
“I I, . MOoI”IIl,ICt2I, 
75 CO”,IN”t 
IF ,“,‘I aLEa 0, GO TO 80 
‘.‘I, 
80 CONTIN”t 





900 FOR”AT~1HL,3CX,~6HPII”TE” PLOT OF CP OH BOO” &NO OI”IOI”G STREAM, 
1 ,“L,“E,IS”,13”” . CP,“PPER,,S5”,50’1”*)115”,~S”L . CPILOUEI~I 





SUBROUTIHE TO REDUCE THE “““BEI OF “ES” POINTS 
FOR THE FIRST CUT AT SOLUY‘O”. THE “-“ES” AH0 
E 
“-“ES” rl‘LL BE HALYEO. AN0 IF POSSIllLE BE 
HALVED AGA‘“, 
: 
IREF ‘-1, CUTOUT SHOULOHT HAVE BEE” CALLED 
IPlF . 0, ‘F HOT “ALVEO AT ALL. 
: 
IREF . I, IF HALVE0 ONCE. 
IREF . 2, IF HALVED *“ICE, 
t CALLED BY - TSFO‘L, 
COM”0” P,‘02,101,,x1100, I “‘100, 
CO)l”O” I CORll I”‘” , IRA” , ‘UP , ‘LE , 
: 
ITE , ‘“IY , ‘“AX : E’” , ‘LO” , 
‘TOP , JBOT 
LOGICAL ABORT 
COIlRON I COR31 IREF l ABORT , ‘CUT , KSTEF 
LOGICAL AMES” 
COR”0” I CO”,, “I~,1001 , Y‘““001, MESH 














































































CO”20 : g 
C”TO”T ‘9 # 
RCTUR” 
CONT‘N”E 
I( - IHIN - 1 
00 10 I~‘llI”,InA*,* 
1.1(+1 
*“tOlKl - XINlI, 
tO”rI”“i 
InAx . II”AX-I”IH, * .5 * I”,” 
CALL ‘SLIT I ““LO , 
I( . ‘fl,” - 1 
JE . ‘LO” - 1 
00 ‘5 J~JR,N,JE,Z 
K.KIl 
“LIOII(I - “‘““I 
cO”,,Nut 
‘ST . ‘UP + I 
00 20 J-JST.J”AX,* 
!2 c‘FI‘REF .NE. -1, GO TO 5 “ES” CANNOT BE REFINEO, LO40 *:“,I,” INlO *,I 
00 1 I . IRI”, ‘“AX 
XIII . X‘“,‘, 
1 CO”TI”“E 
002’. JR,“,,nrx 
“I’, . “IN,‘, 
2 CO”TI”“E 








“c‘ollo . “‘“I’, 
cnhrTI9”f 
‘“AX . tJuX-J”I”, l ,5 + ‘“IN 
CLLL JSLlT I YMIO , 
‘REF . 1 
FIRST HALYtHG 
IS ODD. 
IF IIC”, .ta. II to TO 30 
CO”Pl .ETE. CHECK IF NO. 
IF IRODl‘Tt-I”INI1, 2, .EP, 0, GO TO 30 
IF l”OC,I”L”-,Tt+l,ZI ,EP. 0, GO TO SO 
IF ,“OOlJLOY-J”,” r2, .iQ, 31 GO TO 3” 
IF ,*001JHAX-,“P 12, .NE. 0, GO TO 60 
2.0 CONTIN”E 
c oo co , ,“,” ,“,* OHL” ONE HEW LEF‘NEllEHT POSSIBLt. 
- , 
“III . ““‘n,‘, 
40 CONTIN”i 
00 50 J.J”I”,JRAX 
“,‘I . ““‘OIJ, 
5” C0”“‘““E 
RETURN 
C ALL POINTS ARE 000 SO CUT AGAIN, 
60 COHTINL’E 
I( . ‘Ill” - 1 
00 70 1.t”IN,IRAX,* 
K.K.1 
x11(, . *f!*0,*, 
70 tONT,N”f 
““AX . lIltAX-‘“I”, I .J + ,b,Y 
CALL ,SLIT ( x , 
K . ‘“IN - 1 
JG . ‘LO” - I 
00 75 J.‘“,“,lE,2 
K.K+l 
“II, . ““,01,, 
75 COHTIHUE 
‘ST . ‘UP + I 
00 IO J.Js,,,“*X,* 
1(.1(+1 
“IYI . ““‘0,‘, 
80 CO”TIN”E 
,n,x . I JnAX-J”IN, 
CALL ‘SLIT I Y I 
*“EF - 2 
RETURN 
tEl0 














































































I: COW’UTE O~FFBRE”CE cOEFF*c*Et4*S IN FIELD 
E 





















P’,02,‘01,1*‘,001 , “I1001 
‘“1” , ‘“AX . ‘UP , IOOYN , tLE 
ITE , ‘“IN , ‘RI”’ , ‘UP , ‘LO” : 
‘TOP , JBOT 
, ALPHA , DUB 
XI~*FF~IOO~~YOIFFI~OO~ 
_, GA”1 t RTI 
CJUP , CJUPl , CJLOY , cJLOY1 
CYYBLc , CYYBLO , CYYBL” , CYYBUC , c”“f”n , 
CYYB”” ,F”LBC’1001,F”“Bc,100, 
cXcl1001 9 C*Ll1001~ CXRltOO,r CX*clt00,1CXXL,t0o,, 
c**111001, c1,100, 
c”“c’100~1 C”“0’100,,C”““,100,, ‘“AL 
E COEFFICIENTS FOR I PI” A”0 ,P,XX A, I”,” 
cXXL,IRI”, . 0.0 
C”“R,‘R‘“1 . 0.3 
CXXCl*IINI . 0.0 
GIL ,‘PI”, . 0.3 
CXR lIPI”, . 0.0 
CXC lI~‘“I . 0.0 
L COEFFICIENTS FOR ,P,X AND ,P,** FRO” ,.‘“‘“t, To ,.I”,,,-t 
t2 . GAH‘*.5 
“s**R, . InIN+* 
IENO.I”A*-1 
00 1 ,.ISTART,,E”O 
O*L.X,II-X,,-1, 
OXR.*,*+,,-XII, 
0°C . ,5 4 ‘*“+‘I - xi*-,I, 
t FOP. “C 
Cl“,. Al,oxc 
C FOR IQ,” 
cXL,*I - -c* I IOXL*oXCI 
CXRI‘, . cz I lO*R*oXCI 
tXCl*, - -cXL,II - CXRI,, 
C FOR IF,** 
c**L,‘, - 1.0 I OXL 
CXXR,II - 1.0 I OXR 
c**c,*, - cxxL,II + CXXRlI! 
cl 
Co”T‘““t 
cOEFF‘C‘E”TS FOR IPI* AND ,P,xx AT ‘MAX 
DX . *,*n**, - *,,“**-1, 
0 . 1.0 I ,0**0*, 
tll*RA*l . AK I OX 
cxLlI”Ax, = -cz l 0 
CXR, ‘P!,“, - CL’G 
cxclI”,x, - 0.0 
cxxLl‘Mxl . 1.0 I ox 
CXXRI‘FAXI . 1.0 I ox 
CXXt,IRAX, . C”“L,‘“4”I l c**R“H**I 
E 
cOEFFIC‘f”TS FOR lP,YY AT Jilt”, 
0”” . “cJMI”+~, - “,,“IH, 
CY”0,‘P‘“I . 2.0 I 01” 
C”““,‘~‘“, . *,I~o”“*o”“I 
C”“C~JbI”l . C”““,J”,N, 
C COEFIctENTS FOP ,PIY” FRO” ‘.‘“I”+, TO ,.,“A*-1 
‘START . ‘“IN + 1 
JE”O.J”AX-1 






CYYtlJl - CYYOIJI + CYYUIJI 
c* 
CO”TI”“E 
cOF.FF‘c‘ENTS FOti IPlY” AT ‘“AX. 
OYO - “‘,“4”1 - “IJRAX-1, 
c”“o,J”AxI . *./ loYo*o”o, 
c”““lJ~A*, . 2.,0”0 
cYYc,,HAxI - cY”o,,f!*x, 
C C”EFFIcIi”TS FOR VELOCITY FOR”“LAS 
IST,RT . 1”‘” + 1 
00 3 I . ‘START, ‘MAX 
XOIFFII) - ‘,I’““, - XII-I,, 
I CONTINUE 
JSTAR, . ‘“It4 +1 
00 5 J - ‘START , ‘“IX 
























































































C COEFF‘CtE,NTS FO” E*TRAPOLAT‘O” FOI”“LIS FOR AIRFOIL SURFACE PROPERTIES 
CJLOI . -“lJLo1-tl I IYIJLOYI - “t.!LoY-11, 
CJLOUl . -“,,LOi, I IYIJLDY, - “IJLOY-I,, 
CJ”I . "IJ"P*lI I t”,,“P+‘, - “,,“P,, 
CJUP‘ . YIJUP’ I l”lJ”P+l’ - YlJUPlI 
: 
COWUTL SPECIAL O‘FFfRENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR P”Y 
TO USE FOP. AIRFOIL BllUNOAl” cO”OIT,O” 
c OIFFEREHCE COEFFICIENTS FOR UPPER SURFACE 
CYYBUO l -2./l”lJUP+lt l “,J”P,, 
CYYBUC . -c”“B”o , ,Y,J”P+l, - “,J”P,, 
C”“f”” . CYYWC 
c DIFFERENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR LO,ER SURFACE 
CY”BL”~-2,o,,YIJL03, + YIJLOY-t,, 
CYYBLC - CYYBL” I ‘“IJLOYI - “(‘LOU-II, 





COWUTES PRESSURE ORAG By IHTEGLLTtHG Wlr &P.O”“D 
AIRFOIL “SlHG TSAPEtOO‘AL RULE. 
c CALLEO BY - COCOLE. 
COMliO” PI‘02~1011r*1100l , YllOO1 
COIlllO" I COR‘l y: I ‘HA" , ‘UP , ‘00"" , tLE , 
1 , JflIN , ‘“A” , ‘“P , ‘LO” , 
2 ‘TOP , JBOT 
CO”“O” I CORb, FLl‘OOl , FXLIlo~,, FUIlOO’ , FX”l‘001, 
1 CARBERllOOlr THtC*lloOI,“OL , XFOILt1001, ‘FOIL 
COllO” I CO”71 CJUP 
CO”“ON ICO1130, “1,100, : 
CJUPl , CJLOY , CJLOYl 
ARGIlUO, , RESTIZPI, 
10 
I. 1 
ARC,‘l - 0. 
**III - XltLE-1) 
00 1” I . tLE,tTE 
I( . KII 
- cJLoY*PxtI,JLoY, - CJLOYt*PXII,,t 
LIGI1, . FXUII-tI*PXW - FXLII(-t,*PXLOY 
“‘,I, - “11, 
CONTINUE 
K.KI‘ 
ARCIKI . 0. 
“‘IL’ = XlITEttl 
cALL TRAPtX‘,ARG,*,S”“, 






COHQUTE CJ”S*A”,S *Lp”*O,*pLHAI.ALP”I2,O”EGAO,~“EG,t 
: 
OREGAL “SE0 I” FORPULA FOR OOUBLET I” SLOT‘ED “‘NO 
““““EL “I,” SUBSONIC FIEESTREA” 
CALLED BY - FARFLO. 
COII,!O” lCO”l2, F 9 H 
1 
, HALFPI , PI 
TYOPI 
, PmPOR , 
REAL JET 
COUIIO” ICORlbl ALP”40 
1 OIlEG.0 
, ALPHA1 ,.ALPHAZ , *SING , 
l OREGA‘ , O”F.GlZ , JET 
ERkOR . ,000Ot 
C CO”P”TE ALPHA0 
JLPHAO . 0. 
00 10 I - 1,100 
TE”, . ALPHA9 
2 
0 7, F*TE”P - RTKPOR 


















































































































OALPHA - ABSlALP”A3 - TEIP, 





ALPHAl - 0. 
00 20 I - ‘~‘00 
TE”P . ALPHAt 
0 - FIITERP - PI, - RTKPOR 
4LP”4‘ - “LLFP‘ - ATA”,al 
OAL,HA . ABStALPHAt - TERP, 
IFtOALPHA .LT. ERROR, GO TO 25 
cON,I”“E i :0-r, 9999 
tO”,,““E 
CO”f”TE ALPHA2 
ALP”42 - 0. 
DO 30 “1,100 
TE”P . ALPHA2 
0 . FIlTE”P - TYOP‘, - RTKPOR 
ALP”42 - HLLFPI - ATA”t9, 
OALPHA - ABSlALPHAZ - TEIIP, 
IF~OALP”A .LT. ERROR) GO TO 35 
CONTINUE 
N.2 
GO TO 9999 
CO”,I”“E 
CORPUTE O”EGAO.O”EGAt,O”EGA2 
“EM . 1.0 I ,4”,4LP”40, 
O”FGAO . 1.1’1. t F/I,.+ TE”P*TERP,, 
TE”P . 1.0 I TA”~ALPHA*, 
O”E&At . Z./It. t FIlt. + ,E”P~TERP,t 
TE”P . 1.0 I ,4”,4LP”42, 
O”EGA2 . 1.1,‘. t Fill. + ,E”P*TE”P,, _ _ -. _. It #“a” 
,B”oR”AL STOP IF ,TEIA,,O” FOR ALP”6 NO” CUNYERCEO 
9999 CoHTIN”E 
YLITE,6.‘000, H 
1000 FOQ”A,,~~H~AB”OI”AL STOP I” SUBROUT‘RE OROOTSI 















READ (5,100) CR0 
“ES, “0 
IF lEOFI5,I So,.?0 
cO”TI”“E 
“RITE lbr101, CR0 




IWUT C,POf USED 
















































































FUHCT‘OW ~“,c”l COnP”lES LOCAL SI”ILART” PARARETER 
OR LOCAL “AC” H”“bER 



































SUBROUTINE CO”PU,ES B0”“D.R” DATA FOR OUTER 
boUHO*LIES. 
c CALLEO 81 - TSFOIL. 
COII"ON I CO"1, I"IH , IilAX , I"P 
: 
t IOOYH 9 ILE 
1TE l .Jmli , JMX , J”P 
JTOP 
9 JLO” : 
, JbOT 
tO”“OH I CORL, AK , ALP”* , DUB 
LOGICAL 
I GA”1 , RTK 
ARESH 
COHllOk I CO”4/ XIN,lOO~ , I‘H,lOO,r L”ESH 
CO”“ON ,totl12, F 9 H 
1 
, HALFPI , PI 
TYOP‘ 
, RTKPOR , 




, PSI0 , 
l PSIZ 
REAL JET 
COMROH lto”lb1 ALPHA0 
1 
, ALPHAl , ALPtlA2 , XSIHG , 
OREGAO n OMEGA1 , O”EGA2 , JET 
1 
CORlml lCO~211 010P~1001~ 0801,100,,0”P~100,, OOOllll,lOO,, 
INTEGER 
“,0Pi1001. “BOT11O01,“UPllOOI. “DO”“,,OO, 
(ICTIPE 
COHHON ICOHZ”, BCTlPE 
r 
. CIRCFF , FHIH” , PO” , CIRCTE 
c TEST FOR SUPERSONIC OR SUBSOHIC FREESTlGl” 
IFIAK .GT. 0.) GO TO 99 
IF IF .“E. 0.0 .AHD. H .“E, 0.01 GO ,O 10 
FHIH” - 1.0 
PETUIN 
10 COHTIH”E 
FHIH” . 1.0 I IF l HI 
c SUPWSON‘C FREESTREAR 












OOYHSTRE*R bOuNo*RY RtoUIREo TO BE SUPERSONIC 
TOP AND 80,TO” BOUNDARIES USE SI”PLE YAVE SOLUTIO”. 
FUHCTIOHAL FOR” OF THE POTEHTIAL OH O”,ER BOUHDARIES 
IS PRESCRIBEO. EOUATIOHS REPRESEH, ASIIIPTOTIC FOR” 
FOP. DOUBLE, I”0 VORTEX I” FREE AIR A”D YIN0 TUHHEL 
ENYIROHIE”,. DOUBLE, AND VORTEX ARE LOCATED A, 
X.XSIHG, 1-o. 
ACTUAL BOUNOAR” VALUES ARE SE, I” S”8IIO”TIHES RECIRC 
AHO REDUB MERE THE FUNCTIOHAL FOR”S ARE ““LTIPLlEO 
81 THE VORTEX AND DOUBLE, STREHGTHS. WE BO”“OAll 
COHDITIOHS ARE CILCULAlED HERIH FOP THE IHP”, X IHD 




XSlHG . 16 c 
B - 0. 
0”EG.O . 1. 
01166.1 . 1. 
OREc42 . 1. 
JET - 0. 
PSI0 = 1. 
PSI1 - 1. 
PSI2 . 1. 
t 
SET LOCATIOH OF SINGLULAR “ORTEX A”0 DOUBLE, 
SET DEFAULT VALUES FOR ,“““EL “ALL PARA”E,IRS 
BRAHC” TO APPROPA‘ATE FOMULAS OEPENDIHG OH BCTlPE 
GO TO ~100,200,300,k00~~00.6~0~,~C,,PE 
1OC CONllLUE 
c BCTIPE . I 
: 
FREE AIR BOUHDARI CO”DI,IO” 
SE, BOUNDARY OROIHATES 
‘IT * IINf,“AL,IRTI( 
lb - “IH,J”IH,*RTI: 
Ill - XIN~l”IHl - XSlHG 
x0 . IINIIHAXI - XSlNG 
IT2 . “T*l, 
“62 . YbIIb 
X”2 - XWXU 
x02 . XO.IC 
CoEFl - l.I,YOPI 
COEFZ . l,O,I,YOPI*R,K, 
: 
CO”PU,E OOUBLE, A”0 VORTEX 1ER”S 0” TOP I”0 BO,,o” 
BOUHOARIES. 
00 110 I.IltIR,I”IX 
XP . XIH,I, - XSING 
XPL . XP.XP 













































































































TERM OH UPSTRE,R 
RETURN 
CO”TIH”E 
PO” . 0, 
6 . .5 
lLPH.0 . PI 
,LPH,l . PI 
,LP”,Z . PI 
CO”P”,E “,LL CO”ST,“TS FOR “IRIOUS YIHD *“““EL 
C0”0‘TI0”S. 
BCTlPE . 2 
SOLIO ll,LL *“““EL 
SE, COHST~NTS FOR OOUsLET SOLVTIO” 
SET COHSI,HTS FOR VORTEX SOLUTIO” 
BET.0 . HILFPI 
llE,,l . “ILFPI 
BET.2 . HILFPI 
GO TO 700 
CONTIHUE 
BCTlPE . 3 
FREE JET 
F . 0. 
RTKPOR . 0. 
SLT COHSllNTS FOR DOUBLET SOL”TI0” 
,LP”,O . H,LFPI 
,LPH,l . “ILFPI 
,LP”,t . HlLFPI 
SET COHSTINTS FOR VORTEX SOLUTIO” 
JET . .I 
BET40 . 0. 
BETII . 0. 
BET.2 . 0, 
GO TO 100 
COHTIH”E 
BCTYPE . 4 
‘DELL SLOTTIO Y,LL 
lTKPOl . 0. 
FHI”” . l.O,,F*“, 
SET CONSTlHTS FOR DOUBLET SOL”TI0” 
C,LL DPOOTS 
SET CONSTAHTS FOR VORTEX SOLUTIO” 
JET . .J 
~~‘~,“~m~*s 
CO”TIHUE 
BCT’TPE . S 
IDElL PERFORITEDlPOROUS “ILL 
F . 0. 
Sil CO”ST4”TS FOR OOUBLET SOL”lI0” 
,LP”,O . HILFPI - ,T,“,-ITKPOR, 
,LPH,l . ,LPH,O 
,LP”,Z . ,LP”A” -“l” 
SET CO”ST,“TS FOR YORTEX SOLUTIO” 
BET40 - AT,IIIIII.*“*I 
BET.1 . bETI 
BET42 . GET,1 
GO TO 700 
C0”,‘““E 
BCTlPE . 6 
GE”ER,L “0”OGE”EO”S “,LL BOU”D,W COHDITIO” 
BOU”D,“l CO”DITIO” IS.“OT OPEI,BLE YET I” FlHITE 
OIFFEREkCi SUBIOUTIHES. 
FIR FIELO SOLUTIO” HIS BEE” DEPIVEO ,“O IS IHCLUDEO 
“ERG FOR FUTURE “SE 






10WSFOI”,T,3~“I,b”“P”,L STOP I” SUBIOUTIHE FIRFLOl 






































































































COMPUTE FU”CTION,L FOR”S FOR UPSTIE,” WO OOYHSTRE,” 
bO”NO,l” CO”OITIO”S FOR DOUBLET ,“O VORTEX 
KU . ,KIH,I”IN, - XSINtl,,RTK*H, 
x0 . IXI”,IR,XI - xSI”G,,,!4TK*H, 
OOUBLET TERRS 
COEFl . .5/41/H 
IRGO . 4LPH.O 
4lGl . PI - ,LP”,l 
,RG2 . TYOPI - ,LPH,Z 
EXlRGO . EXP(-,PGOIXO, 
EX,Rtl . EIPt,lGl*x”, 
EXlRG2 . EXP(,RGZ*XU, 
00 720 J . JRI”,JM,I 
. II",,, 1~". 
:i,,,,, I - COEFl*lB + O”Et,O*COSlYJ*,“GOl~EI1IGJ) 




IRGO . BETID 
4RG2 . PI - BET,2 
EXIRGO . EXP,-,RGOIXD, 
EXILGI . ExP,-*RG~*Xo, 
EXllC2 . EXP,,RG2IXU, 
00 740 J . 
. ~‘,,(J,J:‘~‘“AX 
::,. . “J 
if ~JET.;LP. 0.0, 1.3” - SI”IIJ*,RGOI I ,RGO 
“oo*H,J, . -,51(1. - SIGHf1.,IJ) + (1. - JEll*PSIO*IER”*EX,RGO + 
L PSIl*SI”,“J*,“G~l*EX,“G~,,“G~, 
TERR . 0. 
IF (JET .“E. 0.01 TER” - JET * “J I (I.0 + F, 




S”BlO”Tl”E FIHDSI(,‘S,,IT,IE”O,J, IS”, 
SUbIO”TI”E LOCITES SHOC” YIYE OH LINE , BGTYEE” 
ISTIPT *HO IEHO. SHOCK IS LOCLTEO ., S”OC” PO‘“,. 
IF HO SHOCK FOUHD, IS” IS SET “EGITIYG. 
ClLLED 8” - COCOLE, 
LOGIC,L PHlS 
IHTEGER 
COblO” ICO”27, rFLo 
t SIIOEF 
, DELT, , OELRTZ , E”,CH , EIROOT , 
1 P”“S , PRTFLO , SIIIOIF , SOIIYEL , YFLC, , 
2 “F,CT 
‘SK . ‘S14R1 - 1 
“2 . PX,ISK,JI 




IFlUl .GT. SONYEL .,“O. “2 
IF (ISK .LE. IEHO, GO TO 5 




.LE. SG’IIVEL, GO TO 10 
SUBIIOUTIHE FIXPLT 
SETS UP ,I(“,,3 FOR SUIIOUTIIIE CPPLOT, 
C,LLEO .S” - PRIHT. 
COMO” P,102,1011,X,I001 , ‘1(200) 
COH”ON I CO”l, ‘“IH , ‘“IX , IUP , IoOYn , ILE , 
1 ITE , J”IH , JIAX , JUP , JLOY , 
2 JTOP , JBOT 
CORlOH ICO”13, COFICT , CLFlCT , C”F,CT , CPFICT , CPSTlR 































































CO”1 : * 
cot!1 
COKl : i 
CO"13 I 
coar? : k-4 
1 CO”“0” ICON301 CP”P(1011. CPLOllOll , CPSllOll , XPllOl, 
““X . J.*CPFICT 



































































PSTIR, . 3 
DUB - OUbO 
IRR*,S FRO” PREVIOUS CASE IRE 4LRElOl 1” P,XOLO,IOLO 
CIRCFF . CL0L0,CLF,C, 
CIRtTE.CIRCFF 
GUESSP ,o g 
GUESSP ,1 ‘II 
GUESSP ‘,2 
GUESSP 43 ii 

















































































DO 150 I . I”I”,IR,X 
I. 1+1 
PCP . -CP”tI, 
PCP * 4”4X~,QCP,“““, 
PCP - 4”1”1l0CP,““.IXI 
CP”P,II . ECP 
OCI - -CPL,1, 
OCl . 4”4XI,PClr”““, 
PC‘ . A”‘“1,0CI,““X, 
CPLOIKI . QCl 
PC2 . -CPS,*R 
oc2 . I”IX1IPC2,I”“I 
,oc2 . 4”1”1I0C2,““XI 
CPSlKl . PC2 
XPlK, . X,I, 
CO”TI”UE 
,“P . K + 1 
CPUPlINP, . ““1 
CPLOlICPl - ,“H 
CPSlI”P, - 0.0 
XP,I”P, - X~IIIIIXI I .001 
~~~~,~PPLO’ (IP, CPOP, CP 
FOR PSTIRT . 2 OR 3, OLD P *RR*, OH XOLO, ,OLD “ES” 
““ST BE I”TERPOL4TED O”T0 NE” X ‘I “ES”. 
I”TEIPOL4TE P FRO” XOLD,IDLO TO X,“OLO 
CHECK TO SEE IF XOLO AND XI” 4RE THE S,“E “ES” 
1FlI”lXI .“E. I”4XO) GO TO 450 
00 410 I.ILI”, IRLXI 
TEST . 4BS,XI”,II - “OLO,‘,, 
IFtTEST ,GT. .0001, GO TO 450 
CONTINUE 
XI” 4”O XOLD IRE SIRE “ES”. 
P *RR*, “41 BE l”TElPOL4TEO 8, SI”PLE OELETIOH OF 
“ILUES 41 “ES” POINTS DELETE0 IN SUBROUTINE C”,O”, 
IF IREF .LE. ZERO. NO I”TERPOL4TIO” IS “EEOEO 
;;W;” ;:;;,f’ GO TO 500 
00 430 J . J”I”O,J”4XO 
lYFY . 0 _. __ 
00 420 i - I”I”O,I”4XO,ISTEP 
IHEY . ‘HEY + 1 




‘LO. CPS, I”P, 
I”TERPOL4TIO” I” X OIRECTIO” CO”PLE,E IF XI,, I”0 
XOLD *(II THE S4RE. 
GO TO 500 
CO”Tl”“E 
EN6 
‘“TE”POL4TE FRO” XOLO TO II FOR ,IIBI,R,RI C,SE 
!F 490 J 
- J”I”0, J”4XO 
. ,OLOIJ, 
00 473 I . I”‘“, I”4X 
XP . XIII 
IF,XP .L,. XOLO,I”I”O,, GO TO ‘,,o 
IF,XP .G,. XOLDlI”IXO,, GO TO 470 
HEY X “ES” POINT “ITHlH P4”GE OF OLD I “ES” 
FIN0 “4LUE OF XOLO ,G,. XP 
x2 - XOLDllI 
S”bIO”TI”E GUESSP 
: 
SUBROUTINE INITl4LIIES P AR”*, 45 FOLLOYS 
PST4RT . 
: 
1 P SET TO ZERO 
PST,“, . 2 P “6.40 FRO” UHIT 7 
PSl4Rl . 
c IF PST*“, . 
3 P SE, TO “4L”ES I” CORE 
: 
2 [1R 3, SOLUTION IS INTERPOLATE0 FRO” 
XOLO, YOLO TO XII 
BOUHO*“I CO”OITIO”S FOR P 3” OUTER BOUHOAR‘ES ME 
*U,O”*TIC*LL” sir D”ll”G I”ITI*LIz*TIO” 
C4LLED 8, - TSFOLL. 
II CONRON 






CO”“O” I eon2, 
LOGICAL 
COCROH I CO”,, 
LOGICIiL 





























JUP : ILE , JLOY , 







I( . I( +1 
XI . x2 
xz . XOLO,II 
IF ,X2 .LT. XPI GO TO 455 
IF (X.2 .G,, XP, GO TO 160 
PTII, . PI,,“, 
GU TO 47s 
460 CO”,INUE 
PI . PC.!.“-I, 
4BOLIT , 
“‘“~1001, 
, p2 . --. PlJ,Kl-- 
PT,I, . P1 + ,P2 - Pl,,lXZ - XII * ,XP - x1, 
GO TO 473 
CONTINUE 
HEY X “ES” POINT IS OuTSlOE RAHGE OF OLD X “ES” 
FOR SUPERSONIC FREESTREAR SE, P.0, FOR SUBSONIC 
FREESTREM, EXTRAPOLITE USING FIR FIELD SOLUTION 
PT,‘, . 0. 
IFI*” .GT. 0.1 ClLL EX,IAPIXP,IP,PT,III 
CONTINUE 
YR‘TE NE” “ILUES FOR P INTO P 4RR4Y 
00 480 1 . I”‘“, I”4X 































































FHI”” , PO@ 
















E BR4”CH TO IPPROPRI4,E LOC,TIO” 
GO TO I 200. 300, 400, , PSTIR, 
200 CONTINUE 
c PSTIRT . I lNTERPOL,TE FRO” X,"OLO TO X,I 
CHECK TO SEE IF II” 4NO lOL0 ME THE SME “ES” c 
205 
P SET TO iER0 
DO 205 1.1.101 
00 205 J.l,102 











P, X, I ii”4YS RE*D FRO” UNIT 7 I” SUBROUTINE RE4DI” 
























IF,"2 .LE. "PI GO TO 555 
P1 . P,K-l,‘l 
CO”Tl”“E 
PTlJl . PlJR‘HOIIl 
GO TO, 572 
P,,,, . PlJ"AXO,II 
CO"T‘""E 
IF,AK ,o,, 0. IAND, SCTIPE .EO, II CALL EXT"APlXP,YP~PTIJlI 
C0",‘""E 
PUT "EL P VALUES IHTO P ARRAY 
00 5110 J . ,"I",,".1 
























































S"BIO"r‘"E ‘"PEIR III 
FATAL ERROR I" INPUT. "RITE lESSAGE AN0 STOP. 
CALLED 8" - REAOI", SCALE. 
901 ;;l;;~*TllHo15X,~5HI"*" OR JNAX IS GREAliR TM" lOOtnoT ILLOYE0.l 
902 FOR"ATIIHO,5X,S9"" "ESd POIHTS NO, "ONOTOHIC I"CR2ASI"G.I 
903 F0l"l,,~"0,5l,39"" "ES" POINTS HOT "0"0,0"1C ‘"CREAS‘"0., 
vc, FORbl,,1HO,5I*,4H"ICH """.sEl HO, IN PER"I,TED "*"SE. 1.51.2.01) 
PO5 FOI"LT,~"O,5X,I1HILPHI "OT I" PllR‘rrEo RAHGE. I-9.0, 9,0,1 
eco FOR"rTI1HO,5X,,1"oEL,~ HO, I" 'PERNITTEO IANbE. , 0.0, 1.011 























SUBILO”r‘“E ISLI, r x , 
: 
ISLlT CMPUTFS ILE ANO I,E FOR A"" MESH ARRAT, 
CALLEO 8" - CKNES". CUIOUT, REAOI", IEF‘IIE, 
CO""0" I tom, ‘"I" , IMI , TOP , ‘OOY" ,ILE , 
: 
ITE , ,"I" , JRAX , JUP , JLOY , 
JTOP , JBOT 
oIRE”S*O” x,100, 
1 . IRIH - I 
10 CON,‘H”s 
r-*+1 
;~Ely .LT. 0.0, 
20 CONTI”“l 
co TO IO 
‘-‘+l 


















*“BPO”TI”E ,SLII I I 1 ,SLlT ,SL‘T 
c JSLIT CORP",ES ,LLh ,"O ,"P FRO" I ARRAY. JSLIT 
c CALLED BY - CMESH, CUTOUT, READS", RLF‘IIE. JSL‘T ,SL‘T 
coNno" t CO"l, y; , ‘"AX , I"P , 100"" , IL2 
: 
, ,"I" , JLAX , JUP , JLOY : 
COW 
CON 






IF ,'I,,, #LT. 0.01 
JLOY - J - 1 






REAL F"NCT‘O" LIFT ICLFICT1 
CO"P"TE L‘FT COEFF‘CIE"T FRO" J""P I" P AT TRAIL!"6 
EDGE OF AIRFOIL 
CALLED IT - PRI"T1, SOLVE. 
COMO" P,l02,101,.X,l001 ; ;:;oo' 
, IRAI: , 100"" , ILE , 
1 
CO"R0" , CO"1, ;y: 
, ,"l" , ,")I" , JUP , ,LOY * 
2 JTOP , JBOT 
CO""0" I CO"71 CJUP I CJUPI , CJLOY , C,LOYl 
PTOP. . C,"P*P,,"prlTEI - c,"P~*PI,"P + I , ITEI 






















S”ORO”Tl”E TO PRIHT “AP OF “AC” HO. ROUND20 
TO NEAREST .I. CALLED 8” - PRINT. 
.- c 
CO”“0” I CONl, I”I” , I”AX , IUP , IOOY” , ILE 
1 I,E , ,“I” , JPAX , J”P , JLOY : 
2 JTOP , JSOT 







o*,* IBllH I , IPlLHI, , 1”,14-1 , ‘LllHLl , ‘T,LHT, 
I_ L 
“RITE ,b,4001 
00 b0 K.Z,J”AX 
, . MAX -I+2 
IJC . IB 
IF I J .EP. J”PI IJC - IP 
IF I J .EO. JLOY I 1.X * I” 
00 10 I.l,IMX 
RR,,, . ‘8 
10 C0”,‘““E 
00 50 I.Z,IRAX 
” . PXII,,, 
EN - ENICHI ,“I 
IF ,i” .GT. 0.0, GO TO 20 
““,‘I . CHARC11 
to TO 50 
20 CONT‘N”E 
KAF!.‘“T,IO.*E”+l.5I 
IF ,I(.” ,GT. 311 “AR.17 
““,II.CHAR,KAR, 
50 COHTIHLE 
“RITE 16,410, ‘JC, ,““II,,‘.*.l”Ax, 
eo CO”rI”lJL 
00 10 I.l,I”AX 
““III . IO 
IF II .LQ. ILC, ““.(I, . IL 
IF II .EQ, ‘TEI ““,,I . 1, 
10 cONTI”“t 
lRI,E 16,420, In”cII.1.2,l”rxl 
RETURN 
400 FOp”*T,~“I,5~l,l5”“Ic” *““SE” “,P,5P1,1511”*,,,,5”,,,L”S”“BO, 
1 5”“~“‘~,l~X1151,1H0,~~~,~““.L~.0.05.~0~,20”~ 0.95.LT.N.LE.1 
2 LOX,Z(IHK 1.95.LT.“.LE.Z.O5rlOIIZUHU 2.95.LT.“.Li.S.O5,5X, 
3 2OHl 0.05.LT.“.LE.C.15,lOxlzOns 1.05.LT.“.LE,1.15,10~, 
4 2OHL Z.OS.LT.“.Lt.2.15,10~,2~“” 3.05.LT.“.LE.S.L5,5X, 
5 20”2 0,15,L,,“,LE.C.25,10I,ZOHC 1*15.LT.“.LE.1.2,,lOX, 
6 20”” 2.15.LT,“,Li,2.25,10X,20”” 5.15.LT.“.Lk.S.Z,/5X, 
7 2O”S 0.25.L,,“.LE.0.35.LOXIZOHD L.25.LT.~.LE.l.S5,10X, 
8 20”” 2.25.LT.~.LE.2.35.10~,2C”~ 3.25.LT.“.LE.S.S5/5X, 
0 ZOH, o.S5.LT.“.LE.C.*5.LOx,2o”E 1.35.LT.*.LE.L.45,10r., 
A 2OHO 2.~t,LT.“.LE.2.15.1O)XIZOHI 3.35.LT.“.LE.S.b5ISX, 
B 2OH5 C.~5.LT.R.LE.O.55,10X,2O”F 1.45.LT.“.LE.I.55rlOX, 
c 2OHP 2.~5*L,.R.LE.2.55,IO*.20~2 3.~5.LT.ll.LE.3.5515XI 
0 2O”b 0.55,LT.“.LE.0.65.10X,ZOHG ,.55.LT.“.LE.I.~5,10XI 
F 2O”Q 2.55.L,,“.LE.2.L5,1o~,~“*,~~~,~“”.~r.S.55~5~, 
F ZOH, 0.65.LT,“.LE.0.75.LC”,2”H” 1.65.LT.R.L~.L.75.10XI 
G 2OHR 2,65.LT.“.LE.2,,5,5XIZDHD C.75.LT.“.L~.0.85.lOXt 
H 2OHI 1.,5.LT.~.LE,1.85,10XtZOHS 2.,5.LT.“.LL.2.85151, 
I 20”9 C.85.LT.“.LE.0.95,1OX,ZOHJ 1.85.LT.R.LE.I.95r10II 
J 2OHT 2.8:.LT.“.LE.Z.P5ItI 
410 FOIRAT,llX,1OOALl 


















































































COPRON P~LO2.lOll,X,1Ocl, , 1,100, 
C0”“0h I corn,, I”,” , ‘“AX , ‘UP , IOOY” , ‘LE . 
1 ITE , J”,” , JkAX , J”P , JLOY , 
.2 JTOP , MOT 
cOtl”o” , COR2, *I( , *LPH* , 0”s , “,I. 
LOGICAL PHlS 
_, GA”1 
INTEGER PRTFLO , S‘IIOEF 
COR”0” ,cm2,, CL , OELTA , DEL”,2 , E”ACH , ERROOT , 
: 
PHYS t PRTFLO , SI”DEF , SONVEL , “FACT , 
“FACT 
INTEGER BCTIPE 
CO”b0” lCD”28, BCTYPE , C‘RCFF , FM”” , PO” I ClRCTE 
COR”O” /CO”301 XSLPRTIZOO, , “SLPIT,200, , REST,41 
o‘“E”S*OH XSO”‘CllO, 
“PTS . 0 
KNIH . h” 
I”.” . MAX 
JP . JMX + ,“I” 
00 200 K.I”‘N,K”AX 
J. ,P-K 
IPR . IFACT*l,J, 
PX2 . PXII”I”,JI 
R-0 
IF ,J .“E. JLOY, CD TO 170 
IF (“PTS .“E. 01 “RITE Lb20701 
CONTINUE 
I”” . INI” + 1 
00 180 I.‘““,‘“Ax 
PX1 . Px.2 
PP.2 - PX~l,J~ 
‘FIPX1 .GT, SOHVEL .A”D, PX2 ,GT. SOHVEL, 
IFtPX.1 .LT, SOHVEL .AND. PX2 .LT, SOHVEL, 
;F.‘;W:S .FP. 0, “RITE 16.2000, 
i,,r&Z ,SO”“LL-PX1,,,PX2-PXII 
XSOHICL”, - X(1-ll t ,x,‘I-x,1-1,,*11*,‘0 
“PTS . NPTS + 1 
XSLPRT~HPTSI . XSOHICI”, 
“SLPRTtnPTSI . IPR 
lFl”PTS .GE, 200, GO TO 250 
CONTINUE 
IFt” .CP. 01 60 TO 200 
YRITEl6r2O4OI 7PR,,XSO”IC,L,,L.l,“, 
CONTI”“E 
GO TO 300 
COHT,“,,E 
YRITE~b.2ObOI 
GO TO 400 
CONTINUE 
1FlPPT.S .EO.Ol GO TO +OO 
I” . -iI JN‘Hl 
IX . I,,“AX, 
00 320 “.L,NPTS 
IF IISLPRTIH, .NE. “b .A”D. “SLPYT,“, .“E. IX, to TO 320 
IF t A” .GT. 0.0 1 LlPlTE l6,2>501 
1F t AK .LT. 0.0 .AHG. BCTTPl .CP. 1 I “RITE ,6,2050, 
COHTINbE 
X”I” . -.75 
X”,X - 1.75 
X‘HCR . .25 
“RI” - -1.0 
““AX - 1.5 




2000 FOI”IT,~H115bX,I,HSO”~c LINE O”TP”,,5PX,I,,1”*,, 
1 23" SONIC LINE COORO‘“ATES116X,1”,rlOXI)HX-SO”~Cll 
2040 FOR”ATIIlF10.5, 
2050 FOl”lT,20”0***** CA”T‘O” 111.1, 
* 34” SONIC LINE “AS REACHED A BO”“DARY, 
1 bl” THIS VIOLATES ASS”“PTIO”S “SE0 TO DERIVE BO”“0.R” CO”O‘T‘OHS, 
2 29” SOLUTION IS PROBABLI ‘““ALIO, 
2ObO FOL”lTl20”0***** CIUT‘O” *****,S6” “““BE” OF SONIC POINTS EXOEEOEO 
1 200125” ARRAY OI”E”S‘O” EXCEEOEOll2” EXECUrIOH OF SUIIROUT‘NE “IL‘ 
2NE TEI”I”ATED, 




















































































FIND HE” LOCl,‘O” OF SHOCKYAVE ,IS”“E”, OH LINE J 
GIYE” 1” ‘“‘TIAL GUESS FOR LOCAT‘O” ,‘SIOLO,. 
SHOCK LOCIl‘O” IS DEFLHED IS LOCATION OF SHOCR PO,“,. 
IF HO SHOCK IS FOUNO, IS”“E” IS SE, “ECAT‘VL. 

























l”TlGER BLANK , DOT , STAR , DASH 
0.T. BLANK I 00, , STAR , OASH I 1” t I”,, I”., I”-, 
OAT. *BSIl"B,1HO,1"O*‘H",‘" ,‘“S,1”L,1”‘,1”,, 
““‘,E,6,900, 
YR1TE,b,P~OI 
IF IX‘HCR .EP* 0. .oe. “IHCR ,EP. 0.) GO TO 100 
“PLGL . ““AX - “IX”‘” 
IRNGE . X”.” - XAX”‘” 
WAL . “““GE * .02 
XYAL . XRHGi * .01 
JSLT . ‘FIX, 51.*~YRAX,IINCE, , t 1 
OX” . 1.0 I XYAL 
0”” . 1.0 / ““IL 
IZERO . ““AX l 0”” + 1.5 
J2ErlO - ‘03.5 - XRAI I OX” 
IF IJZERO at,. 103 .OR, JLEIO .LT. 4, JLERO . 2 
F‘ZERO . I2ERO 
FJ*ERO . ,2F.“O 
*tR‘o~1l . BLANK 
‘G”‘0,21 - DOT 
‘61‘0I‘0,, - 00, 
*GRID,1051 . BLANK 
F12115 - FILER0 l .5 
F,*EI, . FJIERO t ,5 
HhPY IS THE “““BE” OF PRINT dHEELS “SE0 TO 
SPAN THE BOO, LENGTH, 
HOP” - OX” 
JS - 0 
JS - THE “““BE” OF PRT YHECL POS‘TlONS TO BE 
FILLED A, EACH i”D OF THI “OR0 WOO” SLIT& 
















































































INTEGER PRTFLO , S‘IDEF 
CO”“0” ICO”21, CL , OEL,l , DEL”?* , E”lCH , EM001 
1 PHIS , PRTFLO , S‘“OEF , SOHVEL , “FACT 
2 “FACT 
I2 . IS”OL0 + * 
‘SKNEY . lSlOL0 - 3 
“2 . PX,ISK”EY,,, 
ISIHEY . ISlHEY t 1 
“1 . “2 
u* . PX,‘SI”EY,,, 
IF,“1 ,GT. SONYEL .ANO. “2 .LE. SOHVEL, 60 TO IO 
,F,‘SK”EY .LT. ‘2, GO TO 5 
HO SHOCK PO,“? FOUND, TIP OF SrlOCK “EACHED, 




: , , 
‘0 
FUN~T‘O” P‘,C”,CRFlCl, 
C CO”P”TE l‘RFO,L P‘TC”‘“G “O”EHT MO”, X . i”, I.0 
































c LOOP TO SET UP OHE LINE EACH T‘“E TM”. 
00 30 I.,,51 
C IIL.“” THE LIHC TO BE PR‘HTEO. 
00 2 J-3.X3 
‘GR‘O,,I . IILANK 
: 
: 
8” PAl,S TO GIVE A” I”TE6R.L I” THE J”)rP I” P PLUS A 
CO”STl”T EQUAL TO THE J”“P IN P IT X . 1, TIRES T”E 
“0”E”T AR” .T THE Tll‘LIHC EOGE 
CALLED B, - PR‘HT1, SOLYE. 
CO”“OL P,lO2,1OL,,X,100, , 1,100, 
COMON I CONll I”‘” , *“Ax , I”P , ‘OOY” , ‘LE , 
I ‘TE , ,“I” , J”AX , J”P , JLO” , 
2 JTOP I JBOT 
CO”RO” I tom, C,“P , CJ”Pl , CJLO” , CJLO”l 
CO”“0” ,con30, “1,100, * ARG,“O, , RESTIZO~~ 
2 CO”TI”“E 
C SEIIICH AMAl FOR POINTS OH THIS LINE. 
00 10 R.l,“PTS 
‘TEST . FI*EI, - “(1, l 07” 
,F (ITEST .“E. I, GO TO 7 
, . FJLERS + 1110 l OX” 
;: ;: .;;* 103, J . 103 
IGR‘O,iI : 
3, J - 3 
STAR 
7 cO”TI”“E 
IF ,,SLT ,EP. I, to TO 9 
to TO ‘0 
P CO”T,““E 
“RITE l8OOT SLIT1 IF 
J . J2EPO + 1 
IF ,,S .EO. 0, GO TO 4 
00 3 L’l.JS 
:,,,:,I,;,,, .“I. STAR, ,tllO,J1 - DASH 
3 CO”,‘“uE 
4 CO”T*“lJE 
00 5 L.l,9 
IF ,‘GRLO,,, .“I. ST.11 IGR‘D,JI . ‘BSIL 
J-Jtl 
5 CO”,‘~“~ .  . . I_ 
IF , JS ;E;; 01 SO TO 10 
00 b L-1 , 
IF ,ICII’ IO,,, ,“E. 51.1, lG”‘DlJI - DASH 
c ,SET X” TO PUARTER CHORD 
X” . .25 
1. .o 
00 IO I.ILE,ITE 
lc.F.+1 
PTOP . cJ”P*PlJ”P,‘l - CJ”P1*P,J”P*l,‘I 
PlOT . CJLOYIP,JLO*,,I - CJLOwl*P,JLOY-I.‘, 
AlG,l(l . PTOP - PBOT 
x1tv.r . XII, 
10 CO”TIN”E 
CALL TRAP,X‘,*RG,l,S”“I 





IS THE JO LINE. 

















TH‘S IS , “ODIFIEO “SRS‘O” OF PllHPLT AND 
INAX, XIHCI, ““AX, “‘“Cl ““ST dE SUPPLIED. 
x”L”, A”0 ““I” ““ST ALSO BE SUPPLIED. 
.PY‘“TE(I PLOT ROUTINE II. 5. ITZKO”‘T2 “A”~1967 
PLOTS THE S”PTS1 POINTS G‘YE” 81, XLIl.“,‘l 










GO TO 13 
,“E PRI”,ER.m 
IF E‘lHER ,“CRE”E”TAL STEP SIlE IS *ERO, THE 
PROWL” EXITS. 
“i‘,HEI OF THE *“PUT AR1115 .RE OLSTROIEO. 
CAlLEO 0” - RlLIHE. 
13 
FI - I-l 
“AX‘S . ““11 - FI 1 “IHCR l .1 
IF ,AlS,“lXIS, .L,. “AIMHI “AXIS - 0. 




00 40 Il.‘,“ 
30 
4 Ol”ENSI0” X,NPTS,, “IHPTS,, ‘G”‘0,105~, XAXiSllll 0,“E”SIO” IBS,9, 
s 
F” - 1‘ - R 
x,xIs,“, . MAX - X‘NCR * F” 
IF ,X,X‘S,“, .LT. IA”“I”1 XAXISI”, . kAX”Ik 
40 COHTIN”E 
“RITE ,br90,1 XII‘S, “PTS 
RETURN 
eoo “RITE ,b,98001 
CALL EXIT 




904 FO”bA,,,X,L1,F‘0.Z,,ZH 1,X$,5” PTS) I 
905 FOII”,T,16~,‘l~lH+,Pll~ 
9‘0 FOR”A,,35X,15”SO”IC LINE PLO,,‘OX,LH” YS X,10X, 
1 16” l . SONIC POINT,, 
9b”o F0”“,,,,~“1SCAL‘“0 ERROR I” P;I”PL,, EXECUTION TER”‘“ATE0 t 
EN0 
S”B”0”,l”L PRBOO” 
C PlllHTS OUT BOO” GEORETR” 
: 
1F PHYS . .TR”E. *LL 0I”E”SIO”S ARL “OR”*L‘*L0 8” 
AlRFOIL C”OR0 
C IF PHYS - ,FALSE. ALL OIREHSIOHS EXCEPT X ARE 
: 
NOR”ALI*E0 0, CHORD LEHGTH A”0 
C c,LLko 8” - Bo0”* TH‘cK”ESS R*T1o* 
CO”“0” I CG”b, FLING, , FXL,‘O”,, F”l‘00, , FX”,‘OJ,, 
1 CMBEK,‘“01, T”‘CK,1”“,,“OL , XFO‘L,‘00,, *FOIL 
LOG‘CAL PHYP 
ICTEGER PRTFLO , SIROCF 
CO”“0” Ico”*lI CL , DELTA , OELRTZ , EMC” , EMOOT , 
1 PHYS , PRTFLO , S‘NOEF . SONYEL , “F&CT , 
2 “FACT 
YPITEIb,10001 
C FlYO “AX,““” THICKhiSS A”0 Cl”BiR 
THRIX . C. 
C,RAX . 0. 
00 ‘0 I . Lt‘FO‘L 
THCAX . *“*“1~T”“*X,T~‘C~,‘I, 
C,R,X . ,“,XI,CA”AI,CARBER,II, 
‘0 C0”,1”“E 
THNLX . *.r,““,X 
‘FIPHYSI ‘(1 TO 100 




00 55 1.1,lFOIL 
I 





C PRIHTOUT 1” PHYSICAL “ARIALBES 
TH”AX - OELr**,H”*X 
CINAX . 0ELTA*CA”AI 
YRITE,6,~0021 “OL”“E,C,“AX 
“Ft‘,E,6,1004, 
00 ‘10 I.l,IFO‘L 
“UP . OELTA*F”II, 
“XUP . 0ELTA*FX”l‘, 
“LO . OtLT**FLlll 







‘000 FOR”AT,‘“‘,55X,23”A‘“FO‘L GEORETRY O”TPUT156X,Z3,‘H*L,,I 
‘001 FoIR*ToIH PllI”TO”T I” s‘“*L*I‘r” “PRIAOLES, 















































































1002 FORLATt1LH AIRFOIL YOL”“E.,F‘Z,B.53X,~5”“~~ C,“BER -rF12,0,, 






‘006 FOI”ATI5.s” PR‘“TO”T I” PHISICAL “IR‘lBLES “0”“AL1220 0” CHORD LEN0 
1;;; 23X, 15d”AX THICKNESS .,F12.0, 
SUBRO”T,“E PRIHT 
C S”BRO”TI”E FOR MI” 0”TP”T PR,“, C0”,II0L. 
C PRINTS “ELIlIVE PARARETERS &HO CALLS 
C SPiC‘ALILE0 PR‘NT,PLOT SUBRO”T‘“ES AS REPUIREO, 
PR‘hTO”, oEsCRlPTIO” 
IF PdYS IS ,TR”E, THE FOLLOY‘“C I”FOR”llIO” IS 
PRINT*0 1” PHYSICILL” SCALED YARIABLES II-E. USUAL 
AE”OO”NA”IC ,ER”S, 
X,” ARE COORO,NA,ES “OH-0‘“E”SIO”ALILEO 8” 
AIRFOIL CHOIO. 
E’, 
. IP - P~I”F,,l0,I”Fl . -2,*IOPIOII 
- om0 coEFF . OIP~,“FI**IRFOIL ~“0~0 
CPSTM . CRITICAL PRESSURE CO~FFICIE”, 
IF PHYS IS .FALSE. THL ,I)O”E I”FOI”ATIO” IS PRINTED 
1” TRANSOHIC SI”‘LARI1” VARIABLES. 
: 
PRINTOUT OF SOHIC LINE OR0I”ATES I” SULIR. “‘LINE 
IHCLUDlHG PR‘HTPLOT OF SONIC LINE OROLHATES PRIHT 21 
C CALLtO 8” - TSFOIL. PI‘“, 22 
C .~,,~,~~~~,,.,,,,,~,,,,,~,.,,~.,~,...,,,,~,,,,,,,~,,,,.,~,,,..,~,~~~.~,,~,.,,,P”‘“, 23 
PRINT 24 
CO”R0” I co”*, AK , 
LOGIClL *eo.Qr 
CObRO” I CO”3/ IREF , 




CO”“0” lCO”ll, ,LP”AO 
1 I”I”O : 
2 J”AX‘ , 
3 “OLD , 
CON”0” ICOR‘3, COFAC, , 
LOt‘cAL FCR I 
CO”RO” ,CO”lW CLSET , 
LO0IClL PHIS 
INTEGER PRTFLO 
CO”N0” ,COR27, CL : 
ALP”A , DUB , GA”1 , “,I( 
ABORT , ICUT , KSTEP 
FXLt1001, F”t1001 , FX”l‘OO,, 
TH‘CK,lOOl,“OL , IFO‘Ll‘OOl, ‘FO,L 
CLOLO , 0ELTAO , DUB0 , EMCHO , 
1”AXO * ‘“AXI , ,“I”0 , ,“A10 
PSAYE , PSTART , T‘TLL,BI, T‘TLEO,B;. 
XOL0,‘001,,OL0,‘001 
:;N:El , C”FACT , CPFACT , CPSTAR 
FCR , KU,,, , YCIRC 
SI”OEF 
DELTA , OELS,.? , E”ACH , ERROOT , 














































1 PIWS , 
2 “FICT 
INTEGER BCTYPE 
COWON ICO”t8, BCTIPE , CIRCFF , FM”” 9 PO” 9 CIRCTE 
oI”E”SIO” TPH,b, , SIRtCI . SC,1151 , FCP1‘4, 
OAT. TPH I4”SI”‘,~“LIR,,2”,“,~” P”“,,HS‘cl,2HL I 
DATA S‘” ICHCOLE,,” ,~HSPIE,4HITEI,,HI(R”P,~“P , 
1 4HUSElr4” I 
1 
OATA,HB~~,,~~FREE,4H A‘R,4” ,~“SOLI,~HO “lr4”LL ,SHFREE, 
, ,WSLOT,WTED ,~HYALL,4”PORO,ft”“S Ll,l”ALL I 
DATA FCP ,,“F”LL,,H” CO,~H”SBR,SH”IT,,~““~, r,” .+n . 
1 ‘IHHOT ,4”CO”S,4”ERY~,~“lI”~~~” AT ,WS”OC,C”K. I 
“RITE IbPOO, 
IS - 1 
IF IP”“S, IS - 4 
IE - IS + 2 
“RITE ,b,CO‘, ,TPH~‘I,‘~IS,*El 
IE . 2 l S‘““EF 
IS. IL -1 
“RITE 16rP021 ,SI”,I,,‘-‘S,IEb 
IE . 3 * bCT”PI 
IS = 1E - 2 
YL‘TE rbrP031 lBCll‘l,I~IS,IE~ 
:: ;F:RI IS - 1 
‘I . IS + e 
daris rbwb rFcPtI~~l-*s~IEb 
IF ,KUTT*I GO TO IO 
“RITE ,b,W51 






















































































CL . LIFT ICLFACTI 
C” . PITCH LCllFACT, 
CPM” - 1.OE31 
CPRAX - -CPM” 
IE” - 0 
CJOl . -“~JLoYI/~“,J”PI-“IJLo”,~ 










































































,F , PHYS 1 “R‘TE ,6,P”9, E”*CH. DEL,* 
““IT2 ,b,90,1 ALPWF, .K 
D”BOiL.D”B+OiLT* 
YOLOiL.YOL*OELTA 
IF IA” .GT. 0.01 YR1TE16r909, OUBDEL~VOLOEL 




1F I AS”“? I GO TO 60 
GILL FllPLT 
IF ISCTIPE ,EP. II GO 10 40 










00 10 I.‘“I”,I”*X 
“L . CJLO”+PI,I,JLOYI - CJLOYl*PX,‘.,LOY-I, 
IF,, .GT. ITEI “L.CJOI*PX,I,J”P, + CJOZ*PXl“,,LO”, 
IF,, .LT. ‘LEl “L-CJO‘*PX,‘,J”Pl + CJO2*PIII,,LOYI 
CPLlIl - -2.0 * “L l CPFACT 
E”1LIII . EMCHIIULI 
IF ,E”lL,I, .GT, 1.3, LE” . 1 
“U . CJUP +PXt‘,,“P, - CJUP‘ +Px,I,J”P+11 
IF ,I .GT. ‘TE, U” . UL 
IF (1 #LT. ILEI “U . “L 
CPU,‘, . -2.0 * “U . CPF*CT 
E”I”I‘I - E”*CH‘I”“I 
IF ,E”.1”,,, .tT. 1.3, ‘E” . 1 
CP”AX . *R*x‘,CP”*X,CP”I‘,, CPLII,, 
CP”I” . *“‘“‘,CPR‘“,cPU,‘I, CPLII,, 
10 CO”TlH”E 
CPLIRC . *“*ll,cP”*X,*~S,CP”,“,, 
““PCOL - CPLllC I 29. 




. -CPST*R I UHPCOL 
- S*G”I,*BSICOLI+,5,, COL, 
. “COL + 30 
PR‘IT SIHGLE Y*R‘*I)LES 
C 
900 FOR”A,,~HI,~II,,B,I”+,,~~S,~“+,,~~,~~+,~~S,~S”+ F‘HAL OUTP 
1 59X,1”+,16”.1”+159X,~S~~“*~I 
901 FOR”AT,14HO PPINTO”, L” ,2*,t*2,11” “LR1ABLES.I 
PC2 FO”“ATI~l”O DEF‘“I,,O” OF SIRILaR‘T” PAPIMTEIIS 8” ,214, 
CO3 FOI”ATI25”O IC”“O*I” COHD‘TlO” FOR ,314, 
904 FO”“A,,Z,HL DIFFELEHCE EQUIT‘OHS *RE ,,A,, 
90, FOR”*T,S,“O LIFT COEFFICIENT SPtC‘F‘ED 8, “SER., 
‘406 FOI”ATISOH0 KU,,* CO”O‘TIO” IS ENFORCED.1 
907 FOI”*T,1SX,7”*LP”* .,FI2.1,‘7X,SHI( .,F12.71 
POB~F~~~*::ZX,,B”DO”BLET STRENGTH .,F,Z.7/CX,,6HAIRFO‘L YOLUM 
509 FOI”AlII~X,b”“ACH .,FI2,1,13X,l”OELT* .,F12.7) 
~‘0 FOR~.TI‘HO,BX,~BHPAL*“~T~“S “SE0 TO ,RL”SFOS” “.Rl*SLESl 
: 
18,,20”,0 ,lA”SO”‘C SC*LI”tlllLX,BHCPFACT -F‘Z.7l 
~zx,~“CDF*CT .,F~2.,,12X,BHCRF*CT .,FlL.7IlZl,dHCLF4CT 
3 ,LSI,~““F*CT .,FG!.l, ~SX,IH”F*C, .FI.?.71 
9‘1 FOR”*T,‘HO1 
‘UT 
IF (IIEF .L& 2) “RITE (6,2701 
IF I‘LEF .EP. 11 YI‘TE ,(l,ZLIOI 
IF (IRLF .EP. 01 “RITE 16,2POB 
“RITE 16,260, 
“RITE ,6,200, CL, CR, CPSTM 
,F tCPL,I”I”, .L,. CPST*I .*“D. CPL,IR‘N+11 .tT, CPSTIR, GO TO 70 
“RITE 16,210, 
IT . 2 
., 
., F1 
IF , PHYS I KT . 1 
Pl,“, COL”“” HEIDEaS. 




00 30 I.l,bO 
LIHE11V.1 . ‘8 
30 cO”Tl”“E 
COL = -cP”tII I ““PCOL 
“COL . SIG”,,*3S,COLI + .51 , COLl 
“COL” . HCOL + SO 
LI”EI,“COL”, - I” 
COL - -CPL,,I I ““PCOL 
“COL . SIG”,,*BS,cOLI + .51 , CDL1 
NCOLL . “COL 1 30 
L‘NE‘,NCOLL, . IL 
IF ,“COLL .fP. NCOL”, L‘“E1,“COLLI = IBB 




PRINTS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT *HO “IC” “““BE” 
OH “4 LlHE, *HO PLOTS CP *LONG S‘OE OF PR,“,. 
ClLLEO BY - ISFOIL, PRINT. 
CO”“ON 
COMO” I CO”‘, 
1 
~&a*,loll.xl‘ool , ",‘001 
, IRAX , IUP 
‘,I , ,“I” , J”AX 
JTOP , JBOT 
ABORT 
1llF.F , ABORT , ‘CUT 
CJUP , CJUPl 9 CJLOY 
CDF*CT , CLFICT , CRFK, 
CPLllOOl , CPU,100, 
PHYS 
PlTFLO , SI”OEF 
::,s 
, DEL?* I OELllZ 
, PeTFLU , S‘ROEF 
“F*C 1 




JLOI : , i 
LOG‘ClL 
CO”“O” I cow, 








IF ,I .EO. ILL, “RITE 16,230, 
,RIlE ,6,250, I. X,1,, CPLIII, E”lLt‘1, CP”(‘lr ERlUlIlr LINE1 
IF ,I .EP. ITil “RITE ,6,*40r 
40 CO”T*““t 
,F , IE” ,EQ. 0 I GO TO 50 
IF , PHYS I “RITE 16,1001 
IO CO”Ti”“E 
00 60 J-.!“I”,JRAX 
““,J, . “,,I * “FICT 
60 cO”TI”“E 








CPFlCT , CPSTAR 
E”*CH , E”ROOT 











FR‘NTl 105 t 1 
PRINT1 106 
PRlNTl 107 4 




D‘RE”SlO” LINE11601 , T”ICI2, 
E 
PIT* ,“*C I 2H”lr 2~Kl' t IS ,I” I, IL I IHL,,‘” ,1”“!, IS.,~“,, 
OATA IBl, iHO/ . . -. 
ZOO,F~~~~lI85X,2BHB . BEFORE OR BEHlHD AIRFOIL,‘OX,4”CL .,F‘0.6,6‘X, 
. UPPER AIRFOIL S”RFACEI‘OX,4HC” .,F10.6,61X, 
2 25HL - LOYER AIRFOIL S”RF*CEIPX,5HCP+ .,F10.6,blX, 
3 2lW . CRITICAL PRESSURE, 
210 FOIRAT,‘H~,~~X,~HLOYE”,~~X,~““PP~”,~~X,~””.O-,~~X,~“~.O+, 
220 FOR"*T,3X,‘HI,BX,I"X,loX,*"cP,lOX,~*,l4X,2"cP,loX,~2,, 
2Sq F.OP.“AT,25X,2O”AIRFOIL LEAOIHB EOCE,45X,ZOHAIRFOIL LEIOIHG EDGE, 
240 FOII”~TI25X,Z1HI‘RFOIL T”AILI”G EOGf,44X,Z1H.‘“FOIL TRAIL‘“6 EDGE, 
250 FOR”.?,‘” ,‘I,SF12.6,4X,tF12.b,2X,bOAl, 
260 FO”“AT160” FORCE COtFF‘ClEHTS, PRESSURE COEF’FICIEHT, AND “AC” NU” 
IBEll ,ZX,59H,OR S‘“‘LARIT” PARAMTERI ON BOO” A”0 O‘Y‘OI”O STREM L 
2I”E.I 
270 FOP”ATI‘H‘,52X,2BHFI”.L OUTPUT FOR COARSE “ES”,,, 
280 FOI”A,~1H,,5*X,2BHFI”AL OUTPUT FOR “ED‘“” “ES”,,, 
290 FOR”AT(I”l,53X,E6”F‘“AL OUTPUT FOR FINE “ES”,,, 
300 FOI”AT,2OHO+++*+ CAUTION +++++I 
I 32” “AX‘““” “AC” “““BE” EXCEEDS 1.3, 
2 69” SHOCK JU”PS I” ERROR IF “PSTRLM “ORRAL “AC” “““BE” GREATER T 
3HA” 1.3, 
310 FOR”*T,,,,‘bX,13H”-G~~o YILUES,5X,7H”,JI J.,I4,3” TO,‘k/ 
1 l,OX,BF12.61, 






PRI”TS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT. FLO” ANGLE AND 
“AC” “““BE” I” FLOY FIELO. “““BE” OF , LINES 
PRINTED IS 0ETER”I”EO FRO” THE INPUT YALUE OF 
PRTFLO. 
PRTFLO . 1 , NONE. 
PRTFLO - 2 , ALL J LINES EXCEPT JO. 
PRTFLO . 3 t THREE J L‘RES AROUNO JERROR. 
CALLED 8” - PRINT. 
CO""0" P~102.1011.X,100, . "(lOOI 
CO”H0” I CORI, ‘RI” , ‘MX , ‘UP * ‘00”” 
1 
, ILF. , 
IT2 , ,“I” , ,“.I , JUP 
* 
# JLOY , 
JTOP , JOOT 
CONNO” ICO”‘3, COFICT 
LOGICAL 
P CLFACT , CRFACT , CPFACT , CPSTAR 
OUTER” 
cO”“O” lCO"l8, ERROR * ‘1 , ‘2 
1 
l ‘ERROR s JERIIOR , 
OUTERR 
2 
t vcl100, , 
LOGICAL ii”, 
INTEGER PRiFLO , ST”OEF 
CO”“0” ICO”27, CL , DELTA 
1 
, DEL”,.? , ERICH , ElROOT , 
PHYS I PRTFLO I S‘“OEF , SOHYEL , “FACT , 
2 “FACT 
CO”“0” ICO”30, ,L1”,100,, REST,3041 
0‘“1”S10H T”ACIL,, CPPROI1 P”PR,S, 
OAT. TRAC , ZHll, 2~1, 
l “PRl”T13lr PRTIlOI, E”llSl 
OATA PIT I 4HRACH14” “““14”B2RS,,” .4H 
1 4”S‘M‘,,HLAR‘,4H,” P,4HARI”,4HETER; 
IF (PRTFLO.EP. 21 60 TO 25 
C LOCATE LINES AROUND JERROR, 
JL . 3 
IF IJERROR .EO, ,“I”, GO TO ‘0 
IF IJERROR .EP. JLO”, GO ,O 20 
IF IJERROR .EP. JUP , CO TO 1, 
IF IJERROR .EQ. JRAX, GO TO 20 
JL‘N~II . JERROR - 1 
JL‘NIZI . JERROR 
JLI”(2.1 . JEIROI + 1 
to TO 30 
10 CONTINUE 
JLI”(lL . JERROR 
JL‘HlZl . JEPlOR + 1 
JL‘NISI - JERROR + 2 
cn rn In 
- I  . I  . ”  
20 CONTINUE 
JLIHll, . JERROR - 2 
JL‘“,LI . JERRO” - 1 
JLIHISI - JERP.0” 















































































JL = JIM - ,,,I” +1 
r 
K-1 
FILL JLI” ARRAY “IT” YALUES OF J, 
00 20 J.J”I”,J”Ax 






00 100 “PR - l,JL,3 
PRINT FLOY FIELD IN 3 J LINES PER PAGE. 
“PREHD . “‘“0,“PR+*,,L, 




“PR‘“rl”Q, . “,Jo,r”F*CT 
40 C0”,I”“E 
C 
IS . 1 
“RITE PAGE HEAOER, 
:; ! ;;Y: : IS . 6 
“RITE 16r9OOI ,PRTl‘l,‘~IS..‘E, , CPST,” 
YR‘TEIL, 901, ,JLI”~“~,R.“P~~RPLE”~, 
:!ITE:6, PO2I,“PII‘“l,“lrR.I,“~, 
IF , PHYS I Xl . 1 
“RITE (6.9OSl TIACIKTI, ,“ACIXTl, l”AC,X,, 
00 60 ‘.‘“‘“,‘“lX 
00 50 “.“Pl,“PRE”D 
“a . I-“PRI‘ 
J . JLI”,“.II- 
u - PXI‘,,, 
CPPR,“Ol . -2.0 l CPFACT + u 
P”pllRo, . YFACl*P”,I,JI 
E”lt”al . E”IC”I,UI 
CO”T‘N”E 





900 FOR”ITI47HlPRESSURE COEFFIC‘E”TS, FLOY ANGLES, A”0 LOCAL ,514, 









SUIIIIOUT‘HE TO PRINT A CHARACTER FOR EACH 
POINT I” THE GRID OESCl‘BING THE TYPE OF 
FLOY. s , SHOCK PO‘“l 
H , HYPERBOLIC PO‘“? 
P , PARABOLIC PO‘“? 
- . ELLIPTIC PO,“, 
CALLEO BY - PRINT. 
CO""0" P~*02,10*~rxnooi , v11001 
CO”“OH I CO"ll ‘“I” , ‘“AX , IUP , ‘Ohl” , ‘LE , 
1 ‘TE , ,“I” , JIIAX , JUP , JLOY , 
2 JTOP , ,001 
CO”“0” I CO”2, AK , ALPHA , DUB , GA"1 , RTK 
CO”“0” lCO”22l cxc,100, , CXL,lOO,, cXII,100,, CXxC,1001,CXXL,100,, 
1 CXXR,100,* c1,1001 
COMON lCO”30, ‘PCllOOl , YT,IOO,ZI, REST,1041 
DATA IHPIWP,, ‘HH,lHH,, ‘HS,lHSI, 1”0,1”-I. IB,‘” I 
“RITE 16r1001 
00.5 ‘~l,5O,L 
IPCI‘I - I8 
‘Pc,‘+II . ‘B 
5 CONTINUE 
00 IO J.,RI”rJ”LX 





P”TFL0 47 PRTFLO 48 B 












































































00 60 I.,“‘“,J”4X 
J . J”,” - K + 1 
00 50 I.‘“P.100”” 
“?~,,.?I - "TIJ,ll 
“TlJ,ll - Cll‘I-ICXLl‘l*PIJ~‘-‘l+CXCl‘l*PlJ,‘l 
IF l”TlJ,ll .Gl. 0.0, GO TO 30 
IF I”TlJ,ZI .L,. 0.01 GO TO 20 
‘PC,‘, - ‘HP 
GO TO ,o 
CONTINUE 
P,I,BOL,C PO,“, lS0”‘Cl 
HYPERBOLIC PO‘“, lS”PE4SO”‘CI 
30 
0.01 GO TO 41 
C ELLIPTIC POINT ,~“Bso”‘c, 
40 
C SHOCK POI”, 
‘PC~II . 1”s 
50 CONTINUE 
“RITE ~6,110, J, I‘PCl‘~,‘.1”P,100”“1 
60 COHTlNUE 
PET”“” 
100 FOP”*~~~H‘,~~X.~OHFLOY C”*R*CTER “*P,,,“,‘.S,1”+,,,2.%, 
1 1SHP . P*R*BoLICI28x,l4”H . .l”PERBOL‘C,*BX,P”S . SHOC”128X. 




C Pl‘“l”UT Y*“E Ol,G CO”T”IB”TI0” *HO TOTIL PRESSURE 
: 
LOSS *LONG SHOW “*YE 
CILLEO 8” - COCOLL. 
cO”“O” I CONZI *I( , ,LP.lI , DUB , G*“l , RTI 
CONNO” ICO”13, COFICT , CLF*CT , C”F*CT , CPFlCT , CPST,” 
LOGICIL PHYS 
INTEGER PRlFLO , S‘“OEF 
CO”R0” lCO”2,l CL , DEL,, , OIL”,2 , E”*C” , ERllOOT , 
I PHYS 
2 “FACT 
. PRTFLO , S‘“OEF , SONVEL ,, “FICT I 
-DI”E”S‘O” 2,11, *Rb,l, 
COYCOF . -COF*CT~t*“‘,~6,+“F*C,, 
POYCOF . OkLl**0ELl**G*“2+~~*“,-~.,,l2. 
IFINSHOCK .EP.ll “II‘12,S,1001, 
YLITE,~,lO”LI “SHOCX, CDSX 
10 
‘00, FOI”*Tl‘H1,35X,4SHS”OCK Y*“E OR.6 *HO TOl*L PRESSU”E PROFILE , 
1 6”O”TP”T,SLX,49,l”+lIl)pr( ‘““ISC‘O Y*XE PROFILES FOR ‘rlOI”‘O”*L I 
2 35HSHOCK LAYES “I,“‘” “0”E”T”R COHTOUR, 
1002 FOR”.Tlb”OS”OC”,13/26H “,“E OR*6 FOR THIS SHOCX.,F12.6, 
I 6X,1H”rCX,5HCO,“I,BX,8”POIPOI”F,, 
1003 FORR*,I1X,SF12.8, 
‘004 FOL”*T135HOSHOCX “*YE EXTENDS OUTSIOE COHTOURl 






































































PRINTS PRESSURE COEFFICIENT *HO FLOW *IISLE 
OH I.-H *HO I.+“, .“D PLOTS CP *LONG S‘OE OF 
r*.B”L*T‘O”, 
C,LLED 8” - PRINT, 
COR”O” Pr‘o*,l0*1rXl1001 t “1‘001 
CO”“0” I CO”‘, ,“I” 3 ‘“.X , ‘UP , ‘DO”” , ‘LE 
1 ‘TE , JR‘” , ,“I” , JUP t JLOY : 
2 JTOP , JBOT 
COMO" I CO"5, XDiFF,100,,"0IFF,100, 
CO""O" ICON‘Z, F t" , HILFPI , PI , RTIPOR , 
I TYOP‘ 
COMO” ICON131 COFICT , CLF*CT , C”F*CT , CPFICT , CPST,” 
LOSICIL PHYS 
‘“TEtER PlTFLO I SI”DEF 
CO”“0” lCO”2,l CL , OELT, , DEL”,2 , E”*C” , E”IIOO1 , 
1 PHYS , PRTFLO , SIIOEF , SOHYEL , “F*Cl , 
2 “FICT 
INTEGER ecriit 
CO”“0” ,COkZll, BCTYPE . CILCFF , FM”” , PO” , C‘RCTE 
CO""ON ICO"301 CPLY,lOO,, CP”“,10”1, “LY,100,, """~100,. REST,,, 
0I”E”S‘O” BCT,15, , L‘HEllbOl 
OlT4 ‘8 Ilr( I, IL I IHL,, 1” ,lH”I, IS I 1Wlr ‘88 ,l”l, 
OAT4 BCT /4” ,krlFREE,kH *‘R,4” SO,4HL‘O ,kH”*LL,4” 






PRINT SINGLE “Il‘lBLES 
‘2 . 3 l BCTYPE 
IF, SCTYPE .LT. 5 , GO TO 4 
PORF - POR I “F,CT 
YIITE,6,905, PORF,POR 
CO”T‘““E 
IF, BCTYPE .“L. 4 .*“O. BCTYPE 
“RITE It.,4061 F 
CONTINUE 
L I GO TO 6 
“RITE ,L,POl, CPSTIR 
CP”‘” . l.OE37 
CP”4X . -CP”I” 
CPT . -2.0 * CPF*C, 
00 10 ‘.‘“P,‘00”” 
CPLY,II . CPT 1 PXII.J”I”I 
CPU”,‘, . CPT 1 Pr.,I,J”AI, 
CP”,” - *R*X‘ICP”*X,CP”Y(II. CPLYLILI 
CP”IN - *“*“1,CP”*N,CPUY,‘,, CPLYI‘,, 
CO”T*““E 
00 20 I.‘“P.100”” 
IF (BCTYPE .“E, 2, GO TO 11 
SOL‘0 “ILL 
“LY,‘, . 0.0 
““Yr‘I - 0.0 
GO 10 m 
‘1 CONTINUE 
IF IBCTYPE .“E. 31 GO 10 12 
C FREE JLI 
“L”(I) . “F*CT l P”,‘,,“‘“, 
“““III . “F*CT + P”II,,“*XI 




“L”,‘, . “F*CT +.25*,P,J”I”+l,I+1,+2.+P,J”I”+l,‘,+P,,”‘”+l,‘-1, 
: 
- PIJ”‘” .‘+1,-2.*P,J”‘” ,‘I-,,,“I” ,I-I,, 
I I"IJ"I"+1,-",,"I",, 




















































































CPLLRG . *R*X‘tCP”*X,*BSICPtl*NI) 
“NPCOL . CPLIRG I 2s. 




- -CPST*K I “NPCOL 
- S‘G”LI*BS,COLI+.51r COL, 
- NCOL t 30 
*L‘TE l6r2‘01 
C PRINT COL”“” HEAOtRS. 
“RITE ,6,2201 
00 40 ‘.‘"P,‘00"" 
00 30 L-1,60 
L‘NEL~10 . ‘I) 
30 CONT‘N”t 
COL . -CPU”,‘, I “NPCOL 
“COL . S‘bN,,,BS,C0LI + .51 9 COL) 
NCOL” . NCUL + 30 
L‘“E‘~HC0L”, - I” 
COL - -cPLY,I, , “HPCOL 
NCOL . Sltn,,*BSICOL, + .5, , COLl 
“COLL . “COL + 30 
L‘HEllLCOLL, . IL 
IF , “COLL .EO. “COL” L L‘NElINCOLLI = 100 
IF L‘*BS,“C”LS, .LT. 61, LINE,<HCOLS, . IS 





250 FOR”4Tlln ,‘Sr3F12.6,4X.2F12.o~2X.~~4‘~ 
903 FOR”4T,L”I rS44,ZOd BO”“D4R” CONDII‘ON.~ 
904 FOI”4TLIHO,1OX,Z4”H ,T”NNEL H*LF “EIGHT, -nF9.6,‘5”, 
1 ‘OHSCALED n -,FP.b1 
905 FOR~4,,,Ho,‘~X,23rlPOR ,POROSlT” FlCTORl .,F9.6,LSX. 
1 l2”SCILEO POR .rF9.L, 
PO6 FOP”4,~1H0,14X,ZOHF ,SLOT PARAHLTERI -rFP.61 
501 FOpIIIT,lHO,tPX,5HCP+ .rF9.61 
EN0 
FUNCTION PX,,,,, 
C FUNCTION PX COMPUTES u . “P/OX 4, PO‘,,, I,, 
E 
CALLEO 8” - COCOLE. DRAG, F‘HOSK, RICH”P, fllL‘“E, 
“EMS<. PR‘“T1, PRTFLO, PRWIL. 
CO”“ON Pl102.‘011rXl1001 , “~‘00, 
CO”“0” I CO”‘, I”‘” , ‘“IX , ‘UP , ‘00”” # ‘LE , 
1 ‘TE , ,“I” , JNAX , JUP , JLOY , 
2 JTOP , JBOT 
CO”R0” I CO”5, XO‘FF,,O~,,“O‘FF,L”O, 
C TEST 10 LOClTb EYO PO‘HTS 
IF,‘ .FP. ‘“IN, GO TO 1, 
‘FII .EO. Ii?,“, GO TO 20 
C INTEI(IOR “ES” ‘-DIN, 
PJI . PI,,,, 
PL - .5*LXOlFF~‘+11*lPlJ,‘+l~-PJ‘I + XOIFF,I,*,PJ,-P,J,‘-,,I, 
RETURN 
‘0 COHT‘HUE 
C “PITREAR BO”“D4L” 
PX . ‘.5*XOIFF,‘+1I*,P~J.I+~,-p,,,I,, - 
1 O.5*XO‘FF~‘+2I*~P~J,I+21 - P,,,‘+‘,, 
RETURN 
20 CO”T‘““E 
C OOYNSTRE,” BO”“O4R” 
PX - ~.~*XO‘FF,‘I+,P,J,‘, - P,,,‘-11, 






















































































































FUNCTION PI COHPUTES V - OPlO” AT POIH, I,, 
CILLEO BY - CDCOLE, PRTFLO, PRT”4L. 
CO""0" P,102,101,,“L1101 , 1,100, 
CO”“0” I CO”ll I”‘” , I”,” , IUP 
1 1 TE , J”‘” , JR,” 
2 J,OP , JBO, 
CO”“O” I co”*, AK I ALPcl, , DUB 
COLMOL I C0”5/ X0‘FF,‘001,“O‘FF,‘00, 
COHHO” I CO”61 FLllOOl l FXLI‘OO), F”,lO”, 
1 C4”BERllOOlr TH‘CKl‘OO,,“OL 
COR”ON lCOC2Ll P,“!!P,‘00, 
INTEGER BCTYPh 
CO”“0” ICOhZBI BCTYPi , C‘RCFF , FHlt,” 
TEST FOR EN0 POINTS OR POINTS 
‘FIJ .EP. J”‘“, to TO ‘0 
IFIJ SEP. JLOY) GO TO 20 
‘FIJ *EC,. JUP I GO TO ,O 
IF,, .EP. ,“).“I CO TO 00 
‘,J IS 4” INTERIOR PO,“, 
PJI . P,Jrl, 
PI . .5+IYDIFFlJ+l,.,P,,+‘,~,-PJ‘, + YOIFF, 
RETUPN 
CONTINUE 
, ‘00”” , ‘LE , 
I J”P , JLOY , 
,. GA”, , RTK 
, FX”1‘00,. 
, XFO‘Ll‘OOl, ‘FOIL 
, POP. l C‘RCTE 
HEIR AIRFOIL SLIT 
IrJ IS OH LOYER BO”“O*R”. “SE ONE SIDE” DER‘“*,I”E 
PI * 1.5, "O‘FF,,+ll+,PLJ+1.‘, - PL,,,,, - 
1 0.51 “O‘FFlJ+*I*,PIJ+*,II - P,,+‘,‘,, 
RETURN 
C0”T‘““E 
‘,J IS OH ROY OF “ES” P‘IHTS BELOY IIRFOIL. 
““‘““S . “D‘FF~,II,P,,,‘I - PI,-1,III 
TEST TO SEE IF I,, IS AdEAD, “HOER, OR BEHIND SLIT. 
IF,‘ .LT. ILEI GO TO 2‘ 
IF,‘ .GT. ‘TP, GO TO 22 
IrJ IS “NOEP. *‘RFO‘L. “SE 0ER‘“4T‘“E 80”“04R” 
CONO‘TrOH. 
:: 
‘I- ILE + 1 
. .5 1 ,FXL,ICI - ALPHA + ““I”“,, 
RETUs” 
CONTINUE 
‘,J IS *HE40 OF ~‘RFO‘L. 
PI . .,+,LP,J”P,‘, - PlJLOY,Ll, 1 “O‘Fp,J”P, + ““‘“US, 
RETURN 
CONTlHUE 
‘,J IS BEHIND AIRFOIL 
.&URN 
- .5*I,P,J”P,‘, - PJUrtP,‘, - PIJLOY,‘,, + “O,FF,,“P, + ““‘“US, 
CO”, INUE 
‘I, IS 0” ROY OF “ES” POINTS ABOVE AIRFOIL 
“PLUS . “D‘FF1J+lI*,P,J+l,t, - P,J,I,, 
TEST TO SEE IF I IS *HE40 OF, OVER, OR BE,,‘“0 
AIRFOIL SLIT. 
IF11 .LT. ‘LEl GO TO 4‘ 
IF,, .tT. 1,E, GO TO 42 
IC . I - ‘LE + 1 
PI . .5 1 l”PL”S + FXUl‘CI - ALP”,, 
RETURN 
CONTINUE 
IrJ IS *HE,0 OF I‘RFOIL. 
PI . .5*llPtJUP,I, - P,JLO”,II, L “O‘FF,J”P, + “PLUS, 
PETURN 
CONT‘““E 
I,, IS 8E”I”O 4‘IIFO‘L 
PI . .5*,,P,JUP,II - PJ”“P,‘, - PIJLOY,‘,, * “D‘FFIJUPI + “PLUS, 
RETURN 
CONTINUE 
I,, ,S ON TOP I(O, OF MESH POINTS. “SE ONE S‘OEO 
FOR”UL4. 
PI . ‘,,*“OIFFI,,+,P,,r‘, - P,,-,,I,, 













































































































S”BRO”T‘“L REAO‘” READI” 
“ELO‘” : 
C CALLEO 8” - TSFO‘L. IEAOI” 4 
REIO‘N 5 
C ‘“PUT 2”PL4”4,,0” REID,” 
c*+,**+******+***********+++*++***++****+*++*+*****++*+++.****+++*+*+**~+*+**+*+~E,o‘” ; 


























































ONE CAP0 OF TITLE I”FOR”4T‘O”. 4” +A+ ,,LP”~““RER,C, FOR”,, 
IS “SE0 TO READ IN0 “RITE THIS I”FOp”4,‘O”. ““LT‘PLE CASES 
“4” 81 RUN “‘1” THIS PROG”,” *NO 1°C OL,, FOP L*CH CASE 
““ST START Y‘TH THIS CARD. IHE LAST CAR0 OF THE ‘“PUT ““ST 





“4”LL‘ST CO”T4‘Nl”G TlliSE P,RI”ETEIS IS HO” IEAO. ,SEE 
FOR,“*” “*““IL FO” OiSCRIPT‘O” OF “MELIST INPUT). THE 
BLOCK OATA SUBROUTINE SETS 4 DEFAULT VALUE, AS HOTED BELO”, 
Foe ALL 0F THESE ~*“*“ims. 
ONLY THE “ILUtS YH‘CH ARE DIFFERENT FRO” THE PREVIOUS CASE 
IOR DEFAUL,, ““ST BE ‘“CLUOEO, 4LT”O”G” IT LEAST ONE VALUE 
““ST BE ‘“PUT I” “*RELIST FOR EACH CASE. 
IF, . FLO.Tl”G POINT l 
i*i . INTEGER 
,LI = LOG‘CIL : 
DEFAULT 
VALUE 
*“ES” ,L, OPTION F[rR l”*L”T‘CIL “ES” CILC. .F. 
*TRUE. X AND I “ES” VALUES ARE COWUTEO 
.;CLn*,Nb ,d 1% PIIPLII‘S 
r”*O”LblI”N. 1-I. 0.10 L,.P IS 
I~*ll.‘l,,JHl”l.b4, LNO blL3b> 
.FILSE. x *HO I PO‘llTS ARE T”E OEFAULT 
VALUES OR THE VALUES SUPPLIED 










FREESTPEA” “AC” “““SER. .I5 
“OTE.**+E”,CH “4” NO, St - 1.0 
BOO” TdICl(N.CSS R4TIO. .‘I5 
ANGLE OF ITT4CK (OEGRLES IF PHYS.,, . ‘2 
,I,“S0”‘C S‘“‘L*R‘T* P4R4”ETER. J.0 
(INPUT RiPU‘SED ONLY ,F PHYS . .F, , 
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS, 1.4 





OPT‘O” FOP Pl‘HT OF FINAL FLO” FIELD. 1 
‘1 HO FLO” FIELD PRINT. 
.Z ALL J LINES PRI”TE0. 
.3 PRINT 3 J LINES 4RO”“O “*XI”“” LRROR 
OPTION FOR ,“‘T‘,L‘2‘“t P ARkA". 1 
., SET TO ZERO. 
.Z REID P FRO” ““IT 7 
.3 “SE P 1” CORE LPREYIOUS CASE,. 
OPTION FOR SAVING RESTART BLOCI OF .F. 
VALUES OH ““IT 3. 
FCR IL1 
KU,,* IL, 
..Tl”E. SAVE FOR “ES,,“,. 
..FILSE. 00 HOT SAVE. 
FULL” CO”SER”4T‘“E REL4X4T‘O” OPTION .T. 
..TR”E. O‘FFEREHCE EQUITLOHS IRE 
FULL” CONSER”4Tl”E FOR”. 
..FILSE. DLFFERENCE EQ”4T‘O”S NOT 
CO”SER”4T‘“E AT SHOCK “IVES. 
xurr* CO”DIlIO” OPI~O”. .T. 
..,““I. KU,,4 CO”“‘TION IS EHFORCLO 




LIFT COEFFICIENT, “SE0 IF <“,,I .O 
IS FALSE. 
OPTION FOR FOIL OR SOD” BEOIIETY”. 3 
.‘ N*C*OOXx 
.* P*R*BOL‘C 4°C. 
*3 ORO‘N4TtS LREIO LATER I” “*“EL‘S, 
IF DIFFERENT FRO” DEFAULT VALUES ““It” 
ARE FOR THE “OR” 4‘IFO‘L,~ 
BC,“PE (II 
F IF) 
.4 USER OPTION, 
DESCR‘BES THE TYPE JF FLOY TO BE 1 
COIIPUTEO. 
.1 FREE ,I”. 
.* SOL‘0 “ALL. 
.3 FREE JET. 
.4 SLOTTED “ILL. 
.5 POROUS “ILL. 

































































































(F) TUNNEL HALF “E‘CHT,CHORO R*TIO. 0. 
IF, “ILL POROSITY FACTOR. .O 
IL1 TYPE OF SCALING TO USE FOR ‘IO. .T. 
-.TI”E. PH”S‘C*LL” SCALED VALUES. 
-.FILSE. TR4”SON‘CALL” SCALED “4L”ES 
FOR P”“s . .F. l ALSO ‘“PUT VALUE FOR 4”. 
III “““BER OF “-“ES” PO‘“TS,.LE. lo", 
(‘I ““ME” OF “-“ES” PO‘“TS,,LE, 100, :: 
LIB X “ESd PO‘“, “HERE CILC IS 10 ST*“, 1 
III I “ES” POINT YHERE‘CILC IS TO START 1 
(‘1 CONTROL FOR “ES” CUT AH0 REF‘“E”EH,. 2 
- 0 INPUT “ES” IS USED TO CONVERGENCE. 
- 1 ‘“PUT “ES” “4” BE CUT ONCE, 
- 2 ‘“PUT “ES” “4” BE CUT TY‘CE. 
,FI 3 VALUES FOR REL4XIT‘ON FACTO” FOR 1.8 
EL‘PT‘C PTS. l-ST FOR COARSE “ES”, 1.9 
L-HO FOR “PO. “ES” AND 3-10 FOP, I.95 
FIN6 “ES”. DEFAULT VALUES ARE SUGOESTEO 
VALUES, I” OPOER. IF SPECIFIED I” ‘“PUT 
ILL THREE VALUES ““ST BE GIVE”, 
IFI REL*X*TIO” FACTOR FOR C‘IC”L4,‘0”, 
III “IX‘““” “““BEI OF ‘TER4T‘O” CYCLES ,k” 
4LLO”EO. 
IFI CONVERGENCE CRITERION FOR RES‘OUILS .OOOOl 
OF P. 
IFI OlYERGENCE CP‘TERIO” FOR RES‘OUlLS 10. 
OF P. 
IFI RE‘GLES ““LE FOR BOO, SLOPE. 0.0 
IF, COEFFICIENT OF PXT .2 
III CONTROL FOR FREQUENCY OF PR‘“, OF 10 
LINE I” “ES” “HERE ERROR IS LARSLST. 
I.E. IPl,ER*lO , LINE WILL BE PRINTED 
EVER” 10-T" lTER4T‘O". 
“HE” lRR*“S ARE REIO 8” “MELIST THE FULL ARRAY ““ST BE 
SET, I.E. IF ILL VALUES *RE NOT REQUIRED T”E I”“,” “41 
BE FILLID “SING ““LT‘PLE IEROS. I”+O,O, 
I” IF, ARRAY - X VALUES FOR UPPER BOO”. USE0 
IF BCFO‘L - 3. KOR” 4‘(LFO‘L “S‘Ht ILL 
LOO P,S.I”PPER, A”0 75 (LOYE”, IS DEFAULT. 
:: 
IF, ARRAY - X VALUES FOR LOYER BOO”. 
IF, *“RAY - I VALUES FOR UPPER BOO”, 
::, 
(FI ARRAY - I VALUES FOR LO”ER BOO”. 
II) “““BE” OF POINTS TO USE FOR UPPER BOO” 100 
“L I‘) “““BER OF POINTS TO “SE FOR LOYER BOO” 75 
THIS PkOGR4” USES 4 “ES” REF‘“E”EN1 RET”00 FOR DECIEIS‘HS 
CO”PUTER TIRE. FOLLOW THE RULES BELOJ FOR CO”STR”CT‘“t THE 
1 4hO I “ES” TO TAKE FULL 4O”I”TIGE OF Td‘S FEATURE. 
‘“*?.I - ‘TE SHOULD BE 4 ““LTIPLE OF 4. 
‘TE - I”‘” SHOULD BE 4 ““LT‘PLE OF ,. 
J”4X‘ - JUP t 1 SHOULD BE 4 ““LT‘PLE OF + 
JLOY - J”IN + I SHOULD BE * ““LTIPLE OF 4 
(“HERE JLO” IS LIST PO‘“, BELOY SLIT A”0 
JUP IS FIRST POINT *OO”E SLIT,, 
“HERE ITE - I FOR X = 1.0 IOR PO‘“? OH BOO” CLOSEST TJ 
x - 1.01. 
SUBROUTINE CK”ESH ‘“SPiCTS THE X A”0 I “EWES TO SEE IF 
THIS IS rRUE AND, IF HO,, “ILL “OO‘F” *“PUT “ES” I” SORE 
c*sts. 
Xl" ,FI ARRAY - X “ES” POINTS. L‘RIT 100 PTS. 
“1” IF, IRRI” - ‘I “ES” POINTS. L‘“‘, 100 PTS. 
X I”0 I “ES” DEFAULT “ILUES IRE XRUPP 
BASIC GRID. 
CO”“0” P1107.,10*1.1*1001 , "11001 
cOH"O" I CO"‘, ‘"1" , ‘"4X , IUP , ‘00”” , ILE 
1 ‘TE , ,“I” , ,“I” , JUP , JLOY : 
2 JTOP , JBOT 
COn”O” I con*, AK , ALP”, , DUB , GA"1 , RlK 
lOGIC4L ABORT 
IPNON I CO”3, ‘REF Ci , ABORT I ‘CUT . XSTE, 
LOG‘CIL *“ES” 
CONNO” I CONkI X‘“1‘00, t “‘“,100,, *“ES” 
CORNON I CO”01 CVERGE 
1 YE,31 
; :;:“GE , IPRTER , “Ix‘, , 
INTEGE” BCFO‘L 
COR”0” I cow, BCFOlL , “L I H” , "L(100, , X",100, , 
1 “LtlOO, . ““1,001 , R‘tF 
LOD‘C4L X6”0‘“,Y6”D‘” 
COHRO” ICONlOl “FREEI , “,““,1001 , Xx”“PP,100, , GA” , 

























































































CO",, 3 R 
E CO”“0” ICO”,,, ALPHA0 , CLOLO , E”4C”O , 
: 
‘“‘HO , ‘“*IO t J”4XO 
,“.*“I , PSAVE I PSTIRT , l‘,LEtGl, T‘TLEO(d, 
3 “OLO , “0L01‘001,“0L0~‘001 
COWOH ICONIZ, F , II , HALFPI , PI t RWPOR , 
1 TYOPI 
-LOGICAL FCR , l”TT4 
CO”“0” ICOblk, CLSET , FCR , KUTT4 , YC‘lC 
LOG‘C4L PHYS 
INTEGER PlTFLO , S‘“GEF 
CO”“0” ICO”Z7I CL , DELTA , OELRTP t E”*CH , E”ROOT , 
1 PHYS , PRTFLO , SIRDEF , SOHVEL , “FACT , 
t “FACT 
-1”TEGEI GCTYPE 
CO”“0” ICO”2BI BCTYPE , C‘RCFF , FM”” , POR , C‘RCTE 
OAT4 OOHL l8HF‘“ISHED I 
o*r* ‘FIRST IO, 
“A”EL‘ST ,I”P, 4” , ALPHA I ARES” , 
: 
CVERGE , DELTA , OYERGE , 
FCR , GA” , H , 
: 
‘PRTER ; ;,“;:I , ,“I” 
N” , PO” : 
5 PSTIRT , RLGF 
A I,” . “111 : Y”” : 
i XGROI" , "GROIN . "- 
OHT‘NUE 5C 
.F ,IF‘IST .“E. 01 GO TO 2 
iFIRST . 1 
CALL SECOND IT‘“EZI 
2 C0”,‘““E 
T‘“E1 . TIRE2 
CALL SICONG ,T‘“EZI 
ELF’,” - T‘“E2 - T‘“E‘ 
‘F (ELPT” .LT. .011 GO 
.“IITE (b,PBO, ELPTll 
3 CnHr‘H”F 
TO 3 
RF40 15,900, T‘,LE 
YI,TE,C,PO1, TITLi 







IF ,PSTIR, .“E, SI GO TO ‘S 
TEST TO SEE 
IF t .“OT. *BORTI GO TO 13 
“RITE 16,YC5, 
G” T” 5 
‘F P AR”,, I” COLE IS USEABLE. 
SCFO‘L , BCTYPE , CLSET, 
ENLC” , EPS , F , 
‘CUi , ‘“4X‘ , I”‘” , 
I”TT4 , “4X‘, , “L , 
PRTFLO , PSAYE , 
‘3 CONTlHUE 
IF , PHYS I 4X . 0.0 
IF , .“OT. *“ES” I GO TO ‘4 
GILL 4”“EIH 
GO TO 22.- 
14 CoNT‘““e 
IF ,“GRGI”I GO TO 18 
C IF “I” HOT REAO I” HlllEL‘ST, FILL “I” BY 
C DEFAULT “*L”E FOR TUHHEL OR FREE 4‘” CASE, 
IF (GCTYPE .“E. II GO ,O 16 
JRAX‘ . J”XF 
00 15 ,.,“,“,,“4l‘ 
“IN,,, . “FREE,,, 
15 C0”,‘““i 
GO TO 18 
16 CONTINUE 
J”4X‘ . ,“XT 
00 ‘7 J.,n*“,Jn*x‘ 
“‘“IJ, - “TUNlJ, 
‘7 CONl‘““E 
18 C0”,‘““E 
IF (“GROIN, GO TO 22 





Y(II,E (6rP06, E”IC”, PO”, ‘RI”, Gt,“PE, 4”ESII 
“RITE tb9071 DELTA, CL%,, ‘“AX‘. BCFO‘Lt PHYS 
“RITE ,b,POO ALPHA, EPS , J”‘” , PSTII),, PSAYE 
“RITE I6,POPI ,I( , R‘GF , ,“,I‘, PRTFLO, I(“,,, 
“RITE (6,910, GA”, “CIRC, “AXIT, ‘PRTER, FCR 
“RITE 16,911, F. CYERGE, “u, SI”GEF 
“RITE Ib,PlE, HI OVERGE, NL, IC,,, 
“RITE (6,920, YE 
“RITE (6,913, 

























































































“RITE ,L,P191 ,“‘“,Jl,J.J”‘“, 
IF (ICFO‘L .Lk. 2, GO TO 19 
“RITE ,6,9‘5, 
“RITE lb9191 ,X”~‘,,I.l,““, 
“BITE (6,916, 
“RITE 16,919, ,,“,‘,,1.1,““, 
“RITE 16,917, 
“RITE lb,9191 ,“L,‘,,~*‘,“L, 
“RITE 16,918, 
“RITE 16,919, ,“L,‘,,‘.l,NL, 
CONTINUE 
GA”1 - GA” + 1.0 
‘“EF * 0 
J”IX,, 
*114x - iltrxr 
J"AX . JRIX, 
IV1 . ‘"LX - 1 
.I"1 . J"4X - 1 
IF l‘R4”‘ .GT. ‘00 .OR. ,114x‘ 
C IN” CALL TO 
C PYIHTEG AND 
c CHECK IHP”, 
C VALUES. 
00 20 ‘-‘“‘“1‘R1 
IF (XINtII .GE. X,“,‘+‘,, CALL 
20 CON,‘N”t 
.GT. 1001 CALL INPER” (1, 
‘“PER” CAUSES A “ESSAGE TO GE 
tXEC”T‘0” IS STOPPED. 
“ES” FOR “O”OTO”‘C4LL” ‘“CRE,SI”G 
INPER” (2, 
00 30 J.JR‘N,J”‘ 
IF IY‘HIJ, .GE. “‘“,,+‘,I CALL ‘“PtRR 13, 
30 CoNT‘““t 
IF ,C”ACH .LT. .5 ,011. EMCH .GT. 2.0, CALL ‘“PER” 141 
IF IALPHA .LT. -9.0 .OR. ALPHA .GT. 9.0 I CALL ‘“PER” 151 
IF (DELTA .LT. LI.0 .OR. DEL,4 .GT. 1.01 CALL ‘“PER” (6, 
C 
CALL ‘SLIT I XI” , 
C 
CALL JSLIT I “I” , 
CORPUTL ILE *NO ‘TE (LEADING I”0 ,l4‘LI”G EOGEI 
COMPUTE JLOY AND JUP ILOC4,‘O” OF BOO” SLIT, 
CHECK “““GE” OF “ES” POINTS, IF HOT 000 400 








CHEW BOUNDS OF ““ES” FOR TUNNEL C4LC”L4T‘O”S. 
GO TO 90 
“TPI GO TO 40 
, “TPI GO TO PC 
IF (BCTYPE .EG. 1, 
“TN . ” - .OOGOl 
“TP . H + .0000‘ 
IS - *BS~“‘“,J”*“I, 
YE . 4BSI”‘“,,“,X,, 
IF (IS .LT. “T” .OR. 13 .G,, 
IF ,“E .GE. 47” .,“G. “E .LE, 
CO”r‘““t 
RESCILE I 
TERR . -” I “‘“,,“‘“, 
00 45 J.J”‘krJLO* 
“‘“,,I - TiR” * “‘“,Jl 
CONTINUE 
TCB” . H I “‘NLJ”4XI 
00 50 J.J”P,J”,X 
“‘“,,, - 71”” I “I”,,, 
CO”Tl”“E 
“is” TO -“,+H BOU”OS. 
90 C0”,‘““E 
c IF PST*“? . 2 READ OLD VALUES FRO” TAPE 7. 
IF (PSTIIT .“E. 2, GO TO 100 
REY‘HO 7 
REIO (7,900, TITLE0 
REID ~,,GOLI I”AXO, JRIXO, Ill,“01 ,“I”0 
Rt*O 17.9031 CLOLO. ERACHO, LLPHLO, OELTAO. “OLO, DUB0 
REID (7,903I ,xoLOlI,,l-‘“‘“O,‘“*XOI 
“EL0 ,7,P(r31 ,“OLO,Jl,J.J”I”O,JR4XO, 
00 60 ,.‘“‘“0,‘“,“0 
READ ,7,903, ,P, ,,I,, J.J”‘“0,,“4XO, 
63 C0”T,““E 
YR‘TE,b,lOCOI TITLEO. I”I”O,‘R4XO,J”‘“O,J”4XO,CLOLG,E”,C”O, 
1 *LPH*O,otLT*O1”OLO, ““SO 
REID‘” 231 r 























































































905 FOIRAT,ZIHO C4LCUL4TION ASOlTEOll 
I 43" OUTPUT OF PRE",O"S SOLUTION NOT 4"4‘L4BLE.~ 
POb FOR",T,,HO,,~I,,HE"~C" .,F%5,8",5"P0R .,F9.5,lX,6H‘R‘" -r‘5. 
1 SX,WBCT"PE .,‘3,9~,8"4~ES" . ,LIt 
9G7 FOI"*T,~HO,‘ZX,~HD~L,~ .,F9.5rbX,lHCLSET .,F9.5,6",7e!‘"4"1 ~1% 
1 5X,L)HBCFO‘L .,‘3,‘0X,,rlP""S - ,Lll 
POT FOI",T,IHO,~ZX,,H,LP"4 -,FP.~,JX,SHEPS .,F9.5,7X,L"J"‘" ~‘5, 
5X,BHPSTIIl .,I~,')x,IHPSI"E . ,Lll 
90Y1FOl"4T,l"0,,,X,4"4~ .,F9.5,lX,6HR‘GF .rFP.5,6",7HJ"IXI ..I59 
1 5X,B"PRTFLO .,‘3,P",BHK"TT4 . ,Lll 
$10 F0R"4,,1"0,14~,5"G,~ .,F9.5.6X,lH"C‘IC -rF9.5,6*,7H"AXIT -,15, 
5X,8HIPITER .,‘3,‘lX,6HFCI - ,L‘1 
P,~*FOlb,,,1HC,lbX,SHF .,F9,5,5",3"C"ERGE .,F9.5,PXrkH"" .,‘lr 
1 ,X,6HS‘""EF .,I31 









920 FOI"~T,‘HO,~SX,~HYE . ,F4.Z,ZI1H,F4.ZIl 
52‘ FOl"LT,,,,,,58X,‘b"IHPUT PIRA".tT~RS/58X,‘611~+~,~ 
930 FOR~4T,ZZ"‘,‘PE TO RUN CASE "IS ,Fb.2,9" SECONOS.1 
Iooo~FOR",,,SP"~P ‘"‘,‘4L,2EO FRO" PRlY‘OUS RUN TITLED, 
‘~,~410,31" d"‘CH "40 ,"E FOLLOY‘HG VALUES1 
1 tl" I"‘" .,‘,,8" ,",x .,‘,,a" JR‘" .,‘,/I" JR*" -,I41 
: 
8" CL .,F12.b,8" EMCH .,F12,~1,8" ILPdI .,F12.81 




SUBROUTINE REC‘lC COlPUTES THE FOLLOY‘HC 
1.1 JURP I" P AT TlA‘LING EDGE . CIRCTE 
: 
2.l CIRC"L,TION FOR FARFIELO I)O""O4R" . C‘RCFF 
3,) JUW I" P 4LOkG SLIT Y.0, X .GT.l 8" LINEAR 
: 
‘"TERPOL4TIO" BETuEE" C‘RCTE A"0 CLRCFF 
4.1 P,JO,I,EI I"0 P,JO, ITE-1, 
c CALLED 8" - SOLVI. 
CO”“O” P,lO*,‘Ol,,*~‘30, , “1100, 
COR”O” I COHL, I”‘” , ‘“AX , ‘UP , ‘00"" , ILL 
: 
‘TE . J"‘" , ,"A" , JUP 9 JLO" 
JTOP , ,aor 
CO”“ON I CO”Zl AK , *LPI14 , DUB , GA”1 , RTK 
CO""0" I CO",, CJUP . CJUP‘ , CJLOd . CJLOYl 
CO""0" ICO"‘3, CDFAC, 
LotlcAL FCR 
; ',LU:' , C"F4CT , CPFICT , CPSTIR 
CO""OH ,CO"lkl CLSET , FCL , l"TT4 , "C1P.C 
LOC‘ClL OVTERR 
CO""ON ,co"lat ERROP. , I‘ , ‘2 , ‘ERROR , JERROR , 
1 OUTEl II . E""tIOO,ZI , "cI‘oo, 9 
2 VI oc ‘RC , P0L0I101,2, 
cO""O" ,con**, cxc, ‘00, . CXLL~OO,, CXR,lOO,, cXXc,‘OO,,CX*LllOOl. 
1 CXXRIlOO~. c11100, 
CORPON ICO"2bl P,"~P,‘O"I 
INTEGER BCTYPE 
CO""0" ICOMZBI BCTYPE , CIRCFF , FH‘"" , PO8 , C‘RCTE 
C COMPUTE ,""P I" POTLHTIlL IT TRAILINS LOGE 
CTEOLO.C‘RCTE 
PUP . CJ"P+PlJUP,‘TEl - CJUP‘+P,J"P+l,‘TE~ 
PLO" . CJLO"IP,JLO",‘TEI - CJLOY‘+P~JLOY-1,‘TEI 
CIRCTE . PUP - PLOY 
C CO"P",E FIR FIELD C‘lC"L4,‘O" 
3 
CIRCO . C‘RCFF 































































































IFI.NOT. XUTTII CIRCFF . .5+CLSET,CLF4CI 
FIX j"iYP I" P AT 4‘RFO‘L ii*IL‘"G EDGE IF F.UT,,.,F. 
IN0 LIFT OF AIRFOIL EICEFOS CLSET. THIS TIILIT"E"1 
ASSURES THAT CL IS ‘"CF!E4SI"G FRO" BELOY CLSE, OR 
IS HOT TO" "UC" ABOVE CLSET TO START C*LC"LIT‘O". 
IF I .NOT. RUTTA, C‘RCTE . C‘RCFF 
OC‘IC~CIRCTE-CTEOLO 
SET JUMP I" P *LO"‘ 'I . 0, X .OT, 1 
FACTOR . (CIRCFF - CIRCTE,,IX,‘"~X, - 1.1 
00 35 I - ‘TE,I"AX 





S"BRO",‘"E RED"8 COMPUTES DOUBLET STIIEHSTH 
FOR LIFTING FLEE AIR FLOYS, OOUSLET STRdHGT" IS SET 
Ea"IL TO "OOEL "OLUM. FOR OTHER FLOYS, THE HO" 
L‘HEAR CO",l‘B",,O" IS AOOEO. 
CALLLO 8" - SOLVE. 
CO""0" P,‘02,10~,r"11301 , 1l1001 
CO""ON I CO",, I"," , ‘"4X , ‘UP , ‘00"" 
: 
ITE , J"‘" , .lll*x , JUP : 
CO""0" I co**, 2"' 
, JlOT 
, ALPHA , DUB , GA"1 , 
CO"l0" I CG"bI XO‘FF,‘OOI."O‘FF,1OO1 
COMO" I CO".,, FLllOOl . FXLIlOO,, F"t1001 , FX",100), 
1 CI"BER,‘"OI, TH‘C1(11"01,"OL . XFO‘LllUP 
INTEGER BClYPE 
CO""0" ,CO".LB, BCTYPE , C‘RCFF , FH‘N" , POR , 






‘FIBCTYPE .NE. ‘I 60 TO 10. 
‘F,BCT"PG .EO. 1 .ANO. *BSLCIRCFFI .LT. .OOOll GO TO IO 
oun - "OL 
RETURN 
CO"T‘"UE 
CO"P",E OOUBLE ‘"TEGR4L OF "a" OVER "ES" UO"4‘" FOR 
DOVBLE, STRENGTH 
" - PX IS CENTERED R‘OYL" BEThEE" X "ES" POINTS, 
FIRST THE ‘"TEBR4L ,PX++ZIO" IS CILC"L4,EO FOR X 
HELD CONS,*"T, TMUS 1.I,X,*+‘,-*I‘,,++* "4" BE 
PULLED OUT OF THE ‘"TEBRIL YHICH IS C*LC"LITEO 8" 
THE TR4PE20‘04L RULE. THE X ‘"TEGR4T‘O" CORRESPOWS 
TO S""N,NG THESE ‘"TcGRALS, YH‘C" LIE "IOl*" BETlEd" 
X "ES" POINTS, "SING * MOD‘F‘EO TRIPELODI4L RULE. 
‘END . ‘"AX - 1 
OBLS"" . 0. 
00 50 ‘.‘"‘",‘E"O 
NAPG . 0 
00 io J . JR,“, ,“A” 
“ARC . NIRG + 1 
TE”P . P~J,‘+l, - PI,,‘, 
AP.G,"4IG, . TE"P l TE"P 
XIl"4RGl - I,,, 
CO"l‘N"E 
CO"T‘""E 
OBLS"" . C*fa+.25*OBLS"" 




































































RED"8 45 ' 


















ROUTINE TO EXPAND THE X-“ES” IN0 “-“ES” 10 
OOUBLE THE “““BE” OF POINTS I” EACH. “ILL HIVE 
TO BE CALLED TY‘CE IF “ES” “IS HILV~O TYKE. 
THE P,,,‘, “ES” IS ALSO F‘LLEO BY 
I”lERPOL4T‘O”. 
CALLED 8” - TSFO‘L. 
P~to*,lo‘,,X(1OO, , “(1’16, 
‘“I” , ‘“IX , ‘UP I 100”” > ‘LE , 
‘TE , J”‘” , ,“A” f JUP , JLUY , 
J TOP 9 JBOT 
AsORT 
‘REF 9 LBORT , ‘CUT . “STEP 
*“ES” 
X‘“,IOOI , “‘“,‘00l, *“ES” 
X”‘0,‘00,, ““‘0,100, 
BCTYPE 
CO”“0” lCO”ZB, BCTYPE , CIRCFF , FM”” 1 POR , CIRCTE 
CONNO” ICOR30, PT,tOO, , RESTlSO,, 
,n*xo . ,n*x 
‘"4X . 2 . ,‘"LX - ‘"‘", + ‘"1" 
J"4X . 2 l 1,nrx - J”‘“, + ,“I” + 1 
‘“2 . ,“A” - 2 
J”2 . JNAX - 2 
,F (IREF .tT. I, GO TO 30 
00 10 *.‘“l”*‘“*X 
Xl‘, . I,“,‘, 
CONTINUE 
00 20 J.J”,“,J”lX 
“,,I . “I”,,, 
CONTINUE 
IIIEF . 0 
GO TO 60 
CONT‘HuE 
00 40 1.1”‘“,‘“4” 
X(I) . ““‘0’1, 
CONT‘H”L 
00 50 J-JLI”,J”IX 
“,,I . 
CO”T‘N”:R‘o’J’ 
IREF . 1 
CONT‘N”E 
CALL ‘SLIT I X , 
CALL ,SLIT , I , 
SPREAD P,J,tl TO 
00 90 J-JRI”,JR4XO 
I: . ‘“1” - 1 
00 70 ‘~‘R‘“,*“*X,* 
K-K+* 
PT,,, . PlJrK, 
CONTINUE 
00 a0 I~I"l",‘R*xrZ 
PIJ,‘, - PT,,, 
CONT‘HUE 
CO”lIWUE 
00 13” I I I”‘” ‘“4X YEAD p’J“’ To 
I: . J”,” - 1 ’ ’ 
:: 
- JLOY - 1 
. JLOY - 2 






PTIJI - Pllt‘l 
94 CONTINUE 
JST - JUP + 1 
00 100 J.,STrJ”,X,Z 
K.K+‘ 
PTfJ, - PIK.‘, 
‘“0 CONTINUE 
00 110 J-Jb‘N,JE,* 
PlJ,‘l - PT,,, 
‘10 CO”,‘N”E 
00 120 J.JST,J”4”,2 





INTERPOLATE TO FILL I” THE “ISSING P 
- ‘x,*+1,-x,‘,, I ,x,1+*,-“,‘,, 
140 CO”T‘““E 
00 150 J.J”I”~JE,* 
00 145 ‘.‘“‘“,‘“2,2 
P,J,‘+,, . 
145 CO”TI”“E 




































































































00 160 J-JS,,J”4I,2 
00 155 ‘.‘“*“,*“2,2 
P,JtIll, . 
CONTINUE 
P(J,II + P?(I) * ,P(J,‘+Z, - P,,,,‘,, 
CO”T‘“L Ii 
00 110 J-JR‘", J"Z 
P,(J) . 8 '"',+,,-",,,, I ,",J+*l-"l,,, 
CO”T‘“L. IL 
00 190 ,.‘“‘N.‘“*X 
00 175 ,.J”I”,JL,2 
P,JI1,,, . P(J,‘l + P,(J) l ,P,J+2,*, - PI,,‘,, 
CO”T‘N”E 
00 180 J.JST,J”Z,Z 
P,J+‘.‘, . PIJIII + P,(J) * ,P,J+2,‘, - P(,,‘,, 
CONTINUE 
CC IHT‘NIJE 
USE EXlI4POL4l‘O” FOR JLOY,,“P 
01 - “,JLO,, - YtJLoI-ll 
02 - I, JLOW .,I - 
CL1 - 401 + 021 
“(,LOII-2, . 
I 02 
CL2 . 0,102 
01 - “,JUP+l, - YlJUP, 
Kt 
- “tJ”P+ZI - “,J”P+l, 
- '01 + 02, I 02 
cuz - 0‘ I 02 
DO 200 I . ‘“‘“,‘“*X 
P,J”P,‘, . C"I*P,JI:P+l,I, - c”z*PIJ”P+*,I, 





SUBROUTINE RESET UPDATES FAR FIELD BOWIDAR” 
CONO‘TIO”S FOR SUBSONIC FREESTREIN FLOYS. 
CALLEO 8” - SOLVE. 
COb”0” Pc‘or.lol~.~~u~Ol , "(100, 
CO”“0” / CO”,, I”‘” , ‘UP , 100”” 
: 
t ‘LE 




CO”“O” , co”*, Ali , ALP”4 , DUB 
LOGIC4L 
. Cl”1 , “TX 
ABORT 
COWOH I CO”3, ‘REF , ABORT , IC”, , KSTEP 
L 
CO”“0” ICO”24I OTOP~100,, 0B0T1~00,,0"P,100,, D00"",100,, 
INTEGER 
"lOPl100,. "B01I1O01,""Pl100,, "00"",100, 
BCTYPE 
CORNOH ICO”28, BCTIPE , C‘RCFF , FHI”” , PO” , C‘RCTE 
~~~sBOUND4R” CO”O‘T‘O”S 41 “PSTREI” A”0 OOYHSTRE,” 
I( - ,“I” - XSTEP ’ 
00 10 J . J”‘N,J”IX 
:; 
00 20 I - ‘“‘“,‘“4” 
I - II + “STEP 
PIJ”I”,‘, . CIRCFF*“BOT,Io + DUB+DBO,,X, 










REFINE 86 e B 


































































SAVE? “OYBS OAT4 ‘“TO OLD OIT, L0C4,‘0”S I”0 
YN‘TES 11 OH TAPES IF RFPUESTEO, 
C CALLEO 8” - TSFO‘L. 
CO”“0” P,‘02,‘0‘1,X,1001 , “‘1001 
CO”R0” I CO”‘l I”‘” 9 ‘“AX , ‘UP , ‘00”” , ‘LE , 
1 ITE , J”‘” t ,“*I. , JUP , JLOY , 




























CO”27 GIN : 
C0”21 
C”“Z8 ,” 




































































































































SUBROUTINE SCALES PHYSICAL “IR‘IlLES TO TRINSON‘C 
“4R‘,BLES. 
IF PHYS - .TR”E., ILL ‘“P”TlO”lPUT WJ4Nl‘l‘ES ARE I” 
PWS‘CIL ““ITS NOP)IAL‘2EO 8” FREESTRE,” VALUES AHO 
*IllFoIL CHORD. THIS SUBRoUTINE THE” SCALES THE 
OUAHT‘T‘ES TO ,R4”SO”‘C “IR‘IBLES BY 1°C FOLLO”‘“G 
CO”“E”T‘O” 
SIRDEF . 1 COLE SCALING 
S‘NDEF . 2 SPRE‘TER SCAL‘HC 
SI”OEF - 3 KRUPP sc*L‘“s 
*‘noiF . 4 USER CHOICE 
IF PHYS . .FALSE., INPUT IS ALREADY I” SCALED 
“4RI4BLES A”0 N” FURTHis SC4L‘“G IS DONE, 
CALLEO 8” - TSFO‘L. 
CO""ON I con*, *I( , ALPA, , DUB , GA"1 , I(TI 
LOtIC*L ABORT 
COWON I CO”31 ‘REF , 4BOlT , ‘CUT . KSTEP 
LOGICAL *NiiH 
COIINON I CO",/ x‘",‘OO, , ",",‘00,, *“ES” 
CO”“0” / CO”6, FL,1001 , FXLI‘UOI, Fb‘lO(I, , FXUllO”,, 
1 C4”BER,‘OO,, ,H,CXllOO,r”oL , XFJ‘LtlbOI, ‘FOIL 
INTEGER PS,IRT COR”0” P~‘02.‘011rX‘1001 , 1,100, 
CO”“0” I CO”‘, ‘“1” , ‘"IX 
1 
, ‘UP , ‘00”” 
ITE 
. ILE 
, ,"I" , JNIX 
2 
, JUP 
CO""0" / CORZ, ::"' 
, JLOY : 
, JBOT 
, ALP”, , DUB 
LOC‘C4L 4”EPH 
, GA”’ I RTK 





























; ~~~~;o , 
, 
PSAYE , PST4Rl , 
XOLD~loOI,"OLOI10~, 













DELTA , OELRTL , 
PRTFLO , SIIIOEF , 
LOGICAL Pii,E 
Coma” ,COll“, ALPIILO , CLOLO , DELTA0 , DUB0 , INACHO , 
1 ‘“‘“0 t I”4x.O t ‘“IX‘ , ,“I”0 , ,n*ro , 
: 
,“,I, , PSIYE , PSTIRT , T‘TLEL9,, TITLEOLBl, 
“OLO I XOLO,‘OJI,“oLD,‘oOI 
CONRON ,CO”‘Z, F , H , HALFPI , PI , R,XPOR , 
1 TYOP‘ 
LoC‘C*L PHYS 
INTEGER PRTFLO , SIROEF 
C0”“0” Icon*,/ :L , DEL,, , OELRTZ * E”4CH I E”ROOT , 





CO”“OH ,Con*B, BCTIPE , C‘RCFF , FH‘N” , Poll , ClRCTE 
C 4ts2, P4R4RETERS SCALED I” SIINlO”,‘“E SCALE. 
*LPH* . ALPHA * “FACT 
H . H I “FACT 
POI . POR I “FACT 
00 b ,.,“‘“,,“,X 
“‘“I,, . “‘“,,I I “FACT 
CO”Tl”“E 
IF ‘4801171 RETURN 
“OYE 
00 10 1.1,e 
TlTLbOlII - l‘lLE,‘I 
CO”TIN”t 





SOHYEL : .._. 
INTEGER BCTYPl 




RESTART OAT4 TO OLD BLOC&, ‘F,PH"SI to TO 5" 
PdlS . 
CPFACT . 1. 
.FALSE. NO ScALINt 
COF4CT . 1. 
CLFIC, . 1. 
CRFACT - I. 
“FACT . 1. 
“FACT . 1. 
GO TO 600 






. - E”4CH.Z 
DELTl**,l.,S., 
OELRTZ - OF.LT**r~*.,3,, 
BRANCH TO 4PPLOPRI4TE SC,L,“G 
GO TO 1100~2U0,300,4001, S‘“DEF 







CLFICT - DELRTZ 
COFKT . OELIT2*OEL,I 
CRFICT . OELRT2 
“FACT . DELT**57.295779 
GO 10 500 
SIIIDEF - 2 
SPIELTEI SCALING 
CoHT‘NUE 





CLFICT . CPFIC, 
C”FICT . CPFK, 
COFICT - CPFICTIOELT, 
“FACT - oELT**57.*95719 
GO TO 500 
S‘NOEF . 3 
KalPP Sc*L‘“G 
JN‘NO - ,“I” 
‘~4x0 . ‘“4X 
J”lxO . JNAX 
CLOLO . CL 
EL4C”O - L”lCH 
ALP”40 . ALPHA 
OIL,40 - OELT, 
“OLD . “OL 
DUB0 . DUB 
00 20 ‘.‘“‘“o,l”*XO 
“0L0~1, . 11‘1 
20 CO”, ‘HUE 
00 30 ,.J"‘"O,J"4IO 
“OLO‘Jl . “I”~,, 
CONT‘““E 
CHECK,:;E:EE IF IESTIR, IS 




















“RITE ‘Sr%O, TITLE0 
“RITE 13rPOll ‘"4110, J"LXO, ‘"‘NO, JR‘“0 
YRlTt 13,902, CLOLD , EIIICHO, ILPHIO, DEL 
“RITE ,3rPOZ, IXOLDI‘~,I.‘“I”O,‘R4*O, 
“RITE 0,902, I”OLoIJlrJ.J”,“O,J”*Xo, 
00 50 ‘.*“‘“O,‘“*XO 
















bq SCALE :i 8 





,I . BLT4,,OtLR,Z+E"4C", 
"FLCT . l.,,O~LRr‘+E~*Cd...5, 
CPFICT . oEL~T*I,E"*Cli++.151 
CLFACT - CPFACT 
TNFICT . CPFICT 
COFKT . CPFICT'OELTI 
"FACT . 0tL,**51.**5,,9 
GO TO 500 
4cn LOH"‘R"F 
C S,"OiF . 4 
: 
TH‘S 4O"SiSS IS ‘"4Cl‘"E 
USSR "4" INSERT SCALING OF 0"" CHOICE 
: 
OEF‘"Il,O" FOL LOCAL "AC" """SE" ""ST BE AOJUSTEO 
I" EYPCHI. 
YR‘TE~6,1OO0, 
ICO01FO""4T‘3,H‘4B"Op"4L STOP I" S"BI(O"T‘"E SCALE, 
24" S‘"DLF.4 IS NOT USCABLE, 
STOP 
5‘” C0”,‘““E 
C SCALE I "6s" 
"FIG," - 1.0 I "FPCI 
00 502 J.,"‘",,n*X 
"‘"~,I . "‘"(JI l "F*C‘" 
,"?a CO"TIL"E 
IF LPSlllT .EQ. 1, GO ,O 505 
00 504 ,.JP‘“O,J”4X” 
"OLOIJ, . "OLO(J, * "FACI" 
SC4 CONT‘N"t 
:05 COHT‘""c 
‘ SCPLE'l"""LL P*R*"iTERS 
" . .l,"F4CT 
PO" . PoR*"F*cT 
C SCALE ANGLE OF ATTACK 







C"BCX "AL"< OF 4" FOR DEFAULT. 
IF (4" .EO. 0.3, CALL ‘"PLPR (71 
CONPUTE SQUIRE POD, OF II 
RTK . S"R,,,BS,.KII 
CO"P"TF S""IC VELOCITY 





SOHVEL . & / GA"1 





S"BIO",‘NE SETBC SETS TdE LI"‘TS ON RANGE OF I AN0 J 
FOP SOL"T‘O" OF THE DIFFERENCE EQ",T‘O"S. 
: 
T"E BOO" SLOPE BO""O4"" CO"OIT‘O" 41 THE CURRENT 
X "EM POlHlS Oh THF BOO" IRE MULTIPLIED BY "ES" 
C SPACING CONSTANT? AN0 ENTERED INTO ARRIYS FXUBC AND 
‘ FILM FOR "SE LN S"2lO"T‘"E S"011. 
C CALLED BY - TSFO‘L. 
CO”“0” P,1D2,10‘1,"‘150, , "1‘001 
COR"0" I CO"‘, I"‘" , ‘"AX , ‘UP , ‘OOY" , ILE , 
1 ‘TE , ,"I" , JRIX , JUP , JLOll , 
2 JTOP , JBOT 
CO”“0” I co”*, *I( , ALPHA , oua , GA"‘ I RTK 
LOG‘C4L 4BOSI 
COR"O" I CO"3, ‘REF , *SORT , ‘CUT , "STEP 
COWOH I CO"o, FLfLOO, , FXLIl(lbl, FUI‘OO, , FXUllOO,, 
1 C*"BE~rl00,, TH1CX,‘O0,r"OL , XFO‘L“OO,, ,FO‘L 
CO"L0" ,CO”l,/ CYYBLC , CYYBLO I CYYBL" , CYYBUC , CYYBllO , 
1 C""8"" ,FXL.8C“00,,FX"BC‘,90, 
INTEGER 8CT"PE 
CO""0" ,CO"Z8, BCTYPE , C‘RCFF , F"‘"" , POR , ClRCTE 
C SET LI"ITS OH I A"0 J ‘"D‘CIES 
‘NT . 0 






















































































‘UP . ‘DO”” f”:,“,: * + ‘“, - 1 + ‘NT 
,I", . 0 
‘F,BCT"PE .E& 1 .,ND. 4" ,tT. 0.1 ,I", . I 
‘FlKTYpE ,EP. I, ,I", . 1 
‘F‘BCTYPL .EP. 5 .A"D. PO" .tT. 1.5, ,I", . 1 
J.SO, . J"‘" + ,I", 
JTOP . J"4X - ,I", 
AIRFOIL BOO" BO""O*R" CONOIT,O" 
ZERO ELE"L"TS I" ARRAYS FOR UPpER AND LOYE" 
B0""04R" cO"o‘,,OHS 
00 2.0 I . ,"‘t4,‘"4" 
FXLBC,‘, . 0. 
Fxuacll, . 0, 
CO"TINI,F 
LHTER BOO" SLOPES 4, 
‘"TO 4RkA"S FOR BODY 
IFtILiF .LC. 0, KSTEP - 1 
‘FI‘IEF .iO. 1, "STEP . 2 
‘Ft‘REF .LU. 2, XsTLP . 4 
"FOIL - ITS - ‘LE + 1 
IF . ‘FOIL + "STEP 
I . IIF l 1 
"ES" POINTS OH 4‘IFOIL 
aO"No*R" coND‘l‘O"S 
ilo 50‘N . i,"FO‘L 
I - I-l 
IF . IF - LSTEP 
FXLBCt‘, - C""~L"*,FXL,‘F, - ALP",, 





SUBROUTINE TO INTEGRATE BY S‘IIPSOHS ""LE. 
CALLED 8" BOO,'. 
0‘"E"S‘0" X,"I.",", 
R.O.O 




‘FIN.E(I.21 GO TO 1, 
‘FIXII,.LT.X,Z,, GO TO 3 
'C TEST FOR X TO St "O"OTO"‘C4LL" OECRELSlNt 
00 2 ‘.L,N"l 
‘FIXI‘+l,.C~.XL‘,, GO TO 12 
2 cOHT‘"Ut 
to TO 5 
C TEST FOR 1 TO BE "O"OTO"‘C4LL" ‘"CRE4S‘"G 
3 00 4 ‘.Z,NH‘ 
‘FIX,‘+‘,.L~.X,‘,, GO TO ‘2 
4 CONTINUE 
5 "II*."-2 













IFtN.LT.51 GO TO 9 
"l~Nl+‘ 


























































































C TR4PEIOIO4L RULE FOR H.2 
13 R.‘x,*,-XI1,,+‘“,l,+“,2~I/*.0 
GO TO 10 

















GA”‘ , “,I 
SOLVE CONTROLS T”E “4‘” ITER4T‘O” LOOP. 
CALLED 3” - TSFO‘L. 
CO”“O” Pl‘02,‘01,,X11001 ; ;;;““I 
cOR"O" I CO"ll y;" I ‘"AX . ‘00”” 
: 
, J"‘" , JClX , JJP 
JTOP * JBOT 
ycm:,t COR2l *I( , ALP”, , DUB 
ABORT 
CO”“0” I CO”31 ‘REF , 4BORT , ‘CUT t KSTEP 
CO”“0” I CO”l, CJUP , CJUPl t CJLOY , CJLOdl 
CO”“0” I CO”11, ww:;i , OYtRGE , IPRTER , RAX‘T 
1 , EPS 











COR”0” ICOR32I B‘GRL , ,I(!. t J”L 
COWOH ,CO”33/ ,HET4,‘0’),1001 
““ISI” 
ElRO@ , 1‘ t 12 , ‘ERROR , JERROR , 
EH”,lU”,I) , "cllool , 
0C‘“c , P0L01100,2) 
CXL11001, CxR,1OC,, Cx"C,100,,CX"L“~0,, 
CX"",100l, c‘llool 
CPLl‘OOl l cP”l*ooL 
3CTlPk 
3CT”Pi , C‘PCFF . Fn!“” , POR , C‘RCTE 
, ‘LE I 
, JLOY , 
S”3RO”TI”~ iOL”E 
RIIL LIFT 
OAT4 NO”6 I 25 I 
9 
, cFST*R 
ABORT . .FLLSE. 
YPITE16,6001 
IF “REF .EO. 21 “AX,,” - nAB.1, I 4 
IF ,‘RtF .tP. 1, “IX‘,” . RAX‘T I 2 
IF ,,REF .EQ. 0, “IX‘,” . II*“‘, 
IR . 3 - 1RkF 
IF ,1(1( .I”. ‘I dR‘TEIbb071 
IF ,xX ,EO. 2, ~R‘TE,brb03L 
IF ,Xx .EP. 3) lR‘lE,6,b091 
“EP . Yt‘Kll 
“I - 1.0 I YEP 
“RlTE ,b,601, YEP, EPS, IIAXITR 




00 5 .bJ”‘“,J”*X 
P0L0,,.‘2, . PIJ,IuP-11 
EI!“‘J,IZ, - 0.0 
5 CONT‘NUL 
IF I 4x .C,. 0.‘) , GO TO 7 
00 6 J*J”I”,J”*z 





































































































































55 ~, SOLIE SOLVE 20 
ERROR.D.0 
316RL * 0.0 
C UPDATE PJ”“P. 
CALL REC‘RC 
CALL SYOR 
C “POATC C‘RCUL4T‘O” FOR S”3SO”lC FREESTRElR FLOY 
IF ‘ 4x #LT. 0.0 I GO TO ‘0 
IF ‘BCTYPL .“E. 1, GO TO 9 
,I( . IUP - I”,” 
00 a ‘.‘“P,‘DOYN 
II: . IX + KS,EP 
. JBOT - ,“I” 
2 a* ,.JBOT,,rOP 
J‘HC - XSTEP 
IF f”(J) #LT. J.0 .AND. “‘Jtl, .6T. 0.0, J‘HC . 2 I RSTiP - 1 
. ,I t J‘HC 













‘FIOUTERRI GO TO 2 
to TO 1 
CONTINUE 
CL - LIFT LCLFlCll 

























“RITE ,6,bOLI ITER, CL, C”, ‘ERROR, JERROR, 
1 3‘GRL,ERC‘Ns,‘ERR”,CP”4xU,‘ERRL,CP”4XL 
IF ‘ERROR .Li. CYERGE, GO TO 3 
















603 FOR”*,,,,20X,34”++l+++ SOLUTION CONVEROEO ***.*+, 
6C4 FOR”,,,,,ZO”,33”+ll+~+ SOLUTION DLYERCED .*+*++I 
605 FOR”4,,,,20”,39”+1++++ ITER4T‘O” LI”‘, REACHED ******I 
00b F”P”I,L,Ox.5”“~ . F8.4,5X,L”EPS . F3.4,5”, 
1 ZZH”IX‘T FOR TH‘; i!ESH . ICI 
.tCl FOR”4,‘43x,35”‘“TER”EO‘4TE OUTPUT FOR COARSE “ES”,,, 
603 FOR~~~~~~X,~~“‘“TERREO‘~TE OUrPUT FOR “ED‘“” RESWII 























































































IF ,Kl .EP. *I so TO 4 
8,11 . 0. 
Illl.,O”l-,“,ZI-Y,11,,~l,,t, 
60 TO 5 
B,lI.-Cl 
1111-01112. 
Jl - J&N + 1 
JE - *TOP - JBOT 
00 zoo 1.I”P.*OOYN 
EPS” . EPSII~X~II-X,I-lllrr21 
c COWUTE “C - 1 - “**Z 
00 10 J.JBOT,JTOP 
WI,, - Cl,‘, - ICXL,Il*POLo,J,ltl * cxc 
1 + CXRIIl*P,,,I+l,, 
EM"lJrI11 - 0.0 
POLolJ.Ill . PlJ,I, 
10 COHTIHUE 
00 20 J-JBGT,,TOP 
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